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Admr not—Eat Luther C HftMlni*.
Admr notice—Et Pavl B Tautey.
Admr notice— K*»i Atwater Higgins.
Admr notice—ftobert Tapley.
Aiin r notice— fc>t William ii. Freeman,
Admr notice—Clementine T. Bobbin*.
Excc notice— Ed ward Swbxay.
Patrick Krarns Groceries and fruit*.
F.G Moore—Apothecary.

Savings Bank.
are

v

In

MAILS

RECEIVED.

Going West— It 20a m, t&sn«l 9p
Going East—7 a m ami 5.30 p m.

:

JOHN F.

to
m.

F. C.

on

ing

society Friday

even-

are on

a

sale at Moore’s

store.

Bright.

IN making biscuit,
cake, rolls, etc.,
if instead of using

definite character.

a

Hut certain it is that titles to lands that
will be overflowed w'ill be looked up,
negotiations are under way for their purchase, and the company's chief engineer,
J. A. Leonard, is here and at work.
It is said that the contracting firm of

cream

Holbrook,

sour

Cabot and

Rollins,

of tartar and
soda, or soda and

Boston,

of

negotiation with the Bar Harbor and
Union River Power Co. for the construction of the dam, and that only a few'
is in

details,

nowsn

be settled

to

process of
before the

adjustment,

Rev. J. P. Si monton went to North OrIand last Saturday to officiate at the funeral of Richard Myrick, a veteran of the
Civil war who died at Togas. Mr. Myrick
had lived for some years past in Ellsworth.
He leaves one son.

w.

F.

&

t_.

son.

will be obtained.
Royal makes food
that will keep moist
and fresh, and which
can be eaten when
warm without inconvenience

GENERAL INSURANCE.

business.

on

Mrs. L. A. Emery and her sister, Miss
Crosby, are in Boston.
Frank S. Ix»rd and

Mrs.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME.

daughter Edith

visiting friends in Boston.
Perry W. Richardson, of Tremont, is in
Ellsw'orta to-day on business.
Miss Fannie E. Hall, who has been
sfe iding the winter in Caribou, is home.
The residence of Mayor A. C. Hagerthy
SALEM, MASS.—Incorporated IH43.
on Main street is being reshingled and rewill
do
that
is
of
“He
opinion money
0. W.
everything, may well be suspected of doing painted.
W. E. Schwartz, of Camden, owner of
ACENT, ELLSWORTH, ME.
everything for money."
the Percy V., was in the city from Friday
to Monday.
Miss Addie I. Salisbury, who has spent
the winter at Palm Beach, Fla., arrived
home Sunday.
Michael A. Shea, of Bar Harbor, has
lieen appointed a deputy sheriff by Sheriff
We Byron H. Mayo.
Ilea's good news for lovers of choice Tomatoes!
T ic tug Little Round Top bar. been
have jtist received a consignment of very nice Canned Toma- beached for the past few days receiving
minor repairs.
toes—Tomatoes that are way above the average in quality The Nellie Grant, Capt. Dodge, sailed
Monday for Salem wit h long lumber for
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
and flavor, yet BELOW the average in price.
Mrs. Fred H. McFarland spent Saturday
and Sunday in Augusta with h?r sister,
Miss Mary II. McFarland.

HOLYOKE MUTUAL

are

HReFnSURANCE CO

TAPLEY,

For Tomato Lovers!

10c PER CAN

our

low

pric e for

a

price for* these splendid goods—a mighty
mighty good article.

am

now

ready

cheaper

A limited number of

patterns

the Method ist
the Free Baptist

of

in

meet

a

dance in O.ld

the
will

Fellows hall.

six and one-half

a

warm

as

^

j

Mrs.

J. T.

weather

McDonald and

comes

ori,

Miss Carrie

returned last evening from a week’s
fishing trip to Green lake. Each brought

Smith
a

handsome salmon

as

evidence of her skill.

The ladies of the Park street improve-

now

ment

society

sale at

will hold anot her cooked food

15, Manning block, next
afterimon,
beginning at 2

room

Saturday

first degree
I on two or more candidates this evening*
To-morrow evening Esoteric lodge will
work the first on one candidate. A full
attendance at both meetings is desired.

Lygonia lodge

J. A. THOMPSON,
MAIN

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

-------

demand

the

best.
I

grand captain-general.
Mrs. A. W. Austin, who has been for
some weeks in Somerville, Mass., with her
daughter, Mrs. Vincent, arrived home
Sunday morning. Mrs. Vincent, who has

will work the

The entertainment of the May committee of the Alliance of the Unitarian
church will be given in Odd Fellows hall,
May 23. The entertainment will consist
“The

of

Revery”,

Bachelor’s

a

gypsy

atibrrU'crmrnts.

worth,
worth,

to

one

and

one

substitute:!

M I A N U S
V

*

the

you instruct us.
us by mail and feel
or

You can deal with

c

The

ladies

of

together

Central street

with Mrs. Thomas J. Holmes, of Royal

parted

at

K.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

refreshments

by

mtest

Mr.

she had

.atmrrttsnnnua.

the faces of

on

and

a

great

guessing
Fol-

men.

Tax Kate For 1 DOo.
of assessors of Ellsworth

At the high school Friday afternoon
rhetorical exercises were given by the
second

The

division.

programme

board

The
has

completed the assesment,

and

made

It returns in amusement and entertainment a hundred fold its cost. Without skill or effort you may always have
music in your home. Entertains the
Suest, plays for dancing, amuses the
family. An Edison Phonograph costs
from $lo up, and Edison Gold-moulded
Records cost 3oc each. Call and hear
the phonograph and see our fine stock
of PIANOS and ORGANS.

the tax rate for 1905.
is fixed at

The rate

.205 which

*2.05 per flOO or *20.50 per
No discount is allowed
is

this rate

!

means

*1.000.
this year, hence

l^st year the rate

net.

was

the *1,000, and a discount of 6
per cent, was allowed on taxes paid by
Aug. 1.

*20

early hour.

an

on

_

CHURCH NOTES.

con-

by Edna Springer, Helen
Nealley, Frances Jordan, Alice Mullan and
Manter H. Young; rhetoricals by other

STAPLE?. SMITH

sisted of music

division; current events
Maddox, and the sub-

members of the
read

by

Austin

L.

Resolved, that the cotton

ject
gin

for debate:

was

discussed in

is

telegraph,

beneficial than the

more

the affirmative by Harry

Rollins and
Knowlton, and in
the negative by Lawrence Treworgy and
Lucy Smith. The weekly school paper

BAPTIST.

E.

was

omitted.

KLLSWOKTil FALLS.

looking

for mill

was

here

help.

Fred Hunton has gone to Fast Machias,
employment in the mills.

hatchery.

Green Lake

Sunday,
10.30.

Sunday school at 11.45.

for

a

to

Tremont

visit with their

daughter,

Tapley.

They

returned

Charles D. Crane closed his services
here last Friday evening, and on Saturday
Mr.
went to Cranberry Isles for Sunday.
Crane’s

meetings

helpful,

and it

is

were

hoped

interesting
he may

come

and

here

A

meeting of

church and those inwork is called for
evening at 7 o’clock, in the

in

the

chureh

towards

months

Sargent went to Bangor Saturvisit his brother Olin at the Eastern Maine general hospital.
Mr. Sargent
w'ent there about two weeks ago for an
abdominal operation, and is getting along
well.

day

to

WHY NOT LEARN .SHORTHAND?
I)o you wish to get a position in the city? Why
not equip yourself for one by taking a correspondence course in shorthand and typewriting,
and studying during your leisure hours? Write
to-day for lull inloriuntion and rcconmflggtations. Terras reasonable, and easy payments.
Supplies furnished. MUs Tihh-ttN’ Shorthand School,The Stanton,Washington, D.C.

service at 7 p. m.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30

preaching

Friday evening.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. M.

Adams, pastor.

Sunday, May 14— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, May 14—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45.

Oriental

Friday,

May

|
a.

m.

Simonton, pastor.
12—Prayer
meeting

at

METHODIST
Rev. J. P.

Sunday,
10.30.

Rug Works.

|
|

Beautiful, curly fluffy Rugs made from ol
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvst Carpet*.
Carpets cleaned clean. Send for circular.

L. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN. ME.

EPISCOPAL.

May 14—Morning service at
by the pastor. Sundaj
11.45. Epworth league at 6.30.

Sermon

school
Pastor’s service at 7 p.
at

m.

Trenton—Preaching Sunday

at 2.30 p.

m.

Mr. Simonton.

It’s up to young
ment
trust.

again.
terested

at

Praise and

Home-grown grade

of

7.30.

E. A. Flood and wife went

Friday

MOODY,

UNITARIAN.

Guy Richardson, of Buck sport,
last week

&

FRANKLIN ST., ELLSWORTH.

Killam, pastor.
May 14—Morning service

Rev. P. A. A.

Hazel

Clifford

Druggist,

Hague, State missionary, is
people here.
Mrs. Harlem Perry, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with“ her parents, H. Fremont
Rev.

with the

Harmonica solo.Basil Kobbiu*
Carlo and the Freezer.Milton Beckwith
Solo .H VV Dunn, jr
A Washtub Meditation
Mrs Puffer’s Silver We lding,
Mrs
D Wlggln, Miss llelcne Bellattv
Harmonica solo.Basil Robbins

members of the board, which
organized by the choice of B. T.
Sowl president, J. F. Knowl on secretary,
and S. L. Ix>rd treasurer.
elected

was

Thursday

CORNER OPR. POSTOFFICE,

the table beside which

near

ing

the

on

visiting

Monday evening, and a committee lowing is the programme:
composed of B. T. Howie, B. H. Mayo and Violin solo. H S Higgins
llertbioir .Miss Eva Leighton
W. T. Moor was appointed to obtain plans
and specifications for the new church edi- Solo .H W Dunn, jr
.P A A Klllam
Itumllng.
fice. Dr. F. F. Simonton and B. H. Mayo

perfectly confident vestry, to see w'hat can be done
that everything will be perfectly sat- getting a pastor for the summer
or longer.
isfactory.

E. Q. Moore,

found

been

Chester Maddocks, who has been teachin Porto Rico, is home.

flame, though
headway.

A

Methodist. church

_

In cost,
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low
high In quality.
Pier.
MIAN US MOTOR WORKS, |29-33 Portland
M AIN
FOHTLAND,

mail.

they will be shipped by express or freight, whichever way is best,

The Famous and Reliable

V

promptly

was

has

Harbor.

met

Mrs. Thomas 8.

mailable

GASOLINE ENGINES,

"W" telephone*

sent

found to

room

Sweeney

relatives at Bar

the

been

lowed

The truste?s of

Monday.

If you have R. F. I). be sure
and state which route. If goods are not

by

Taste Teixs.**

no

are

gained
body

Mrs. Charles

heard.

much

Miss Danico’s
floor

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Celebrity Social.
“celebrity social” was held at the
Baptist vestry last evening. It was an
Mrs. John Squire, Ells- enjoyable affair, and was well attended.
to John T. Gott, Ellsworth
A short programme was rendered, fol-

Rev.

Mailable goods

and the

be filled with smoke and

Falls.

last

MAIL.

in,

burst

was

was

SAM NO POWDER CO., rrt!W YORK.

Lizzie Nason is at work for Mrs. Emina
Carter.

Miss

from

outcry

no

immediately given,

was

the tire had not

Durham,
consigned
Falls, one to E. H. Jordan, EIlsworth Falls, one to Henry B. Chudley,
Ellsworth, one to David Johnson, Ells-

worth

Mrs. Fred Grace, who has been visiting
here, has returned to her home at the

ORDER BY

take:

ROYAL

sitting. Evidently the lamp had
been seriously ill, is much improved. She
been accidentally dropped to the floor,
Maddocks and wife.
hopes to be able to come to Ellsworth this and she had apparently used a rug to exLouville McGown and son Roland, of
summer for rest and recuperation.
tinguish the flames, but in the effort her
Portage Lake, have been visiting his
The official board of the
Methodist clothing had caught tire.
The body was frightfully burned, but parents, Howard McGown and wife.
church met atCapt. S. L. lord's Tuesday
death was evidently due to suffocation.
evening and settled up the financial afCOMING EVENTS.
fairs of the year, making a,better show- The flames were quickly extinguished
ing than was expected. For the coming with but little damage except to the room
Friday, May 12 Hancock hall—Minand its contents.
Coroner Fields was strel show
by members of St. Joseph’s
year Capt. Lord was elected treasurer,
Mrs. A. P. Echenagueia solicitor, W. T. summoned, but deemed an inquest un- Catholic society.
necessary.
Wednesday, May 17, at Odd Fellow s hall
Moor usher.
Dance by junior order of Americas
Her brother was to have come to remove
Mechanics.
During the past week Sheriff Mayo and her to Ellsworth Falls.
Tuesdav, May 23, at Odd Fellow* hall—
hi;a deputies have be*»n busy making
The funeral was held on Friday afterEntertainment by May committee of the
liquor seizures. Six lots have been seized, noou. Rev. J. P. Simonton
Alliance of Unitarian church.
officiating.
Ellsone
to C. W.

where he has

“The

door

issuing

room, but

An alarm

gaso-

o’clock.

•

Danico’s

elected

were

horse-power

flames

discovered

engine.

the
iu health
| and
is able to be out.

Sc DOl RLE

ROLL. Last year’s patterns that were 2oc,
10c. Some numbers at ."»<• Double Roll.

41

digestion.

of the house smelled smoke and

occupants

street, and Miss Carrie Harrington, of
Sterling street,gave Mrs. C. C. Royal a surlast Friday evening. The
Next Wednesday the Percy V'. will run a prise party
honor of
Mrs. Royal’s
was in
event
free excursion from McKinley and West
eighty-seventh birthday. A picnic supper
Tremont to Ellsworth. If stormy it will
was served at 7 o’clock, and later in the
be postponed.
evening refreshments of ice-cream and
O. R. Burnham, who has l»een confined cake. The
guests, after wishing Mrs.
to the house nearly all winter, is gaining
Royal many happy returns of the day, deing

line

before.

at

will

circle

Mrs. John M. Hale and daughter, Mi?s
Katherine, who have spent the past winter in Massachusetts, ere home.
Wesley Ford’s fishing sloop, from
Marlboro, is at Walker’s foundry receiv-

to sell you

ever

church

hold

WALL PAPER
than

ladies’

chapel to-morrow afternoon.
little
Wednesday evening of next week
junior order of American Mechanics

FLOYD & HAYNES,
I

The

Masons in Portland Curtis R. Poster was
elected senior grand warden; at the meeting of the grand chapter James E. Parsons
was elected grand scribe, and at the grand
commandery meeting A. W. King was

by

even

persons of delicate

MASON,

week

to raise

them, better results

begins.
Patten, the treasurer of
contracting corporation, was in the city
accompanied by Mr. Barrel 1, of the same
corporation, and personally inspected the
site of the proposed structure and also
other physical features of the undertaking.
It is reported that in the event of the
dam’s being built, more than half of the
available water power—some 3,000 horsepower—is already contracted for.
The construction of this dam, together
with storage reservoirs along the river, involves the expenditure of from fl ,000,000
to fl ,250,000.
I^ast week Mr.

suc-

Powder is

employed

actual work of

the

drug- j

milk, Royal

Baking

are

construction

i

*'

*

Single copies, 5 cents ; subscription
price $1.50 per year In
A. F. BURNHAM.
Guy W. Butler, who has been bookISiimcd to Death.
advance.
keeper at the Ellsworth hardwood factory
Miss Sarah Danico, fifty-eight years of
for several months, has resigned, and rewas fatally burned in her room at the
Xotk—'Those desiring Home Savings Hanks will be supplied with them
George H. Grant was in Bangor Tues- turns to-day to his home in Old Town. age,
city farm in fillsworth last Wednesday
on business.
solicited.
day
Correspondence
Mr.
Butler
made
friends
his
application.
during
many
evening.
James A. Hill, of Goulds boro, was in short stay here, and they sincerely regret
She went to her room early in the evenhis departure.
Ellsworth Monday.
ing with a kerosene lamp, intending to do
William H. Errock is in Boston this
At the meetitg of the grand lodge of some
sewing. About 8 o’clock one of the

C.

is

The seats

cess.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at tlie news stands of
C. II. Leland and J, A. Thomp-

BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.

has

every evening the past

have been held

week, and the affair promises to be

Including Sundays.
f5.30 on Sunti»ys.

CHAS. C- BURRILL, Treasurer.

No clue

Rehearsals for the minstrel performance
be given under the auspices of the

ladies of the Catholic

m.

•

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

28.

upper Patten’s
time last

on

Miss Winnie Davis, of Malden, was in
Ellsworth last week to be present at the
interment of remains of her brother who
died last winter, they having been in the
receiving tomb at Woodbine cemetery.
Mrs. Owen Byrn came with her.

effect April £0, 1906.
MAILS

Chamberlain’a camp

then burned to cover traces.
yet been obtained.

Fk >M IVest—*7 1«> a m and 6.13 p m.
From East-lief. am. 5.33 and 9 47 p

of

|Q •

J

iUrtjfrttannnua.'

DAM.

It is still in the air that the big sixtyfoot darn on Union river is sure t° be
built, although nothing can be said now

Hancock hall the Sun-

Mn

^ W>

*

Being Built Seems to

for Its
he

pond was burned some
weekt
presumably Saturday night. It i9 thought
by many that the camp was robbed and

AT ELLSWORTH POST omCl.

exempt from

COOLIDGE, President.

N. B.

committee is Mrs. Samuel
J. Morrison and Miss Sophie Walker.

THAT BIG

The

day preceding Memorial Day, May

MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.

TRUSTEES

A

next week.

vices to be held in

fcLUKHILL:—
Selectmen'* not'ce.

depositors.

to

Jr.

Tnptey—Insurance.
County Comtnls’-loners’ Notice.
Cemetery Lot* for sale.
Augusta, Mk:
lfomc Supply Co.

bCH fcDl'l.K OK

bank

airs.

Rev. P. A. A. K111am has received and
accepted an invitation to deliver the sermon to the Grand Army at the Union ser-

O W

an,l is the only Savings Bank in Ellsworth, Maine, established
under the supervision of the State Bank Examiby law, nml
lias
ner.
paid sixty-three ((>3) semi-annual dividends.

Spanish fandango, a Japanese
Are-fly chorus and national
full programme will be published Outlook

a

with

—

Commenced Business May I, 1873,

Deposits in this
municipal taxation

THIS WKBK

dance,
song

ENTERRD AS SECOND-CLASS MATTES
AT THE ELLSWORTH POSTOPKICE.

10, 1905.

MAY

ring

PEAS FOR SEED
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Long Distance Telephone.
Cigarplione

men

habit to

with

boycott

the engagethe diamond

in lour Mouth
and everyone thinks it a Cigar.
It is the
greatest musical© ever got
Jokes
up.
played with it as well e.s the latest tunes.
Price 10 cents.
Address C. D. McGows,
Medford, Mass.

CHRISTIAN

Vvsyer Xeetins Topic For the

Week

EDITED BY “AUNT

RrRinnins May 14.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.

Topic.—Spirit filled Christians.—Acts ii.
H 41-47.
The Acts of the Apostles i«N4he first
Hstory of tlie Christian church, and
With special emphasis it sots forth the
fact that the power of the Holy Ghost
la absolutely necessary for successful
.Christian work. To do the work of
God the early church needed the Holy
Ghost. The Christians of that day. as
well as today, were weak and needed
divine strength; they, too. were en
gaged in couMiets where divine grace
and power were absolutely necessary
If they were to win the vi
ry; hence
Christ instructed them t■» tarry at Je
rusalem until the promise of the Father
that they should receive the Holy Gli >>t
■hould he fulfilled. Then, filled with
the Spirit, they were to g» forward,
overcoming their own sin an l sel:l diBess and winning the world for ( hrist
And only as we are Spirit filled «• a we
win personal victories over ->;n and
lead others to Christmas their Saviour.
Let us therefore be thankful that G si
is willing to give bis Spirit to t'i »se
that ask Him. and let us ever ask that
we may be filled with God’s Spirit and
Used in His service.
The conditions under which the Spirit
was given
were faith,
patience and
prayer. God promised the Spirit, and
the disciples believed 11 is promise
Christ commanded them to wait at Je
rusalem for tin* promise of the Father
and they waited. And as they waited
they prayed, for the Master had also
■aid that the Father was willing to
give the Spirit “to them that ask Him.”
•Then on the day of Pentecost the Spirit
was given. They had fulfilled all <• >u
Ations, and God kept IIis promise.
•They were all tilled with the Holy
Ghost.” Would we be Spirit filled? Let
ns believe, let us wait God’s time, and
iswe tarry let us pray, and there will
Come a Pentecost in our lives, and we
gjso shall be filled with the Holy Ghost.
The results of the coming of the
Holy Ghost were most marked. Tin
disciples “began to speak with othei
tongues as the Spirit gave them ut
torance.” In reply to the criticisms of
Onlookers Peter preached the gospel
grith such power that 3,000 were con
Verted. The Christian church was or
ganlzed. and its activities were won
derfully blessed of God. Believers per
■evered in doctrine, in the ordinances,
in fellowship and in prayers. Joy was
gbnndant. God was praised, and eon
*«rts were daily made.
And these
manifestations are possible today if.
our
need
of
the
feeling
Holy Ghost, we
will pray unto God for Him. To !>c
filled
Christians should be our
Spirit
most earnest desire.
We should not
satisfied
with
be
the work of the Spirit
at regeneration, but we should earnestly desire and pray for the Spirit’s bap
tlsin for service. It is not only His of
lice work to regenerate the human soul
but from Him alone can come spiritual
power that will enable us to serve God
acceptably and to win men for tLc
kingdom of God. God is willing to use
us. Are we willing to be used?
BIBLE

READINGS.

The

Chrlf*<ian

Endeavor

Its Motto:

“Helpful

MADOl".

and

Hopeful."

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, ami aims t*» be helpful and hopeful
Being U r the common good, it is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Pledge.

MOTHERHOOD
Actual

Sterility

Mothers and

all communications

For Lady’s Spring Coat and Walking
Designed by Martha Dean.
Nos. 6270 and 6271

Patterns

Skirt

Very Rare—Healthy
Children Make Happy Homes.

in Women Is

To the average home dressmaker
the
coat Is one garment she never feels
sure
of. and because the finished product Is not
-up to par" It is a sore disappointment to
While it Is true that a coat
the wearer
is
not as easily made as a blouse, there
ar*
•‘coats and coats.” and when one finds a
style like the one shown today, designed
especially for the home sewer. even the
most Inexperienced need not hesitate
in
the making of the new spring suit
The
greatest difficulty In most coats Is the col.
lar finish, which Just will have an amateurish look, but that trouble has been
overcome by finishing the Jacket with a
tuxedo front, or. rather, the front is rolled
back to form well shaped revers
The
seam, which Is a plain, straight one. is at
the shoulder, and the collar may be faced
with material-velvet or finished with a
cloth of contrasting color. The jacket Is
made with dart extending to shoulder. and
one can set' at a glance how much easier
this will Iw* tvi fitting than the dart style.
The back l« also In two parts
The sleeve
Is regular coat style, finished with pointed
strap to match tie one In front, which is
apparently slipped under a little pocket.
The skirt Is one of the new box plaited
styles and Is going to be worn a great deal
It U round length, and the
this season
plaits may b«- stitched flat to any depth
desired.
Lightweight broadcloth, homespun. shepherd checks and mohair ar#
materials suggested
Sixes. No $270. 32 to 42 Inches bust measure; No 6271. 20 to 30 Inches waist measure.

to

THK AMERICAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

THE CALENDAR.

A little bit of sunshine.
A little bit ol snow,
A little heap of autumn leaves
Where roses used to grow ;
A little bit oe darkness.
And u little bit or day,
A smile and then a sigh
For little pleasures passed away.
little bit of folly.
little bit or sense,
A little bit of saving
And n little wild expense;
A little bit of sorrow
And a little bit of cheer,
A little bit rf waiting
And we*ve roundel out the year.
A

A

—

Selected

if’ashington Star.

by Aunt Emma.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
This

bit of

poetry

was

sent

early in the

year, but as we use calendars through
the entire twelve-month it will not come
amiss

now;

and

swiftly passing!
already gone, and

it is all

so

One-third

true, and so
of the year

busy housekeepers
it is the little things that take up the
to

time.

But it is the little blades of grass that
clothe the earth at this season of the
year with verdure, each little blade contributing its part; it is each little leaf on
the forest trees that helps to make a shady
retreat in the bright summer time.
Now read the poetry once more, and
make your

own

application

of it.

Pasadena, April 24, 1905.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I feel mo red to fra y a word or two to you and
our good sisters referring to my John’* garden.
I think a good word kindly administered to
one's John occasionally, and oftene**, it maybe,
does a great deal toward quickening his gait
about the farm; and £o It is just as true to his
encouragement if you make mention of him In
the papers.
All Johns are vain, I believe, even If there
may be, now and then, found one that Is not
over-proud.
My John has symptoms of both, in a measure,
and bo I encourage him In them, for I am very
fond of fresh, sweet vegetables right from our
own garden. They are so much better than
those brought by the Chinamen, which they
have been steaming and sunning on the wagon
for a week, perhaps.
My John planted p tatoes in January, 1904;
and so this year, from that patch, there is a volunteer crop; and they will soon be big enough
to dig for new potatoes.
We only have a small bit of lat. 1 which U our

orchard;

and not having space enough between
trees, my John has sown seeds for beets ami
about the tree trunks, and the shade
from the foliage is an advantage, especially on
hot days; and what a nice lot of these choke

carrots

vegetables

going to have! Yes, we nave
them now, large enough for the table; and as
for the beets, i have been thlnnlug them out
and using for greens cooked with ham. Los
Angeles packers cure bams about rigid.
we are

Many women long for a child to bless
their homes, bat because of some debility or displacement of the female
organs they are barren.
Preparation for healthy maternity is
accomplished by Lydia E. Pinkhams

try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vogetahto Com-

this I did. and 1 improved steadily in
pound: and
a beautiful
in less than two

noalth,

child

came

to bless

our

yeans
home. Now

we

have

something to live tor, and all the credit is
due to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com*
pound.
Mrs Mae P. Wharry Secretary of
Vegetable Compound more successfully
than by any other medicine, because it the North Shore Oratorical Society,
The Norman, Milwaukee, Wis., writes.
gives tone and strength to the entire
female organism, curing all displace- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—

I was married for five years and gave
ments. ulceration and inflammation.
A woman who is in good physical birth to two premature children. Lydia E.
condition transmits to her children the Pink ham's Vegetable Compound was’recommended to me, ami I am so
I took it, for
blessings of a good constitution. Is it changed me from a weak,glad
nervous woman
not that an incentive to prepare for a to a
strong, happv and healthy one within
healthy maternity ?
seven months.
Within two years a lovely
If expectant mothers would fortify little girl was bom, which is’the pride and
themselves with Lydia E. Pinkhams joy of our household. Every day I bless
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
Vegetable Compound, which for thirty the
health and happiness it brought to
years has sustained thousands of our light,
home."
women in this condition, there would
If any womnn thinks she is sterile,
be a great decrease in miscarriages, in
hasdoubts about her ability to carry
suffering, and in disappointments at or
a child to a mature birth let her write
birth.
to
Mrs. Pink ham, Lynn, Maas., whose
The following letters to Mrs. Pinkham demonstrate the power of Lydia advice is free to all expectant or
She has helped
E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound in would-be mothers.
thousands of women through this anxsuch cases.
ious
period
Mrs. L. C. Glover, Vice-President of
Women suffering with irregular or
Milwaukee Business Woman's Associamenstruation leucorrhoea, empainful
614
of
Grove Street, Milwaukee.
tion,
placement ulceration or inflammation
Wis., writes:
| of the womb, that bearing down feelDear Mrs. Ptnkham:—
ing or ovarian trouble, backache, bloatI was married for several years and no
ing or nervous prostration, should rechildren blemed our home. The doctor said member that
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeI had a complication of female troubles and
I could not have any children unless I could table Compound holds the record for
the
be cured. For months I took his medicines,
greatest number of actual cures
trying in vain for a cure, but at last ray hus- of woman’s ills, and accept no substiband became disgusted ami suggested that I tute.
many women Have Been Benefited by lire, Pmkham's Advice and medicine.

from

Cevcra’s

fleet

at

the wonderful battle

at

Santiago de Cuba.
The gunboat Isla de Cuba, sunk by Dewer In
M ini la bay, can be aeeo, also the queen’s ship,
Don .Juan de Austria and Mercedes; these are
Intended to oe put Into condition for service
in our own navy.
The new training ship Boxer, launch'd from
that ard on Oct 10. was visited and admired by
our party
Although not large, she is a very
unique aff.dr in every particular. The dispatch
boat scorpion waa also present, and I have a
souvenir in the'1 form of a lead ]»encil from one
of the boys on her.
It Is painted yellow and
made in Austria, and with its aid notes were
taken which have elpad me In the formation of
this little sketch.
8. J. Y-
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SPRING AND HEALTH.
'BY MARY ANNABLE

NEW
Pattern

more

since spring

'than

was

a

single generation,
as the doleful

accepted

of the year. Poets did
luctantly, and flowers would

season

praise

it

the whole it

bloom;

Sailor

Frock

The
general becomingness of sailor
styles attached to belt Is responsible for

popularity.

their continued
a

style to select for

duty

on

a

In fact, it Is

frock that must do
It Is not blue

various occasions.

mode,
ginghams, pique, mohair and
The blouse Is fastened by two
pongee
shaped straps and also enhanced by a
alone that looks well In this

serge

but linens,

smart collar and cuffs, and the skirt Is the

style attached to a belt. Tfh*
develop satisfactorily in plain
colored material, using white for shield,
full round
suit

will

collar and cuffs.
embroider

A

emblems

pretty conceit is
the

on

shield

to

and

Sizes. 5 to 9 years

DIRECTIONS

FOR

ORDERING

this office,

to

of this pattern. No 4636, and

give number
state

size de-

It will then be sent to you

by mall
postpaid lie sure to write plainly and alSeveral days
ways give full address
.must be allowed for

delivery of pattern.

re-

but

regarded as a time of
general misery. People were expected to
take .cold, and to “get run down”; and
when home wasn't made desolate by
house-cleaning, there were horrid herbs
brewing and dreadful concoctions being
handed out to tone up unhappy humanity.
on

Girl’s

For

FASHIONS

YORK

by Martha Dean—No. 4626

sired.

PANTON.

ORDERING

FOR

Send 20 cents to thin office, give numbers af thew* patterns. Nos. f*270 and 6271. and
state sizes desired.
They will then lw sent to you by mail postpaid Or either of tht
lie sure to write plainly and always give full adpatterns will he sent for 10 cents
dress. Several days must be allowed for delivery of pattern

Send 10 cents

It i9 not

FASHIONS

NEW YORK

communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Com
m unicat Ions mutt be signed, but the name of
writer will not i>e piloted except by permissionCommunications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

the

II Kings ii, 1-14; Ps. li. 10-19: 1st
fati, 1-4: Ezek. xxxvi, 22-38; Acts i. 1
M, 16-21; x, 30-44; Luke xi, 9-13; John
xlv, 16, 17; Rev. xii, 1. 2.

fttobn-tiscmmu.

mutual Benefit (Column.

ENDEAVOR.

Swimmliiff Rlrplmnti.

was

The present generation is more cheerful.
Rev. F. B. Meyer of Christ church.
Thank you many times for your interIt finds hopeful spring a pLasant season,
Lonuon, writing on this theme in a iV
John has his beans and peas put about in
in
sketches.
8.
J.
Y.
to
esting
response
cent issue of the Christian Enileavoi
to be spoken of respectfully. It doesn’t
patches Ixtween the trees, and they are doing
World, used these apt words:
finely. We had a fine mess of nice sweet peas ! the request of last w'eek sends the fol- write so much poetry, nor take bo much
for
and
lowing
dinner;
in
suggestion.
have
beans,
will
been lodged against
medicine.
being
It plays golf
blossom,
“Objections
instead, and
Dear Aunt Madge:
makes friends with spring. But there is
taking the pledge at ail. In my judg soon come on.
A little New Jersey woman next
As
me
to
send
a
for
door,
says
you
subject
requested
meat they will not hold water.
still left the occasional spring cold, that
They John’s
garden Is ldggledy piggledy in its May, and as the most of our topics have been
is so hard to get rid of, and the tendency
might equally well be alleged against planting; but if it is.
it is growing uicely and on prominent tnen, 1 thought It only fair to mix
s
the soldier
toward relaxation from the nerve pull of
pledge to his sovereign rapidly; and I don’t think it’s at ali nice of this In some of the
women, too. So I will suggest
•gainst the lover's pledge to the wom- woman who is a widow to make fun of my Fanny J. Crosby, to whom wc are Indebted for winter. One can have ills with the utmost
an of his choice, against the mutual John’s garden.
admiration for whimsical beauty of the
Susan.
some of our most beautiful ao» gs, for the next.
promises of husband and wife at the
Please don’t pul me on for any persona) his- early warm days; and dosing but increases
I wish. Susan, 1 could have some of
your
marriage altar and against the deter
for I suggested the topic because 1 wanted the evil.
peas and beets for dinner" thitTvery""day, tory,
to learn more about her.
mlnation to give to the cause of God but soon our
The best spring t_nie that I know of
gardens will be made down
■ filed proportion of one’s income.
I have been drafting from our large list is a morning
in Maine.
plunge into cold w'ater;
are
"Such pledges
always taken with
of helpers, when the special topic of the a tub full of water, cool and invigoratthat
are
The
the understanding
bind
they
following recipes are contributed by month had been selected. Now I want ing, yet invariably soft. There is no
tag and obligatory only under certain Elma:
each one of you who knows anything [ spring lassitude at breakfast if a cold
or
while
life may last.
It
conditions
Pokk Cark—One cup pork chopped fine. 1 about Fanny J. Crosby to furnish somebath has intervened between bed and
1
water.
cup
boiling
1
is
he
cannot
serve
the soldier
maimed
cup sugar.
cup molasses,
on the
subject. I know I can board. To speak in spring parlance, “it
4>* cups flour, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 cup o! raisin®, thing
if
the
lover
is strick- spice to suit the taste. .Tried and
CD the battlefield;
depend on you to volunteer what informa- starts the sap running,” and if the blood
true.)
en by mortal illness he cannot carry
tion you may already be in possession I is circulating well, the nerves are quiet,
Ginger Cookies—One cup of sugar, 1
cup
of
his
if
the
husband
or
1
out
the
molasses, cup of shortening, 1 cup boiling of, or what you may be able to obtain.
promise;
l food is digesting, the brain is clear and
1 utblespooufu! ginger, 1
water,
uful
tabk-spo
u
dies
within
few
marwife
months of
I hope also to receive letters,
there is fresh color in the cheeks and a
saleratus, salt.
helps,
on
the
which
was
to
riage or If
recipes, suggestions
property
any subjefts which cheerful light in the eyes.
Ginger Cookies—One-half cup sugar,
cup may interest you personally.
have been tithed is swept away by Ir- molasses, «, or % c. p shortening,
You can’t have the “blues” and spring
All with coffee,
Aunt Madge.
teaspoon of soda, salt, gloger. (One of
reparable loss it stands to reason that large
| fevers and moodiness if you are feeling
my own.)
however
the pledge,
honestly taken,
vigorous and energetic, and you can’t feel
cannot be maintained. Thi se pledges Dear 3/. B. Friends:
! listless if the
Keep These In Mind.
organs of the body are in
are also taken with the tacit acknowlPerhaps an afternoon at Klttery navy-yard
The power of kindness. It wins when good working order. Sleep with your
that
reason
must bold its may not prove altogether
edgment
windows open (and a screen about the bed
uninteresting. A all coercive measures fail.
place and that God by His faithfulness party of five, myself ltcluded, set out one fine
The dignity of simplicity. When the if you like), and never forget that elixir
and help may enable us to perform the afternoon to visit this place of so much interest.
of life -the cold plunge, if you want to
“frills” are off the n.an is “on.”
promise. The pledge, therefore, is our We crossed the I’iscataqua river ou the ferry
The wisdom of economy. The man And all the joy of spring.
Ideal.
It crystallizes what otherwise boat Alice Howard, and then took the electrics
But make sure that the water is soft. A
who saves makes more than he saves.
to the nearest point. It being within about five
might float in dreamy solution. It minutes’ walk of Uncle
Sam’s possessions,
The pleasure of working. The only dailyl plunge in hard water would so
into
definite
we
to
which
puts
shape,
which are entered after
crossiog a bridge really unhappy, rich or poor, are the roughen and harden the Bkin, as to bring
can refer in after time, the higli and
about a condition of actual misery. You
through an arched gateway where stands a very
noble purpose with which we were an- imposing-looking personage in uniform whose idle.
can’t thoroughly dry the skin from a
The influence of example. Practice
imated when we stood upon the hilltop duty it is to count every visitor
hard-water bath, and damp skin means
entering the
with the morning light shining upon grounds so that he may know when all have does more than precept in showing the first
roughness and through roughness,
left, 5 o’clock being the limited time for visitors way.
our faces.”
from
contagious
to enter.
The worth of character. In the last possibly poisoning,
eruptions.
Is built on what used to be
Kittery
navy-yard
the
real
value
is
a
clear
analysis
only
A Deoiiiton Day Prayer.
To a tub full of water add a teaspoonful
called Fernald’s island, and was
purchased by
conscience.
The following prayer, written by Dr. the government in 1806
of borax, well dissolved in warm water.
for $5,500. and Is cow
The
success
of
perseverance. ‘‘KeepClark and intended for use in connec- one of Uncle Sam’s most valuable
Then the bath will not only be invigoratpossessions.
tion with Christian Endeavor day. is It is a miniature city in itself, the ninetieth ing everlastingly at it” brings the
ing, but a positive benefit to the skin
for"result.
hoped
very appropriate for any decision day
building being under process of construction,
making it white and velvety. It is an
and
all
included
In
The
value
a
of
time.
Lost
period:
capital may excellent plan if one lives in a hard water
comparatively small area.
The
marine
264
feet
be
restored
prison,
as
use
"O Christ, our Master, open all our
of experiby diligent
long,
yet incountry, to have in the bath room a soluhearts to receive the blessing Thou art complete, is on an imposing point of land, and ence. Time lost is lost forever.
tion of borax—water with as much pure
if It were anything but a
it
would
a
prison
be
The obligation of duty. Your concern borax as it will hold in
waiting to bestow. May the Holy Spir- very desirable
solution—always
place to reside.
it show us our great opportunities durshould not so much be what you get as
The largest stone drydock in the
ready.
750
country,
these
winter months of Christian feet long.
what yon do for what you get.—New
ing
During arduous ho use-cleaning days, a
is.drawing near completion, and it
work. Bless the Increase campaign almost makes one
York Commercial.
dizzy to stand and look into
teaspoonful of this solution should be ,jut
here and everywhere that it may result it, and it speaks of an immense amount of
in all water used for any sort of cleaning.
in larger numbers and better work for money as well as skill and hard labor.
About ten minutes after you get the It helps the cleaning and saves the hands.
Another proof of what
Thee In every society. May all our
money and persever- snow shoveled off
It is also the greatest comfort in the world
your sidewalk it begins
plans be Thy plans. Give us Thine ance can do is the gigantic undertaking of to thaw'.
to the weary woman who has “trouble
off Henderson’s point to broaden the
own strength to carry out these plans blowing
of borax
with her feet”. A
channel so the tide will run less
4tConsidering the tendency of trousers to ! in a basin of warm teaspoonful
fiercely, and
and may our Decision day result in
water, and then imgive an entrance and exit from the harbor more bag at the knees, regardless of the care merse
feet
for
some ten minutes, a
the
j
of
our
to
a
bringing many
companions
easily.
bestowed upon
them,” remarked the ! dash of cold water, a brisk rub, and every
knowledge of Thyself. In Thine own
The two immense guns
bit of swelling ana pain is gone.
captured from the thoughtful thinker, “it is
certainly up to j! One can’t
we
offer
our
name
prayer. Amen.”
VIscayaand Maria Teresa are on exhibition some leader of
suggest too many restful ideas
fashion to get busy and to
on the grounds. The
busy woman, and this water cure,
guns are in perfect conimmortalize himself.” “But how could warm at night and cold in the morning, is
and weigh 9.400
dition,
pounds, and the cars
io prove that ChrisGod expet
most pleasant and healthful
rlages and shields 15,000 pounds each. These he do it?” queried the dense party. “By I one of the
tian Endeavor has a growing power.
his tailor to cut them alreadv suggestions that modern science has yet
ships and their guns are trophies of the capture inducing
I
offered to an eviUing spring time world.
bagged,” explained the 1.1.

The elephants of Burma. In India,
are
used for a variety of purposes.
Throughout the <!a\ they work steadily
as laborers fn carrying tlio great timbers from place to place, a single elephant doing the work, it is estimated,
of a score of men. Their great diversion ill hours of r<*st is bathing, ami
they take their baths in a curious way
The keeper takes Ids place on the hack
of an elephant ami thus placed makes
a tour of a
great lake or river, the
huge animal swimming under him at a
surprising rate, while he is kept high
and dry above water.
An

.Autoftrnph

Hint.

“Will you oblige me with your autograph?’* asked a ln>re of a busy public
man.

Please. nut'am,” said
me er

payable to
cheerfully,
he sure, it
ly through

man.

check for 10 guineas
I will indorse it
my order.
and in due time, you may
will come back to you safeyour bank.”

Friend —How

a

do you

your
He
hasn't been near any other children.
Mother—He probably inherited it from
me.
I had it when I was Just his age.
—Detroit Free Press.

nickel ter

me

crlong."

m*

in’

“1

•<*n t

Scratch,

ten ch, scratch, unable to attend to
during the day or sleep during die
Itching piles, horrible plague- lean's

business

Ointment cures.
store, 50 cents.

Never

falls.

At any drug

Banking.

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

If

Ellsworth LoanaajMdifle ass’d.
A
now

in] two

NEW SERIES

open, Share*, $1 each; month if
payments, $1 per snare.

WHY PAY RENT

Satrficrtisnnmta.

when you can borrow on your
a tlrst mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

shares, give

CURES
PAIN
BROWN S INSTANT RELIEF cures
colic, cholera morbus, dyaentry, etc. 25c
all dealers. Money back if it (ails.
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.. Norway, Me.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
a

«

particulars Inquire of

Hkmbt W. Cushman, 8ec*y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg,
K?wo. P**atrt«*».i

aubtTttgrmtntg.

EAT LUNCHEON BEEF
"

;

i:

Meshach and Alx-nigu were
the tterv furnace. “Whit
do you think of this?” inquired one of the
party, with a pleasant smile. “Rather advanced weather,” exclaimed one < the
trio. “But this is not hing to the spring of
59 B. C. In that year—” But the red t
f
the answer was drowned by the r«*»*r
the fianies.

supi>ose

results

hobo wit h

Shadrach,

**

Nearly every divorce
marriages.

help

the

youse mind

treking through

baby caught the whooping cough?

more

“would

you find it difficult to keep sober?" a-Wed
the suspicious female. “Not in de
ma’am," answered the truthful tr.-mp.
‘It's gettii|' de price uv a jajg wot tr«*u: h
me most."

night.

“Certainly.” replied the public
“Just make out

beak,

crimson

Neither Corned Beet nor Roast Beet
but much more delicious than either

8

C, This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. CL It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing fo* picnics and
outing parties. Cl, Eat cold or make into
hot dishes, d, For sale at your grocer

\
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••1 rid very sorry It ennnot lie aryoung man, with a
of Ills hand. "but”—
All the latest popular novels! Last
chance to get your reading matter!
X,0 [„„,ks sold on train after It starts!"
this In Amy CurThe newsboy bawled
all the young man
tis' ear. and she lost
s„!.l except the words "can't climb

ranged,” said the
((■precatory wave
■

those lieastly steps."
She was quite
Sot that she cnrtsl.
able to climb the little ladder to the
Her lip curled scornfully.
upper berth.
•■Oh, it doesn't matter In the least,
It was the conductor’s Idea,
you know.
sure you. Only In the smith, where
I
I c .me from, men, as a rule, are more

obliging."

ghe picked tip her novel and proceeded to Ignore McKean's presence.
He looked at her blankly, then flung
himself down the sleeper to the smok
“Well, I do think
j„_ compartment.
Clie's a bit harsh!” He pulled out a
the scorn in
pa|«>r and tried to forget
the eyes but recently lifted to meet
his.
la the meantime the girl In section 7
stared wrathfnlly at the letters In her
tss.k. wliteh fairly danced before her
"A nice beginning for my trip!
eyes
1 never wanted to go to Colorado
Springs anyhow. I hud much better
remained at Bar Harbor than to let
the Carters Inveigle me Into coming
west."
With this final reflection she commenced to read lu earnest, but somehow her mind went back to the very
disagreeable young man who had disregarded the sleeping car conductor's
request that he yield the lower berth
to the young Woman, whose Pullman
ticket had been duplicated by a careless employee in an uptown office. She
could not forget the rssl regret in his
eyes nor the nervous, embnrrnssed way
In which be had smoothed his hair
while he was offering his halting explanation. She could not reconcile
this, however, with the fact that he
had declined to climb the little steps
In her

menu.

11

was

must

aunuj

mg,

she argued, that she could not forget a
certain fascination which his long, flm
hand had held for her and the hair he
had smoothed.
She could Imagine that he bad spent
hours trying to brush out a certain
tendency to crisp curls. She was very
glad there was something that could
defeat him. If It was nothing more than
curls, and after deciding thus she was
more content.

She did not see him again until she
entered the diner at dusk. The only
place left for her was a single seat at
a table meant for four. The three passengers already seated were men. Miking business In rather loud tones. Amy
hesitated. A figure at the table opposite rose suddenly. The very disagreeable young man who had sentenced her
to the upper berth was standing beside
her.
"Take my place,” he said eagerly,
“and I will go over there with the
men." lie had been occupying a seat
at one of the small tables, and a gray
haired woman was sitting opposite
him.
Amy saw all this at a glance, and
with a surprised uplifting of her eyebrows and a mechanical “Thank your'
accepted the seat. The young man had
hot yet been served, and she realised
that the change had not embarrassed
him in the least.
“Quite willing to do things that do
not
Incommode lilm,” she thought

scornfully.
a

.hiiiuh

uinu

uiu

uui

pcsuuic

the reception of thin courtesy. Directly after il iiyicr he once more retired
to the smoking compartment, and Amy
early ordered the porter to make up her
berth. Once tucked snugly away, she
forgot her grievance. The steady clunk
clunk of the wheels was a singular lullaby to which she soon yielded.
It seemed as If she had uot been
asleep more than three minutes when
she awoke to the most horrible noises
that she had ever heard. What had
hcpjiened? Had the train run Into a
circus or a Jungle of wild beasts? No,
the train was still moving, its unremitting clunk-clunk could be beard
at Interval* between the awful sounds
which now assailed her ears. If It was
not wild beasts, then maybe some one
•round her was dying.
This pretty, carefully reared, ever
protected southern girl had never seen
any one die, and In her Ignorance of
this and various other matters she was
working herself up Into a tine frenzy.
A-particularly deep and agonized roar
was followed by a sound that was a
cross between a penny whistle and a
sob. She could stand the suspense no
longer. She pushed the tiny button and,
earefully arranging the curtains, stuck
out her head to meet the look of Inquiry In the porter’s black face. Up
®ud down the car she gave a hasty
Fiance. Apparently no one else realized
the tragedy that was going on so close
hand, for no other curtains were
swaying, no other heads were thrust
out.
on

*

“Sumfin’ you want, miss?’

“Why—why, don’t
dreadful noise?" she

you hear that
‘‘I think
said.
•oine one In the berth next to me Is

dying.”
In the dim light she could see the
darky’s teeth gleam ivory white In a
®rlu that reached from ear to ear.
“It's just the gentleman In the lower berth, miss,
snoring. I will wake
him up. Soon as he rolls over he'll

•top."

Amy jerked

In her head as If the porhad struck her. She could feel him

•witch aside the curtains below
her.
Two masculine voices were
wafted toward her, then the sound of a
deep
tfrunt that was decidedly masculine—
and silence.
Tp in her eyrie Amy lay, still flushing hotly with mortification. She knew
that porter would tell
everybody on the
traiu next
morning. She wished she
could change cars. Then
suddenly from
the berth helow the hated
sound r#*e
again. Evidently there was no respite
from this infliction, and, oddly
enough,
she felt herself pitying the man who
was responsible for It.
It was really a
disease, she decided, and he was so
young too!
The next morning she met him face
to face in the dining car. Her checks
were flooded with crimson.
She knew
by the quizzical light in his eyes that
he had heard of her mistake, and undoubtedly every one on the car knew it
by this time and would consider It a
fine joke.
She ate her breakfast In a resentful
humor. She felt reckless and miserable. and it may have been this mood
which caused her to sway uncertainly
ns she cropped from the diner back to
the sleeper
She reached out a hand to
steady herself against the sid^j of the
vestibule. Suddenly it seemed to her
ns if a sharp,
redhot Iron had been
thrust into her linger tip and run up to
her shoulder. She tric'd to draw away
her hand as a child docs from a hot
stove, but something held it tight, and
then she awoke to the truth. The train
had been swinging around a curve, and
the iron plaits, or folds, of the vestibule. left uncovered by a careless employee, had opened just far enough to
admit her linger and then had closed
She was held ns in a
upon it again.
vise, and her calls for assistance could
not he heard above the roar of the
train.
And so It happened that the
“hateful young man” came upon her,
white lipped and fainting. When they
had priisl the hand loose he carried her
unconscious
figure Into the vacant
drawing room. The conductor came
hurrying up. greatly perturbed over the
accident, which meant a damage suit
for the company.
He turned to the
porter.
•‘Hustle through the train and find
out whether there Is a physician on
board.”
The young man spoke sharply.
“I
am a physician.
Porter, bring me that
long, narrow black bag from my
And so it happened when Amy woke
up It was to find the hateful young
man
deftly bandaging her injured
hand. The drawing room was placed
at her disposal by the anxious conductor. and the entire train force was on
ita knees before her. The uncovered
vestibule meant that some employee's
head would fall Into the basket.
Toward noon, in spite of the terrific
pain in her crushed linger, Amy commenced to feel drowsy, thanks to the
mild narcotic which Itr. McKean had
administered. He plumped up the pillows for her. and she murmured drowsily, "I didn’t sleep very well last

night"
"I was afraid
McKean hit his lip.
That was the worst
wouldn't.
part of my having to put Mr. Carter
In the berth with you. but 1 couldn't
get him another lower In the car, and
he stubbornly refused fc> buy up a
drawing room."
Amy felt suddenly wide awake. "Mr.
Carter, why didn't you”—
You didn't think I was
"Lord. no.
raising the roof of my berth, did you?
Mr. Carter has been at n sanitarium
Just east of Harrisburg. He Is a patient of my father's, and his people
ssked me to pick him up and bring
him on to Colorado Springs, where I
That's
am visiting for a week or so.
what 1 was trying to tell you last
you

night.”
A sudden light dawned on Amy. “Oh,
it's all the fault of that newsboy! I
am going to the Carters myself. They’re
giving a bouse party.”
“Yes, I know,” said McKean. “I
But
saw your name on your luggage.
now you're going to sleep, and if you
don't mind I shall sit here beside you
and see you are not rocked off when
we make a fast run.”
Amy dropped hack weakly among
the pillows. "No, I don't mind. I will
be only too glad to have—you—stay."
Suddenly she raised her heavy eyelids.
"But promise me you will never tell—
what—1 said to the porter last night.”
"I
Hr. McKean's eyes twinkled.
promise ou my honor.”
A Qurktlon of Science.
MI remember when I was a student
at Wyoming seminary,” said a clergyman, “a farmer came to Kingston to
visit his nephew, whom he was edu-

cating.
“The fanner had no urban polish.
His tea when it was brought was very
hot. and he poured it in his saucer, to
his nephew's great mortification.
“Finally, unable to restrain himself,
the nephew was so rude ns to say:
‘Uncle, why do you pour your tea
in the saucer?’
"The old farmer looked up in surprise. Then he said in a loud, hearty
voice:
‘To cool it, to be sure. The more
air surface you give it the quicker it
coots. These here modem seminaries
don't teach much science, do they ?’

KLLS WORTH

MARKKTM,
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N»INE LAW

W BIGHT*

SKOABUINQ

FI NDS WANTED

AND MBAIOU*.

A bushel of Liverpool aalt shall weigh 8t
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, 1* <«* pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
good order nnd lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bHfia turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Rngllan turnips, rye and
1 ndlan meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips, 46 pounds,
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
Tne prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon fron.
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

An 0(1(1

Introduction.

suitable tablet, the location of the | Contributions, no matter how small,
will be welcomed, and may be sent to the
where the famous Continental
191
Middle
secretary, Nathan Goold,
ship-of-war, Ranger, was built in 1777. street, Portland. When the amount is
The location was on Badger’s island, then raised the matter will be closed. The
called langdon’s island, and is within the work will be creditably done under the
town of Kittery, opposite
Portsmouth, | direction of the committee of the Paul
near the
ferry landing. This fact has j Jones club, O. L. Frisbee, Joseph Foster
been settled,
and Maine has
another and Dr. W. O. Jenkins.
notable historic attraction.
It was on the Ranger that the greatest
No
of Brains.
with

a

shipyard

|
|

Country Produce,
Rotter.
While the supply of butter Is better this week,
the price holds tne same. We quote:
Creamery per ft.28 yV)
Dairy.22 a 31
Cheese.
Host factory (new) per A.'.. 16 ft 1 r
Best dairy (new).
U
Dutch (Imported).....•*
Neu febate!...OfKgg*.
The price of eggs is the same, but the supply
Is much better this week
Fresh laid, per doz...16 418

of

heroes, John Paul Jones,
the first time on an American
warship, the stars and stripes, July 4, 1777,
the first anniversary of our
independence.
The flag was made by t4the girls of Portsmouth
from pieces of their best silk
gowns”, and presented to Captain Jones.
This vessel carried the news of the surrender of Burgoyne’s army at Saratoga to
France, and this fiag was the first saluted
by a foreign naval power, France, February 14, 1778.
Poultry.
It was with this Maine-built ship that
The supply of poultry Is hotter than last week,
but prices remain unchanged.
Paul Jones, besides other captures, fought
Chickens.22 *28 and captured the British
man-of-war,
Fowl.150*> Drake, off the Irish
coast, April 24, 1778,
Hay.
and then a goodly nprnber of his crew
Best loose, per ton.....12314
18 were Maine men. The
Baled.
Ranger was a
Straw.
rakish craft, and he said she was the best
Loose. 8E11 of the ten vessels that he commanded
Baled.*.
18
during the war.
naval

our

raised

Vegetable*.
There Is plenty of green stuff now In the
market. Prices vary much from week to week.
We quote:
Potatoes bu
85 350 Turnips, bu
50
Lettuce,
76
lOglA Beets, bu
21 Cabbage,
(-2
Spinach, pk
Dandelion greens,pk 25 Carrots, hu
60
15 Beaus—perqt—
String beans,
06
Radish,
Yellow-eye
12815
<8
Khubard, th
10
Pea.
10
Cucumbers,
Fruit.
Strawberries are plentiful. Prices vary with

In

for

this

same

shipyard,

it

is

asserted,

built the private armed ship,
Portsmouth, twenty guns, and the Continental Bhip-of-war, Raleigh, thirty-tw'o
was

also

guns, in

1776,

also the
iuc

fcuiio.

Maine

America,

luticigu

seventy-

uhu

several

She brought the
cargo of military supplies from France,
arranged by Benjamin Franklin, early in
1778, which gave our revolutionary fathers
so much encouragement and hope. She
quality.
10y 25 Oranges, do*
Apples, pk
.350.45 was afterward commanded by the famous
.08 Lemons doz
Cranberries, qt
25080 Capt. John Barry, and was captured by a
18 3 JO
Strawberries,
British fleet, off Penobscot bay, in 1779.
Groceries.
Captain Barry and his crew escaped to
Klee, per A
Coflee—per A
.060.08
Rio,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .450.65 the shore, but the vessel was taken into
35
Mocha,
Olives, bottle
.250.75 the British service. She was in the Brit35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure elder,
.20 ish fleet off Charleston, S. C., in 1780, when
Tea—per A—
-450.65 Cracked wheat.
Japan,
.06 the
Ranger was destroyed to prevent her
.300 66 Oatmeal, per A
Oolong,
.20 falling into the hands of the British, after
Buckwheat, pkg
8ugar—per A—
.04 a most brilliant career.
.06)4 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .06* Rye meal,
.04
The people of Maine are asked to con.05 Granulated meal,A 02)4
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
tribute |50 toward the expense of the
.35
Havana,
.650.70
Porto Rico,
.50
19 marking of this historic ground at KitKerosene,
.60
Syrup,
tery, where the tablet will be seen by
in her

men

crew.

Monopoly
One of the many hopeful signs of the
times is the apparent decay of the
breed of so called great men, those
mighty personalities that in former
times stood out like a solitary tree in a
vast prairie.
The reason for it, of

the distinction of all those
monopolies of brains which
stunted all human beings except a few
who by chance rather than by superiority of fiber grew and developed.
There are thousands, literally thousands, of men now living who if they
had lived a century or so ago and had
done a work similar to that which they
are doing without any very sonorous
fanfare upon the trumpets of fame
would have been the talk of the world
and the main topic of history. And
how many of the so called great
achievements of so called great statesmen, soldiers and thinkers of former
times would be impossible today because
those achievements depended
chiefly upon the Ignorance and incapacity of the overwhelming mass of the
men of their day!
Truly this is the age of opportunity.
—Saturday Evening Post.
course, is
old time

i.ii in nr

ana

nnuainx RlRreriBIl,

M—

Lumber—per
Hemlock,
13014
Hemlock boards, 13 §14
8pruce,
16090
20035
Spruce floor,
20 #50
Pine,
Metched pine.
20 025
Shin glee—per M—
extra
3 25
Cedar,
••
2 75
clear,
"
2d clear,
2 25
**

Clapboards—per
Extra spruce,
No. 1,
Spruce,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

one,
No. 1,
scoots,

Finnan Haddle

Shrimp, qt

06 Clams, qt
06 Blueflsh,
16018 Smelts ft
50 Scallops, qt
12 Shad,

ow n

people,

How

Are

Many
You

20

12 §14
12 §13
3

30<j35

I think, somehow, that if the chance befell
Which urged a choice among his flower hoeJ^
That Love himself would find It hard to tell
Which one, betwixt these two, he loyod tTw
—Ella
A

Guaranteed

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Plies,
Druggists refund money if PAZO OINTMENT
to cure any case, no matter of bow lone
standing, lu 6 to li days. First application gives
ease and rest. fiOc. If your druggist hasn't It
send fiOc in stamps and it will he forwardad
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis Mo.
falls

xllibrrttsnnmta.

Paint

Economy
tfTT Paint economy consists in buying the

kind that will go the

farthest and last the longest.
Sucn
economy is

attained by
the purchase
of Rogers

Automobile

{JT

we can

the best
be made.

Working Parts NEW

make,—it is

paint that

can

Made by Detroit White Lead Work*
Sold by

Has been thoroughly overhauled, painted and
put In A1 condition by Rambler Co/a machinist.
First

Paint.
Paint
is not
Rogers
the
best
merely

paint

FOR SALE
All

BentUffm

Cure for Piles.

purchaser with 9500 cash gets it.

No such trade can be found anywhere In New
England. Can put on front seat and carry
three or four.
I am buying larger car.

Address E. C. TRUE, Auburn, Me.

All Leading; Faint Dealers
Subscribe

for

The

America*

in California

East.

for the man who lives there.
)
Why not look the field over?
Only $62.50, Chicago to San Francisco or Los
Angeles and return, May 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
29, 30, 31, June 1, August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 12, 13,
and 14, 1905. Tickets good for return for 90 days.

Big opportunities

1 35 § l 10

Mlddllngs.bag 145 §1 56
Cotton seed meal, 1 55
1 50
Gluten meal,

of

These

Rate for a double berth in a comfortable tourist sleeper from Chicago to San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, and many other points
in California,only $7. Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the

Authors

Acquainted f

Let him who pretends to be a master
of English letters say whether he has
read the prose works of Milton and of
Drydtn. Has he tirst hand knowledge
of the Elizabethan dramatists other
than Shakespeare? Has he really perused all of Edmund Spenser’s poetry?
What dot's he know from his own reading of the “Advancement of Learning?” Was he read all of Sir Thomas
Browne’s prose and John Donne’s poetry? And the great English pulpit
orators—Jeremy Taylor, Fuller, South
and Barrow—has he mastered their sermons?
Can he truthfully testify that he
knows all of Swift, Johnson and
Burke, all of Bishop Berkeley, Daniel
Defoe, the novels of Richardson, Fielding, Smollett and Sterne, the histories
of Ilume, Robertson and Gibbon and
also Hume’s philosophical essays, the
prose of Coleridge, Wordsworth’s “Excursion,” all of Shelley. Jane Austen’s,
Maria Edgeworth’s and Disraeli’s novels? These are English classics, books
which no gentleman’s library should
be without and with the contents of
which a well read man ought to be acOne would wager much against little
that the ordinary wan who calls himself well read has not read 50 per cent
of the classics here enumerated.—San
Francisco Bulletin.
The

year, all to

springs.
It Joins the mad procession of Ids dreams,
A wanton in the world of
blooming things.

The trade in the Orient is opening up.
Our exports to Japan and China multiplied
during the last year.
There will soon be a tremendous increase in
the trade of the Pacific Coast cities with the Far

TEST OF READING

A
With

by

I think the red rose is so red because
Love burned It from desire and the whole
Intensity and Ore of the stars.
And lulls crimson bosom laid his soul;
Till drunk with all (he passion of his themes,
And glowing with the warmth of countless

Rambler Runabout

Opportunities

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
7 50
5 00 06 50
Dry hard,
Broken,
3 0005 00
7 50
Dry soft,
Stove,
7 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
7 50
1000125
Nut,
5.00
7 04
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard
Grain
and
Feed.
Flour,
48
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 7507 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25 §1 40
1 25 Mixed reed, bag,
Corn, 100ft bag
1 25
1 25

each

and

for this purpose. The society, this year,
has not sufficient funds, beyond its ex-

30

Com meal, bag
Cracked corn,

visitors,

summer

our State.
24026
The Maine society of the Sons of the
20040
25050 American Revolution, approving of this
50
undertaking, makes an appeal to its
2.50 members, to the D. A. R., and to all
2 00
for contributions
.040.06 public-spirited people

White lead, pr ft .050.08
Provisions.
Meats still hold up and with little prospects of
coming down In the next few weeks.
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
16
Steak.
.180.20
Steak, ft
.15 0.25
16
Chop,
Roasts,
.06
Corned,
.080 14
Pigs’ feet,
18
16 0.20
Tongues,
Ham, per ft
lo
.05008
Tripe,
Shoulder,
Veal:
18
Bacon,
20
Salt
10
Steak,
10 §12
Roasts,
100.14
Lard,
Lamb:
C5
Tongues, each
Western lamb, 12026
Fresh Fish.
Fresh tlsh are In good supply.
Prices re
main the same, except smelts and scallops are

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters,

of

many of our
the honor of

Spruce,
Hemlock,
N&lla, per ft
160 Cement, per cask l 50
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
.75 Brick, per M
7011

extra
••

Spruce,
Hemlock,

hundreds

125
135
M—

Two Rofteti.
I think the white rose Is so white because
Love breathed into It every holy thought.
And garbed It In the ehasieness of the stare.
To make a Oiling chalice for his heart;
Until, apart from every painted thing,
Unklssed to color by voluptuous suns,
It joins the quiet cloister of the spring
Among a white-robed sisterhood of nuns.

SSi&crtiarnunta.

Ol^-perjal-

quainted.
Sam Sotkern once told an amusing
little story of his first appearance in
America. His manager was John T.
Raymond, and when the young Englishman made his first stage entrance
the older man, whose talent was equaled by his eccentricity, suddenly laid his
hand on his shoulder and turned him
around to the audience. "This is young
Sam Sotbern,” he explained, to the astonishment of everybody on and otT the
stage, "and because we all remember
his father so well I know you will give
him a hearty welcome. Sam, my boy,
fire away!”

penses, to contribute the amount, so that
it will have to be raised in this manner.
Maine people should, at least, assist in a
For a
Tablet to Mark Shipyard
work of this kind, which will add so
where the Hanger was Huilt.
much to the interest and pleasure of our
The Paul Jones club, of the Sons of the
visitors, and make our historic localities
j
American Revolution, of Portsmouth, N. familiar to all. It is a small amount from
;
H., has undertaken the task of marking, i many and should be raised without delay.

May 10,1900.

Important

Chicago,

Milwaukee & St.

Union Pacific

and

Paul,

Southern Pacific Line

This is the route of The Overland Limited, leaving Union
p. m., and The California
Express at 10.25 P- m- The California Express carries tourist
sleeping cars to California every day. Both trains carry
through standard sleepers.

Passenger Station, Chicago, 6.05

j

Complete
on

information sent free

receipt of coupon with blank

lines filled.

W. S. HOWELL,
Gen’I Eastern Agent, 381 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY,

F. A. MILLER,
Agent,

General Passenger
CHICAGO.

Point.

Daughter—I wish to
marry the dnke.
Papa—Well, I'll give
up! Daughter—I knew you would, you
Papa—What!

dear old popper you, bat the duke
wants to know how much,—Houston

To Cure

Pout
We

easily forget crimes that are
known only to oaxeelrer.—Rochefoucauld.

Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine

Seven Million boxes sold In past 12 months.

Tablets, JS
This signature, ^

Day

^
on

every
box. 23c,

910,000,000 by Andrew
Carnegie for Pension Fund.

Oift
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH,

of

JOURNAL

MAINE,

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING COF. W. Roll IBB. Editor and Macaber.
Bubsvription Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
•triotlr In advance. $1 50, 75 and SS cents
respectively Ail arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

“I have reached the conclusion,” writes
Andrew Carnegie to the trustees named in
connection with his princely gift of flC000,000 for a teachers’ pension fund, “that
rewarded of all the professions is
teachers in our higher educational institutions. New York city generously, and very wisely, provides retiring
{tensions for teachers in her public- schools
Very few,
and also for her policemen.
the least

that of the

colleges are able to do so.
Able men
The consequences are grievous.
hesitate to adopt teaching as a career, and
whose places should
old

indeed,

of

oar

many
professors
be occupied by younger

men

cannot be

re-

COTTfBpontlfttCC.

WASHINGTON.

FROM

PENSIONS FOR PROFESSORS.

<tl)e tClIstuoitl) American.

After Frauduthat tse the Mails.
Washington, D. C., May 5, 1906.
General
Postmaster
Cortelyou has
started a new regime in the prosecution of
fraud in his department; if it continues to
be conducted on its present lines, it prom-

Department

Post office

lent Coiu

ern^

ises to prove

a

wrongdoers.

terror to

In

fact, that is the postmaster-general's announced purpose. To begin with, he isinstructions to the law division of

sued
his

which

on

investigate every

to

department

cern

its face

appeared to

be

concon-

ducting a fraudulent business
they could be reached without waiting,
as

fast

as
as

been the custom with former administrations, for some person who had been

has

victimized to flic

complaint. The
larger number of

a

result

tired.
fraud
has been that a
“I have, therefore, transferred to you
orders have been issued during the last
as
trustees,
$10,000,000
and your successors,
month than in any previous month in
5 per cent, mortgage oonds of the United
the history of the department.
States steel corporation, the revenue from
With the reorganization of the postfor
is to

which

the teachers

provide retiring pensions
of universities, colleges and

technical schools in our own country,
Canada and Newfoundland, under such
conditions

as

adopt

you may

from time to

“Expert calculation shows that the revenue will be ample for the purpose.
“The fund applies to the three classes
of institutions named without regard to
race,

creed

sex,

state and colonial

recognize that
governments, which have

ever, to

MOON’S PHASES.

4

©M»a

10:50

«

1 46

Full
M<v>a
Third

have, how-

We

color.

or

o

lO
nr

Quarter aD

This week’s edition of
American is 2,250 copies.

**i
p. ixi
9:4!
p.nc

The

established
universities, colleges

mainly support
schools, may prefer

that

their

or
or

relations

exclusively with the state.
I cannot, therefore, presume to include

shall remain
mem.

“There is another class which states do
not aid, their constitutions in some cases

forbidding it, viz.: Sectarian institu2,435 tions. Many of these established long
Average for the year of 1904,
are
ago were truly sectarian, but to-day
free to all men of all creeds or of none.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1905.
Such are not to be considered sectarian
even

Carnegie Foundation.
A moat striking individual benefaction to a deserving class of citizens is the recent setting aside by
Andrew Carnegie of 810,000,000 to
The

fund to provide retiring
establish
pensions for teachers in universities,
colleges and technical schools in the
United States, Canada and Newfounda

land.
The very nature of the work of all
teachers is such that it, as a general
rule, precludes the possibility of their
Acquiring a competency for old age,
89 is possible in commerce or trade or
And it is
in any other profession.

Only such as are under control of a
require trustees (or a majority
thereof), officers, faculty or students, to
belong to any specified sect, or which imnow.

sect

or

pose any
cluded.

theological

test,

are

to be

ex-

“Trustees shall hold office for five years
eligible for re-election. The first
lots for one, two,
trustees shall draw
three, four or five-year terms, so that oneand be

fifth shall retire each year. Each institution participating in the fund shall cast
one

vote for trustees.

“The trustees

are

hereby given

full

been

through

led into other life work
fear of dependency in old

ploy agents; change securities, and,

gen-

administration of the funds.
two-thirds vote they may from

beneficial

“By

a

! time to time apply the revenues in a differage.
ent manner, and for a different though
It is not to the credit of the United
similar purpose to that specified, should
with
all
its
that
States,
public spirit, coming days bring such changes as render
its vast wealth, its marvellous com- this
necessary in their judgment, to promercial and industrial development, duce the best results possible for the
it should have, with few exceptions, teachers and for education.
“No trustee shall incur any legal liathus far failed adequately to care for
that class of its citizens who have bility flowing from his trusteeship. All
been so instrumental in its varied traveling and hotel’expenses incurred by
and wondrous growth.
This action of Mr. Carnegie can
hardly fail to open the eyes of states
and municipalities to their duty towards teachers—not those who use

teaching

stepping

other
vocations, but those who sacrifice the
allurements of wealth and ease for
one of the noble callings of earth.
Many European countries are ahead
of us in this respect—Germany, for
as

instance,

a

which

stone to

pensions

teachers,

where scholarship reaches a development incomprehensible to the average
mind. New York takes the lead of
American cities; it already pensions
its
school teachers. Mr. Carnegie

hope that his action
stimulus to the subject of
old-age pensions, and that it will be
taken up by American municipalities.
Let us see what this gift means. It
means an income of over half a million dollars a year. That sum will

expresses
will give

the

a

performance of their duties
paid from the fund, the expenses
or daughter
accompanying the

trustees in the
shall be

wife
trustees to the annual meeting included.
“I hope this fund may do much for the

of

higher education, and to remove
of deep and constant anxiety to
the poorest paid, and yet one of the higb€*st of all professions.
“Gratefully yours,

cause

of

a source

“Andrew

and

is every incentive to do thorough work.
In time the postmaster-general hopes to

Carnegie.”

good work

this

will enable him to

to

an

extent that

hMd responsible the
officials of the law-

But Mr. Corteiyou has not confined his
energies to the issuance of fraud orders
dishonest
concerns
doing a
against
business; he has also instituted a crusade
against persons conducting or acting as
for lotteries. In this work, in
agents
which the postoffice department has, in

The many friends of Kay P. Stevens,
son of S. G. Stevens) a Brooklin boy,
but well known all over the county, will
be pleased to learn of his continued advancement in th? line of his chosen profession-electric engineering. After graduating from the University of MaineJ

(the

The stables

(iuillot,

a

are

true

ruled

Parisian,

over

been

past,

in Cleveland, although no
effected in the last-named
city. Within a few days raids will be
conducted in eleven other cities where
Francisco and
were

arrests

lotteries

or

their

service

agencies

are

information

to

reached the

who served W. K.

Vanderbilt for ten rears. A lady visitor
to the stables admired one of the horses
extravagantly, and Guillot turned to her
and said

simply and earnestly:
only have to tell Mr. Hyde
pleases you; I am quite sure be
young Stevens went te Clifton, Virginia, to you.
/'*
Mr. Hyde has oil office in
and later to Everett, Washington, where
superintendent of the Eveactt.
Electric Railway Co. He has just been
and
has accepted the position ol
offered
he became

of the Auburn &
of Auburn, N. Y., a

superintendent

Electric

Co.,

Syracuse
more re-

lucrative place. The
Everett daily Herald of May 1 wavs of
him. “Those fellows in the East know

sponsible

and

more

where to come when they want competent
K. P. Stevens as superintendent ol
men.
the Auburn, N. Y-, street railways will
doubtless prove the same efficient and
obliging individual that he has ever been
in Bvarett.”

the

here in
The

a

of

customs

They
flashy

peculiar.
in

dress

top
He lived forty miles east of
place called Isabella over a year.

people

the

are

a

full of
furnished

room

bells,
mahogany

telephones
with tine

furniture,

“Yon will
the
will

horse

give

it

the stable,
and electric
carpets, old

sporting

photo-

graphs and prints, coaching trophies and
hunting horns. Next to his office is the
kitchen, which permits him and his guests
to come when the whim
seizes them
and
have supper in the stables more
freeiy and gaily than in the chateau.
I remember a verv festive
supper that
we had there with tne thermometer outside 16 above zero, where ladies donned
old postillion hats or bull-fighter
bonnets,
and blew' hunting horns while every-

body danced the cake walk.

was

ever.^

ffiSfcrdrS22,d-

were

of Edward

held

Notice to Dog Owners

J.

OK KKKPF.B8.

Owners or keepers of dogs are hereby notified
»nd warned that I cense must ho paid on or f ,*
fore the £tth oav oi May. 190*. AH dogs un
licensed on xstd ante slmll be destroyed and the

held.

hy law.

Greenwood cemetery
where a son, the late Charles H. Butman,
is also buried.

very
and

large knives,
Their milk-teams
mule, a large woven

carry
colors.

services

home

Interment

was

consist of a burro or
saddle with four baskets holding as many
cans, which an* about the sixe of our

or

fttuiiR

town,

In the wntre of the

plaza, surrounded by
numerous shade-trees,

in all

as

Span-

size, is the
large iron fence,

any

a

in the centre

fine

a

hand-stand where the native hand gi e#
concerts. Inside the fence is the promenade, or I should say a common sidewalk,
ten feet wide, where the society folk prom-

• 1.03 Fountain Fen fluid Plated,
with Rubber Handle; holds Ink to last
Month
Price
writing.
for
simple
cents
Address O. D. McOowit,

department

or

men.
men

thus far

headquarters in San Francisco. They
claim that the printing of the alluring
tickets took place in that city.
has

In addition to the efficient assistance
rendered to

inspectors by

the secret

ser-

track suspects and aid in
the arrests, the department of justice has
vice

who

men

instructions to the district attor-

issued

neys, wherever raids or arrests a*e made,
to render every possible assistance to the
representatives of the other departments.

co-operation of
departments and

The

detectives of

the

the lawyers of a
will, in the estimation of the high
officials, render life unbearable for lottery agents in this country, and they are
confident the evil w'ill be thoroughly eradtwo

Americans and is

altogether it

small,

and take it

like

toy road than

a

a

looks

more

which carries all

one

the tobacco, sugar, cocoa, fruit, etc., from
Santiago to Puerto Plata, and besides
takes $38,000 out of the San Domingo government every month. It takes a day to
make the round

trip

The Dominican
ours

of

eighty

five to one, that is, it takes five of |

ours, and for
dimes you get twenty of their
two-and-one-half centavos (cent) pieces.
of

our

We have not had mail for three weeks,
and I hardly know when this will go, but

hoping

when

interesting
friends of

to

it

reaches

you

will

it

relatives, friends,
boys ou the Prairie,

the

be
the

my

and

The American. I am
Yours truly,
<>. A. Earl*.

readers of

Theatre, Boston.
One of the strongest and best balanced
Keith’s

shows of the entire

be

given
at Keith’s the week of May 15. The printh drastic course now being pursued.
cipal entertainer will lie Camille D’Arvllle,
Within the past few days the postoffice
the noted light opera pritna donna.
issued
fraud
has,
moreover,
department
Miss D’Arville, although she has been in
German
short

a

time

as a

season

is

to

result of

against agents of the

state

retirement

until recently, has lost

none

of

extent of dismissal if the
a

gravity

Cortelyou

Mr.

violation

is

of

w'hich merits it.”
has

some

other

reforms of

tanee in view, but as his plans are
yet formulated he does not care to dis-

impo
not

cuss

them

for

publication. Altogether,

the administration of the new postmastergeneral, even should it be brief, will
doubtless see much needed improvement

Arthur Whitelaw, an Irish-Amerihumorist of exceptional ability, and
George Austin, n clever comedy wire performer.
ness;

can

The biograph, as usual, will show a
complete new list of comedy and interesting motion picture*. Edwin Stevens, for-

merly leading

ments.
There

is

some

fear, however,

that

con-

will be inclined to resent the
postmaster-general's insistence that his
subordinates shall not take off their coats
to carry doubtful congressional districts
and perform other similar services.
gressmen

The typewriter is mightier than the
telephone—when it comes to reproducing
the message in court.

Henrietta Crossof May 22.

with

man, is underlined f^r week
Maine Schools

Honored.

The State

superintendent of
Maine, lion. W. \V. Stetson,
selected

as

one

department of
sity.

of the

has

lecturers

education in

It is indicative of the

schools of
been

in

the

Yale univer-

higher place

the

schools hold in the thought and
esteem of the public when one of the oldest and most amous universities makes
provision for th 1 study and solution of
educational problems by college procommon

fessors and common-school

men.

j
!

COTTAGK-Tbe

MERCHANDISE—

£prctal >Toticcss.

1>U

public

—

THE

r|^HE

THE

|
Hancock

County Postal Changes.
The establishment of the new rural delivery route out of Surry causes the discontinuance of the postoffice at Saunders.
Mail for Saunders should hereafter be
addressed to Surry.
Tom—I’m going to take my beat girl to
theatre
Jack —Have
to-night.
you got the three tickets? Tom—Three

the

tickets!

postal serv ice, especially if Congress and
is willing to co-operate with him and to
aid by legislation in the needed improvein the

man

r|MItS

HOUSE—

third

icated within

Klt>r NOTICE.'

COM MIMIOX
To the
Honorable, the Court of County
Comnii Stoners for
the County of
Hancock a ml State of Maine* next to be bolden at
Ellsworth. in ami for said County, on the
second Tuesday of April. A. D. 190%.
undersigned. rcsponHb.e persons and
short time, when he came to the United
X owners of real estate in the vicinity of
States. For the past fifty-six years he had the Coon tv Road or
htahwsy leading from
been a resident of Ellsworth.
! Astlcou P. O. to Beal Harbor, in the toon of
Mt. De*ert, in said County of Hancock, reHe
a
leaves
Mrs.
Carrie
daughterspectfully represent that a r.aw county road
h-ghway was by this Honorable Court at
O’Connell, and three grandchildren -Miss or
it* October 1904 regular session laid out and
Gertrude Scaminon and Misses Sadie and I reported, extending from a
point on said
I Road at its ] auction with the BomesviliMarie O’Connell.
Ro-.d. so called, to a point on ssid Road opFuneral services were held Saturday at
posite the stable of John P. riopkiuson;
St.
Catholic church, Rev. James
That prior to said October 1904 regular *«•*■
D. O’Brien officiating. Interment was at j sion of (his Honorable Coart (to wit, prior to
Oct. 11, A. II. 1904;, one (or more) other highMount Calvary cemetery.
I ways existed between said two points, laid
out unde,
former proceedings had in this
Nature h*s just one pigment on her palette Court and used by the public for purposes of
|
wHh which «be produces all the marvelous tint*
of I>mut. and that one pigment U the Mood.
•That the premises embraced within the limits
T he •helf like pin* beneath the finger nails, the of said newly laid out highway (as will appear
delicate rose of the cheek, the cherry ripeness from the report of this Court and the plan of
of the lips, the Intdeseeut brilliancy of the eyes William N Dyer, .Surveyor, accompany mg
are all produced by the bl >od.
JuM as the said report) diner in mauy respect* from tb<
permanence of a beautiful painting still depend
premises embraced within the limits of ssid
other highway or highways between said two
ui'«n the purity of the colors with which it I*
painted so the permanence of b-auty depends points above recited either as actually trav
ou the
purity ot tlie bloud Paint, powder and elled or as legally laid out and existing imcosmetics won’t avsll to preserve beaut?, mediately prior to said last regular session of
Dr. Pierce's this Court, as will appear from the doing-'
lieauty begins In the blood.
iiolien Medical Discovery 1« a true beauilller. and proceedings of this Court heretofore had
b* cause it provide- for nature that pure Mood and set forth in its own p oper records thereof,
with which alone sbe can paint.
That the public convenience aud travel do
The use of
thi* medicine wl I cleanse the skin, heighten the not require or make desirable any other
complexion, brtgtnen the eye a, and give to face county highway between said two points than
said county road or highway laid out and reand form that radiance of health which is the
Dr. Pierce's Pleas
greatest charm of beauty.
ported, as above recited, by this Honorableant Pellets are very effective in ridding
the Court at its October 1901 regular session;
Wherefore, your petitioners pray that so
system of clogging residuum which accumulates
with constipated habit.
much and all of any county road or highway
existing upon October 12, A D. 1904, between
said point on said Road at its Junction with
the KoiucsvHle Road, so called, and said point
£alr.
on said Road
opposite the Stable of John P.
Hopktnson. and not in any part included
rPWO BICYCLES-One a high grade
within the limits of said new county road or
1
dem. cheap; also three atovea and some
laid out and reported, as above re
household furniture. M. C. Lyskth, Crippen highway
cited, at said October 1901 regular session of
house. Pine St.. Ellsworth.
this Court be discontinued.
FiXDKRICI I. PlIlLMT’*.
Crockett cottage at Conand Tmirtkkn Others.
tention Cove.
Inquire ot Ralph LI.
Cbockhtt. Rockland. Me.
STATE OF MAINE.
Han
coca
of County Commis*
ss:—Court
to
of
lo
Owing
change
ealiou, 1 offer for sale at a bargain, all ; sioners, April Term, A. D. 1905,
Upon the foregoing petition the Commis
»*»>■ stock of good* of gen*ral merchandise,
located in Lamolne G auge Store, situated in s oners being sat sfled that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
W. F.
Lauiotur; also tent of said store.
inquiry into the
merits Is expedient, and that the petitioners
Hutchings. Lamoine, Me.
1
ought to be beard touching the matter set
I! forth in their petition; order that the Count;.
Commissioners meet at the house of A. C
era 2.tt.
Savage in Mount Desert on Wednesday, the
14th day of June A. D. 1905, at 10 o’clock A. M
I'ha Parody house on B«al Ave
and thence proceed to view the route men
all modern improvements.
iuqulre of Honed in said petition, immediately after
J. W. Coco hum. bather. Ellsworth.
which view, a hearing of the parties and wit
nesses will be had at some convenient pla<
in the
vicinity, and such other measure*
taken in the premises a* -he Commissioner*
shall Judge proper. And it is farther
Ordereo— in*, notice oi ibe time, place and
STATE or MAINE
purpose oi the Commissioners' mee’.tng aforDepartment of Sea <i»d Share Fieheriet.
said be given to all persons and corporation
applk atiom roa kkhbuvatiom.
To the (bwmtiiiospfi of Sea and shore H»h- iutere-ted by ae'viug an attested copy of tbpetition and this order thereon, upon the
KSl’ ANT to chapter 88 of the public laws Clerk of th** Town of Mount Desert, a likof 1905, approved March 18 1905, entitled
copy upon Frederick I. Phillips and by post
ing up attested copies vs aforesaid iu thre"Au Act for the Encouragement. Development
places in said town thirty days at lea*'
and Conservation of the Shellfish Industry”
application is hereby made for the setting before the time appointed for »aid view, at
by puoiishing the petition and order thereon,
apart under the provuion of and for the pureeks successively in the Ellsworth
poses of said act, of the shores, fiats sud water three
American, a newspaper published at Ellsprivi eges described s* follows:
Beginning at east line of 8. P Cousins lot worth. in the ConDty of Hancock, the first
at the shore—running s. westerly 15 rods on
publication to be thirty days at least befor*said Cousins' land—and 6 rods on laud of A. the time of said view, that all person* and
K. Devereaus; iheuce at right angles on land corporations interested may attend and
if they think tit.
of said Devereaux 15 roda-s.
easterly—thence beard Attest:—John
F. Kxowlton. Clerk
n.
on laud of Cousin* and Devereaux
easterly
A true copy of the petition and o*der thereon.
20
rods—
thence
n. westerly ou 8.
P.
Cousins’
|
Attest:—John F. Knowltok. Clerk
to first mentioned bound—con| line 15 rods
taining 1 acre, and located in the town of 1a- fPHE subaenber hereby gives notice th*:
mrine, in the county of Hancock.
1. she has been duly appointed adminisI’pon and within said reservation, if au- tratrix de
bonis
non
of
the
estate
thorized, it is intended to m ke experiments of David
B
Brook
Tap ley, late of
relative to the cultivation and conservation of ville.
In
the county of
di
Hancock.
the following fish and
shellfish:
Clams— ceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.
with the purposes and intention of engaging AH
persons having demands against tbe esin
the
and
cultivation
of
the
development
j
tate of said deceased are desired to presen.
shellfish industry for economic purposes.
the same
for settlement, and all indebted
If this petition is granted your petitioner thereto are
requested to make payment im^
hereby agrees and proutiaes promptly and mediately.
Hatt*k 8. Taslky.
energetically to make and pursue the expert
May 2, 1905.
meats in cultivation and conservation aforesaid. promote tue objects of the law in the ex- '■’nr- mi risen or
nereoy gives notice tna
ercise of
the rights acquired, and
JL she has been duly appointed admins
make
prompt reports to the Commissioner of 8ea tratrix of the estate of Luther C. Hasting*, late
and snore Fisheries, upon request, .»« to the of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, decease-1. and given
bonds a« the law directs
progress of the experiments aforesaid.
Dated at East Lamoine in the county of All persona bavin* demands against the esHaucock this 26th day of April, a. d. 1«05.
tate of aaid deceased are desired to preseu:
8. P. Cousins,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment i n
Applicant.
Upon the foregoing application notics is mediately.
Haras L. Hastings.
hereby given that a public bearing will he
April 4. 190*..
held at the office of the Commissioner in
subscriber
Lincoln
at
hereby
gives notice that
2
o’clock
Booibbay Harbor,
county,
he has been duly appointed adminis
in the afternoon oh Wednesday, the seventrator of the estate of Atwater Higgins. late
teenth day of May. 1905.
Hancock,
Objections promptly filed with the Commis- of Kden. in the eouuty of
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
sioner will receive special investigation.
Dated. Booth bay Harbor, the 1st day of All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
1905.
A. K. Nickbrcox,
May,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Comm
toner of Sea and Shore f'inheriee.
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward B. Higgins.
PROPOSAL
May 2, 1905.
For Building Road near Allen’* Mill.
subscriber nereoy gives notice that
selectmen of the town of Bluebll! Jnshe ba* been duly appointed adminX viie proposals from citizens of the town
de
bonis
esfor building the road at the town Hue near istratrix
the
non
of
Roi-ert Taplev,
Allen's mill till Saturday, May 20, 19W>, at 7 tate of
late of Brook*iu
the county of Hancock, deo’clock p. m., when the bids will be opened at ville,
the selectmen’s cilice.
Plan and conditions ceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
may be had of the selectmen, and they will All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
visit the line of the
present
proposed road with any
intending bidder. The selectmen reserve the the same for settlement, and ail Indebted
right to r« ject any or all bids if they think it thereto are requested to make payment imfor the interest of the town to do so*.
mediately.
Uattib 8. Taflby.
May 2. 1906.
Kuans P Gkkknk,
E. K. Hbrkick.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
E. J. HlNCKl.HY,
he has been duly appointed administraJL
Selectmen of bluebill.
tor of the estate of William H. Freeman, jr-.
Blueliill, May 8.1905.
late of Mt. Desert, in the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bond, as the law direct.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
All persons having demands against the esnot trespass in Cnniculocus Park. 1 tate of said deceased are desired
to present
demand protection to life »nd property the same for
settlement, and all indebted
from the countv of Hancock, the State of thereto are
requested to make payment imMaine, snd the Unite'* States of America.
mediately.
Wiluam H. Freeman.
Maby C. Fuetz Austin.
May 2,1905.

tan'

miles.

j their dollars to make one of
one

Ergal yet tecs.

of

JFor

is valued with

money

40

Medford,

j

I prosperous road. They pay no attention
has to the passenger trade, and have only nine
which
i
The tracks are not over
the secret small engine-.
two and one-half feet in width, the tars

arrested claim that
represented the Mexican lottery,
and
that the tickets seized were for a
Mexican drawing, but the secret service
men are of the opinion that the concern
The

by

It is owned

one

Joseph's

roots) and if cut off the tree dies.
A railroad runs from here to Santiago, a
small town which lies inland about forty
miles.

H. ULuH KU, Constahl.

Patrick

r.en

iiun.

ish towns and cities of

<i.

at

PATRICK CARRY.

flourishing,

they

orders

by Francois

the

effect.

aWmtwrmmt#.

April 28, at
Peters at 437
Brooklyn, Rev.
Washington
avenue,
Samuel W. King, pastor of the Clinton
avenue chapel,
officiating. There was a
profusion of flowers testifying to the esteem and respect in which the deceased

Plata is an old Spanish town
built at the foot of a single mountain
which rises 2,000 feet above the sea level.
It was discovered and named by Columbus
•‘Port of Silver”, it is said, from the

here.

in

Hoy». Here le Your Chance.
Printing Preaa that will Pilot Carda, Linen
or anythin* In fact.
Three letters of
kind. Type Holder. Ink and part, and
thing that goes to make It complete for »
Art,lr"*c- "
*«»—.

well known In Ellsworth.

Funeral

hampered by lack of
co-operation from other departments, Mr. enade while the l*and
plays. Inside
Corteiyou has enlisted the sympathies
the sidewalk and around the stand are all
and co-operation of the treasury departkinds of native flowers of the most beaument and of the department of justice.
tiful colors. The peculiarities of the
Already raids have been conducted and
shade-trees are that they have lungs (long
numerous arrests made in Tacoma, San
the

Benson,
lax construction of the law than has
360 persons with 81,.500 each. Benson Stanley, of this village, and of
been general.
N.
of
Bar
Elliott
Careful computation has shown that
Harbor, dropped
Benson,
Corteiyou now proposes to have prepared
her
dead
the
home
of
this
at
morning
about that number of faithful teachand sent to all postal employees a circular
here.
daughter
ers in the higher institutions of learnof instructions on this subject, clearly
The cause of death is supposed to be
ing have reached the age limit, or
defining the extent to which they are
have been forced into earlier retire- heart disease* She had been in her usual entitled to engage in politics and ]iartizan
for a possible weak
undertakings. Offensive partizanship will
ment owing to physical disability, gt»od health, except
heart.
be comprehensively defined, and it will be
and are in need of an income.
The shock to the family and community made clear that no
postmaster or similar
This remarkable gift cannot fail to
is severe and heart-rending. Mrs. Stanley
employee can associate himself with any
make a
deep impression
upon was about seventy-one years of age.
committee or society the purpose of which
thoughtful men throughout the
is the raising of campaign funds.
The funeral will be at Bass Harbor, arcountry, and ultimately lead to action rangements for wrhich will be announced
“There will be nothing particularly new
the
in the circular,” said
along the same lines that will have a
postmasterwholesome effect upon the profession
general, “but it w ill be plain enough to
>lr. Hyde's Luxurious Stable*.
leave uo ground for reasonable doubt in
of teaching.
James H. Hyde, the storm centre of the the minds of those to whom it is directed.
Elsewhere in this issue we print in
is reputed to have the The
very best service a
postmaster can
full Mr. Carnegie’s letter establishing j Equitable tight,
most splendid stables in America, says render his
party is to be a good postthe fund. It will be read with inter- the
May World's Work. There is a mauler. Once a circular is issued, it will
est.
special room devoted to the harness, constitute the only reply sent to {hose
The assessors of Ellsworth announce spotless and shining as table silver. In a who ask for furthur information, and
case are curbs,
bits, bells, stirrups and those who violate its injunctions will do
the tax rate for 1905 as 820 .50 on the
whips. There are carved wooden cases, so at their peril. Their punishment will
81,000—an increase over 1904 of one- containing a veritable museum of old
take the form of discipline, even to the
half of one per cent.
and
GOSSIP.

family

Puerto

came

an now

O.

was to relieve the Detroit while she went
to St. Thomas to give liberty and coal up.

of the

stirrups, postillion whips
hunting
horns, and a great hall containing not
less than twenty-eight carriages.

BUTMAN.

Butman,

Peters,
Butman, of Dixmont. She was born
November 11, 1828, in Ellsworth, where
she had always resided, though recently
sojourning in Brooklyn, with her nephew,
(Charles Peters, who has been to her as a
son
Two
brothers—
for many years.
Edward J. and William B. Peters, survive
her. the last of that generation of a large

and most healthful West Indian port.
We were ordered here from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, April 10, and upon arriving found the Brooklyn and Detroit,
former under command of Rearthe
Admiral Sig*bee. As the harbor is shallow and very dangerous, we anchored
about one mile outside. Our mission here

ered

Harriet V.

resident of

and the Hungarian lottery, both of
the great power she possessed as a vocalist.
twenty-five trustees lottery
which appear to have been doing a thrivbeen selected, and have
named
have
She is an exceedingly handsome woman,
States.
business
in
the
United
wears beautiful oostumep, and is the posagreed to serve. Among them are the ing
sessor of one of the best voices ever heard
presidents of Harvard, Yale, Columbia,
Another reform which Mr. Corteiyou is
in comic opera.
Cornell, the University of Chicago,
on foot concerns political activity
setting
The surrounding show is of the usual
Princeton, Smith. McGill, of Montreal,
of
and
other
by
employees
postmasters
Leland Stanford, jr., Washington and Lee
Keith standard, and includes a series of
law
the
and
the department.
Although
and Oberlin.
beautiful Japanese living art studies prethe civil service regulations strictly forA corporation will be formed formally
sented by O liana San; the Obersteirer
bid pernicious political activity on the
to receive the bequest; it will be styled
troupe of Tyroleans, who created a big
part of the federal employees, postmasters sensation at the world’s
“The Carnegie Foundation”.
fair, St. Louis;
in various sections have been in the habit
Howard and North, two of the cleverest
of writing to the postmaster-general or
conversational comedians in the varieties;
Sudden l>eath at Mansct.
his assistants for special rulings in their
Manset, May 10 (special)-Lucy, widow cases, hoping, of course, to secure more the Majestic trio, one of the best organiof William
mother of Mrs. E.
zations of “coon” shooters in the busi-

Twenty-two

UPTON

a long-time
make!
Ellsworth, died at Brooklyn,
j
N. Y., on April 26, after a short illness, of
Machiaaport
leaving
at6
.Hi
Jonesport
To the Editor of The American:
p m
acute Bright’s disease. She had been
and arriving at
Puerto Plata, situated on the western somewhat feeble all winter, and about ten Saturday,
Machlasport
at8 30 p. m.; returning will leave
Santo
of
Maohiaacoast of the island
Domingo, days before her death suffered from a parm. Sunday, and arrive
at Jone*.
West Indies, has a mixed population of alytic shock.
p'.rt •*at7 p.
9 p. m. The schedule
port
between
4,600, is one of the principal seaports, and
Mrs. Butman was the daughter of the
Portland and Jonesport will be the
same
has the reputation of being the cleanest late Andrew
and widow of Charles
v

women and children
(the latter naked)
sitting in their dooryards chewing cane

authorities.

provide

COUNTY

HARR!FT

Mrs.

>

Casey, an old and respected citiEllsworth, died May 3 of pneumonia. He was in his eighty-third year.
inspectors or the
railroad cans.
Mr. Casey was born in KBlarney, county
division when an apparently objectionable largest
Sugar-cane and fruit are very cheap of Kerry, Ireland, Nov. 24, 1822. In 1*46
advertisement appears continuously fora
here, and it is a common scene among the he came to this country, landing at St.
given period in the newspapers without
classes to see five or 9ix men, Stephen, N. B.
He remained there but a
its authors being inspected by the postal poorer
develop

according

pow

to manage the trust in every respect;
to fill vacancies of non-ex-officio members; appoint executive committee; emers

probable that many a man, endowed erally speaking, to do all things necessary
by nature with the gift of teaching, I in their judgment to ensure the most
has

of the fourth assistant, as herenspectors realize that the
evidence# of their vigilance come to the
personal notice of Mr. Cortelvou, so there
the bureau

tofore,

time.

letter from Sun Domingo.
Os Board 17. 8. 8. Praihik,
Pi'krto Plata, 8as Domivoo,
April 24, 1906.

department the inspectors have been
placed under the direct supervision of the
silvery appearance of a cloud which covpost master-general, instead of being in
of the mountain when he
office

The. service of the- atramor Frank
Jone,
will be extended through to Mach
import
commencing with the trip from Portland’
FricU.r, May 12, and thereafter will
cne trip each work between
Jones port anrt

OBITUARY.

Jack—Yes;

one

for your watch

two for the show.

This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have kiiovu F. .1.
Cheney for the list 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all business transactions,
and financially abl: to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
WaLUIVO. KlNNA.N ft IdAKVlM,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act.
log directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price, 70c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall*s Family Pills for constipation.
How’s

rpHE

DO

NOTICE.
HEREBY release to my minor son, Byron
his
time during the remainder
Merchant,
of bfs minority. I shall claim none of his
earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting
after this date.
Albert Merchant.
Hall Quarry, Me., April 22,1905.

I

Jljrlp GQantrt).
Singer power machines,
shirts and overalls. Can give Vampers
good work on shirts. Steady work and good
Foster-Estabbooks
pay for all applying.
Company, Belfast. Me.
/CARPENTERS—Steady work for good men
V' in growing town 20 miles out of New
York. Wwges $3 and $3.26 per day; 8 hours.

STITCHERS—On

For^articulars

address P. O.

Box 482, Ells*

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor
the last will and testament of Edward
Swasey, late of Bucksport, in the County of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
t° mske payment
immediately.
May 2,1906.
John N. Swaxky.

THEbe

of

hereby gives
has been
THEheofsubscriber
duly appointed
the

notice tha;
adminisestate of ulementine T. Bobbins,
of Stonlngton, in
the
county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settleand
all indebted thereto are requested
ment,
*° "»»*« pavment immediately.
May 2, 1906.
Hiram H. Bobbins.
trator
mte

a&torrtttrnuntf.

'catarrhal
1112

Breathe Hjomel
Catarrh.
Catarrhal troubles
,

Sleknesa.
be Corel of

«n<l

are more common

at any other
thi's season than
The Midden

time

N<-« Ltfidgr with
Forty-Soven Charter
a better
Mom her* ut Stonington.
to tal«‘ out a policy In the Equit
Last Wednesday a
lodge of Odd Fellows able tlmn now. Talk with k
Joshua Davis lodge, No. 145-was insti- ! < l»rk, T*pinnni. Mm, about
tuted at Stonington, and the event was a It, or communicate with
FRANKL.X »i. HAZELTON
red-letter day for the order in Hancock

by
I'lwpttlnts »f Canoe.
of
Cohoon,
Bangor, and well
known in Ellsworth, lost his life last Sunthe
day, by
upsetting of a canoe from
which he was fishing, on Burnt'pond, near
Flood’s pond, in Otis.
The accident was a rather peculiar one

*w,nt

hall where the exercises were held.
At H o'clock the ladies of the
Congregational and Methodist churches served a

STRONGEST IN THE WORLD.
!

Claudit Pea.
The earliest and best Pea in the

market,

Black-eyed

and

there is every indication that the
young man was stricken with an acute attack of heart trouble, to which he was

ASSETS, $413,953,020.74,
SURPLUS, $80,794,269 21.
Dividends

Man Loses his Life

Fred

Maunder foi HIhIiic,
MA1SF.

A delegation of
eighty, composed princhanges
year.
of members of Oriental
the spring months cipally
lodge, of
during
come
il,at
Bangor,
accompanied
by several member*
of many cases of
of triumph lodge of
jn, productive
Hermon, Hampden
treatlodge, of Hampden, and Fort Knox lodge,
catarrh that without proper
of Bueksport, went to
will become chronic.
Stonington where
most convenient, they assisted in the institution of
the new
Tl,e pleasantest,
method for the lodge.
scientific
and only
of catarrh, is
Among the tarty were Grand Master
treatment and cure
in L*»on S. Merrill, of Bolon, Deputy Grand
drops
twenty
put
Simply
Uyoinei.
inhaler that comes Master Alliert F. Smith, of Bangor, and
the little pocket
Grand Warden Charles H.
Morrill, of
then breathe it
and
outfit,
with every
Newport.
times
a
four
day.
r three minutes
The delegation went from Bangor
by
j,-,i dangerous drugs or alcoholic special boat, the Castinc, and arrived in
are taken Into the system Stonington at fl
m.
p.
concoctions
Upon their arrival
used.
Breathed they were met by the reception committee
is
when llyomel
from
the
the
new
balsamic
inhaler,
lodge, headed by the celethrough the
brated “hobo” band of Island
lodge of
fragrance of llyomei penetrates to Bar
and
were marched to Music
Harbor,
most remote cells o( the nose and

the catarrhal
throat, and thus kills
the irritated mucous
^irms. heals
membrane, and gives complete and

Bangor Young

I'OKTLASI),

ef tin'

^

time

«

county.

Abtirrtisrmrnt*.

DROWNED AT OTIS.

nevIr

troubles.
rnuso

Months

airijcrtiBrcunV.

I. O. O. F.

paid pel icy holders In last five years,

$26,654,641.78,

know’n to be

j

He

subject.

was one

of

Brew'er young
the pond for

day’s fishing. Shortly

a

Catholic Society Minstrels.
The minstrel entertainment to be given

Friday evening under the auspices of
Joseph’s Catholic society promises to

next
St.
be

a success

and

the excellent
ceived

■

from

have

they

worked hard and

are sure

Other- of the

assistance,

instruction they have reolder ones who have

the

training.

Following

a

canoe

All kinds of PLUMBING done

trolling,

as

if in

the

pain,

and

F. B. AIKEN,

pitched

water, upsetting the

but

Cohoon did not

companion

is

expert

the

in

perfectly

a

quickly to his
greatly to their dismay,

party

STATE STREET,

swrain

came

the surface. His
ashore. Cohoon was an

come

canoe,
at homo

a

to

good swimmer,

on

the water.

CASOLIT
ENCIN

OLDS
Any power.

and

*

FARM

variety

show n in Hancock county,

tardei
and f lower

SEEDS*'

_

.“EMPIUK” CRKAM

YOUNG

&

ftttlnaDB ants

DOW,

ibtEamfco#'*.

Week— Newly
Portland
Klrotf*! Olllecr*.
The annual session* of the grand
masonic bodies wore held last week in
in

Portland. The Blue lodge opened Tuesday
morning and closed Wednesday. The

grand chapter and commandery session*
bold
Wednesday and Thursday.
Following are the officers elected for the

were

following year:
K.
Blue lodge Grand master, Hugh
| thaplm. Bangor; deputy grand master,
S Charles E. Johnson, Waterville; senior
MAYFLOWER QUARTETTE— FEATURE OF ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC SOCIETY MINSTRELS, FRIDAY EVENING.
grind warden, Curtis ft. Foater, Elladied without making a struggle seems to
PROGRAMME.
! worth; junior grand warden, Edwin G. fine •upper, rand too much praise cannot
Weston,Thomaston; grand register, Mil- be given! them for the manner in which Overture ..Monaghan’s orchestra indicate an attack of some kind.
One of the party, Lewis Savage, of
HART I.
lard Folks, Portland; grand secretary, they cared for their guest*.
At 7 o’ciock'the meeting was formally 1 Opening: chorns.Arr by Mrs E J Walsh Brewer, went at once to Bangor to notify
Stephen Berry, Portland; committee on
(1) Yo, ho, sa'lant sailors,
the relatives and at the same time notified
Synopsis
finance, Albro E. Phase, Portland; George opened'by Grand Master Morrill, who im(2) June, (3) I’ve got a feeling for you,
Coroner C. R. Foster, of Ellsworth, to go
R. Shaw. Portland; Alfred 8. Kimball, mediately turned the chairs over to the
(4) By the oi l oak tree, (5) Teasing,
to Otis early Monday morning.
Sorway; trustees charity fund for three Oriental lodge degree team. The degree
I’m
the
Down
waiting,
(7)
(6)
by
gate
Mr. Foster arrived at Mr. Tibbetts’
jrears, Charles I. Col la more, Bangor; Fea- team then exemplified the work in the
The Gondolier, (9)
Moonlight, (8)
house in Otis about 7 o’clock, but finding
anden I. Day, l^ewiston.
initiatory, first and second degrees in a
Billy
that the body had not been recovered, he
Chapter Grand high priest, William N. fine manner, being ably assisted by the 2 Be good or I’ll quit you,
Walter A Scott
proceeded to the scene of the accident
Howe, Portland;
deputy grand high Bangor glee club under the leadership of
Search was kept up until about 3 o’clock
3 Bobby,
priest, Janie* K. Blanchard, Augusta; Asa P. Morton.
Miss Myrtle Monaghan
by Mr. Foster and two assistants, when
The third degree was conferred bv the
frind king, Edwin A. Porter, Pittsfield;
4
If Mr Boston Iji w»on has his way,
the body was grappled and brought to the
grind scribe, James E. I*arsona, Ells- degree staff of Island lodge of Bar Harbor,
Merrl'l K Head
surface, and sent to Bangor.
worth; grand treasurer, Leander W. and the work of this degree team alone
5 Tommy,
Young Cohoon was about thirty years
Pobei, Portland; grand secretary, Stephen was well worth the long journey. This
Miss Lucie Monaghan
old, the youngest son of Capt. John CoBerry, Portland; committe of finance, team showed that it had much hard work 8 If I should say “I love you",
hoon, of Brew’er. Me leaves two brothers
Hillard F. Hicka, Portland, Warren C. in preparing for the installation, and is to
Albert L Wit ham
William H., a Maine Central conductor,
Ik* congratulated on the manner in which 7 If you love me, Lln 'y,
King and Ralph H. Burbank, Saco.
and Charles B., of Bucksport. He leaves a
Mrs Edmond J Walsh
The grand commandery meetings were the degree was conferred.
held Thursday afternoon and evening.
After the degrees were conferred the 8 Ramblin' Sam,
Charles P IIa]pin
Twenty-».no of the twenty-two chartered new lodge elected officers for the ensuing 9
HuMnm Notice*.
Ev’ry man Is a volunteer,
command-ries in the State were repre- year, and the follow ing were duly elected
Tin* Bangor Daily News I* offering t lal subEntire company
sented.
and installed by Deputy Grand Master
scription for three months for $1 uo-eertalnly a
Tableau—Columbia,
Among the grand officers elected was Albert P. Smith: H. L. Morey, noble
Miss Carrie Harrington
Arno W.
PART II.
King, of Ellsworth, grand grand; F. J. Smith, vice grand; P. L.
BORN.
apUin general.
Andrews, secretary; Dr. J. E. Hutchins, 1 Maypole drill,
Misses Frances Doyle, A Ruth Fields,
Among the district-deputy grand inas- treasurer.
ASHWORTH—At Stonliigton, April ‘23, to Mr
anti Mrs .tames It Ashworth, a daughter.
Mary A Fields, Ella M Hawks, Marie
forielecifd were the following: Owen L
During the night selections were renIt A It It I DGK— At (jolt's Island. March 29, to Mr
Hurley, Clara Mullan, Alice Multan,
flye Br klin; Eben K. Whittaker, dered by the Bangor glee club which
and Mrs Frank A Bnbbldge, a son.
Myrtle Monaghan
B»r Harbor.
added much to the enjoyment.of the ocFA KbBY—At Tremout. April 9, to Mr and Airs
3 Coax me.Mayflower <{uartettc
Alton Farley, a daughter.
The meeting was not adjourned
casion.
Annie Ilalpln, Margaret Hurley, ChrisJRVVhTT— At West Sullivan, April 12, to Mr
until 5 o’clock a. m. and Joshua Davis
.AKKWOOD.
tina Doyle, Josephine Luchlnl
and Mrs Albert Jewett, n son.
lodge, 146, was fully instituted, and it was 3 Nobody but you,
MUKCH—At North Sullivan, May 1, to Mr and
John Wilbur, of Eastbrook, visited relaMrs Howard M urch, a daughter.
Master Owen Duflee
the unanimous opinion of those present
tive* her*4 Sunday.
SA W ^ HR—At Castine, May 2, to Mr and Mrs
that the prospects wen* bright for an ac- 4 By the Watermelon vine,
John
Sawyer, a daughter.
G- A.
Christina Doyle, Margaret Hurley
of Bar
visited relaand successful

Moore,

Harbor,

Mrs. Hattie Frazier is
visiting her sisr^»lph French, of North AttleMass.

!**»
L

P.Giles and L. D. Foster were
making an estimate of the
***°* the proposed
big dam.
Ewn*it Franklin and mother,
** w*ek

lodge.

tive

tives here over
Sunday.
”•8- Moore has been
making extensive
^irs upon hia buildings.
Charles O. Garland was in Bangor on
Baines* one day last week.

here
flow-

Island lodge of Bar Harbor was represented by 125 members, accompanied
by its famous band, and added much to
the success of the installation. The
members of the new lodge proved that
they were past masters in the art of
entertaining, and Iheir efforts were
certainly appreciated by all of the visitors

Qiilck-Ciruwiiis Vine.-.
Temporary vines are annuals that
a season

should be

and die in the (all.

planted

in the

same

bed

ma-

1 hey
with

permanent vines while the woody species
getting their growth, says The Harden
Magazine. These annuals are of two kinds
—those w hich are grown chiefly for their
Morril OF THE K1VEK.
flowers, and those which are grown to
**■" I- Pratt is
cover unsightly objects as quickly as posvisiting in Bangor.
',r«- Abbi*
sible.
Morning glories fultil both duties.
Staples is with her niece,
Sweet peas are useful only for flowers,
Belia Young, who is ill.
they generally become unsightly them-

have moved to Ellsworth Falls,
^klin,
w«re Mr. Franklin has
employment.

n^liw\iolet

M. Swett has gone to Bar
here she has employment.

Belle of the Silvery Nile,
Herbert
Monaghan, Fred
Charles W Hurley,

are

selves.

TKS-YOUNG—At North Ahlngton, Mass,
April 27, by Rev George Benedict, Miss

IIA

Monaghan, Margaret Monaghan,
Mary Drummey, Catherine Hurley,
Grace Smith, Sibyl Fields

fishing,
popular
proving
DIED.
spring as in years gone by.
The party that spent last Saturday and
HAI\K\lAN—At SouD Brooksvllle, April 26,
Mr- Lucenla
Ha kern an, aged 76 Years, 5
Sunday at the Jones camp was composed
months, 29 days.
of D. F. Dority, George Wescott, Joe
BUTMAN—At Brooklyn, N Y, April 26. Harriet
Stuart and Fred Swett, of Bangor, W. F.
U, wMow of Charles <) Butman, and daughter
of the late Andrew Peters, of Ellsworth, aped
and Fred Campbell, of Cherry field,, and L.
77 ears, 5 mouths, 15 days.
of
Ellsworth. The party
M. Moore,
CAS I-V—At Ellsworth. May 3, Patrick Casey,
landed some thirty salmon and togue.
aged 82 years, 5 mouths, 9days.
CLa HK—At Stonlngton, May 1, Mrs Lucy W
The hostelry that by common consent is
Clark, aged 60 years.
called a camp, is hardly such in fact; it is !
DAN ICO—At Ellsworth, May 3, Miss Sarah
rather a well-appointed hotel, offering far |
Danico, aged 58 years.
better

accommodations than

be found in

pretentious

this

as

are

often to

towns.

Simon Bunker and his

good

w

ife

are

^Albert
^Mrs.

and the latter for wood.

"'KST ELLSWORTH.
fe

Bonsey,

who has been awaj

few w'eeks, is home.
a«d Asa M. Barron went
to
7n*0r on business Saturday.
Past

^ertrnde Seeds held a spellingIchr^f
^ at
the schoolhouse
Friday evening

KafraQlC ^

^th Burto^

>

went to East HoliSit her <**u*kter» Mrs

l0ra T*rewor*y* of South
Surry,
'Qg on her mother, Mrs. Amanda

*****, Friday.

Isat,el Maddox Smith, who has
health all winter, was able to

S°°r
fide n»4
u«t

Sunday,

support

requires

often leaves

large gaps of wall uncovered.

was

Ex-Gov. Alonzo Oarcelon, of Lewiston,
was ninety-two y«ars old last Saturday.
The Overland Limited to California
men,
He is still vigorous physically and
leaves Union Passenger Station, Chicago, 6 05
in the practice of his
and
engages
j
tally,
p. m. dally, arrives 8*n Francisco the third day
as in
In time for a dinner.
profession, although not so actively
Route—Chicago, Mllwau
kee A St. Paul Railway, Union Pacific and
his earlier years.
have

recently

been

issued to tha

Patents
W.
following Maine inventors: Eugene
A R. L. Ball, South Berwick, wire clothesWest Lebanon,
pin; Azariah Y. Pearl,
auger.

j

j

j
j

P M !q P M
3 30!...
4 40
4 0ft'
4 3),....
11 20 5 00i 1(0
5 25
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571 7 20

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.
PM
7 40

Portland.

10 45

BANGOR
Bargor, Ex St........
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln..
Ellsworth Falla.
ELLSWORTH.
Wnr-h’Kton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..

6 (0 10
« 05
10
6 12 in
|6 32! tio
|6 39 t!0
6 47 tIO
f6 66 f 10
7 (9 II
7 '« 11
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7 55 11

S
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Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.!
Sorrento
BAR HARBOR.
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I

AM
9 00

12
A M
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8
8 45
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12

PM

7 40

40, 10 45
AM
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6 10
12 5 11
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All ticket agents sell
Soutliern Pacific Line.
rla this route. Ask them to do so.
Handsome book, descriptive of California,
F. A. Miller, Genlent for six cents postage.
ual Passenger
Agent, Chicago, or W. 8.
Howell, 581 Broadway, New York.—Advt.

years,
SA LI8BURY—At Otis, May 7, Orrtn Salisbury,
M
aged years, 3 months.
SAUNDERS—At Deer Isle, May 6, Charles If
Saunders, aped 80 years.
SMI I II
At Amherst, April 25,
Howard M
Smith, aped 25 years.

Restaurant,

ELLSWORTH,

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth*

QOOOOOOOOOO

L.

W.

JOR DAJI,
UNDERTAKER,
ELLSWORTH.

^t¥OODPaDC03OODCRX»OOOaOCSCS8*M
TO INSURANCE SOLICITORS.
NOTICK: If you are an insurance man anti
P oking for a good opportunity, NOW fit
YOUK CHANCE. A first-class Company writHEALTH AND ACCIDENT
IN8U&sTCE has recently been admitted to the Mate
of Maine and desires a manager for each county.
If you are experienced, can furnish good references, and .PRODUCE GOOD. KE8ULTSL
YOU Alih THE MAN WE WANT
once! PEERLESS CASUALTY CO Box
KEENE, N. If.
re

ing

Steamship Company
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Week.

Commencing? Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor dally, except Sunday,
1 30 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Brooklln. Deer Isle, Sargeutvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Botion.
steamer Catherli e leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sunrtav, at 1 p in, for South Bluehlll, Ston
Inuton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
wltL steamer for Boston.
Steamer *10116116 leaves Sedgwick dally, ex
c» pt Sunday, at .'.30 p in, for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brooksvllle, Blake’s Point, Eggemogglu,
Dlrlgo and Kockland, connecting wltn steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

ApplJ<*

COLD WATCH

6 p m dally, except Sunday.
at 5.30 a m, dally, except Alon

All cargo, except live stock, via the
of this Company, Is insured against
marine risk.

steamers

lire and

F. S. Shkkman, Gen’l Agent. Rockland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. I*. .t Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

Ellsvonb, BlneWll and Swan’s Island
STEAMBOAT I.INK.

j

i

ESTABLISHED 1848.

WM. FARROW,
S AI L-M A KER,
Dealer In Duck, Kolt-Rope and.all
kinds of Trimmings used in making
sails. Everything to work with.
riLSON’S

WHAKF,

ROCKLAND, HOC.

RESTAURANT.
Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
Mrs. S. A.
good dinner for 25c.

Moore, Water Street, Ellsworth.
Rooms

formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.

FOR

sale:

HANCOCK HOUSE STARLE,

At

Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carnages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer’s Fiue Carriages. Everything as rcpr»
seated or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F

H.

GOULD.

tirafcastanal ®arha.

—

!

EYE,

MARINE LIST.
SLMMEK SCHEDULE.

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Monday, May

Three

8

Sch Nellie Grant, Salem, lumber, Whitcomb,
Haynes A Co
Sch .Julia Frances, New York, staves, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Wm Eadle, Itar Harbor

DESK GIVEN AWAY
"’Hi) $10 worth of our Soaps,
Extracts, spices, Tea. coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet Good* and Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, big
catalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.
HOME SIFPLI

Augusta, Me.

l*er

Week.

RETURNING.

2tt]&cr!iscmmt8.

I

Trip*

Commencing May I. 19TB, steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday Thursday and Saturday at
lam for ‘Surry, ‘South Surry, South Bluehill (connecting with Eastern S S Co at South
Bluehlll for Hockland and Boston), ‘North
Brookltn, West Treniont, Bads Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.

CO., Dept. A
17 Oak

8t.

8«ii<l Postal for my llluatrsted Catalogue
of Books, Pictures and Frames, Toys, Games,
Tricks. Fancy Goods, Jewelry and Household
Specialties. 0. D. McGown, Medford, Mass.

I). W.

#

Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points and
connecting at South Biuehll) with the Eastern
8 8 Co from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern S S Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Trenton! to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boaton Thursday and
Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKln*
steamer Clmbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern S 8 Co
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.

Agent,
Ellsworth, Me.

I).,

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN
Residence,

and

SURGEON.

MANNING
No. 9 Hancock St,

BLOCK.

TELEPHONE.

DR.

L.

L.

LARRABEE,

Dentist.
Office:

Room 8. First National Bank Building
Ellsworth Dental
Telephone 57-11.

occupied by
formerly
Parlors.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

*Flag landing

O. W. TAl'I-kV, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK,

M.

HARBOR, ME.

OFFICES,

Saturday.
ley) with

EAR.

BUNKER,

BAR

J\

throat

nose,
and

I

FREE!

$10 watch; no better time than the one I send
you for selling 10 pieces of jewelry and 10 household articles at 10 cents each. When sold send
me
and I send you one gold plate watchchain and charm i>ostpaid. Send lor goods, t
trust you. Address
C. 1>. McGOWN, Medford, Mass.

at

From Boston at
From Kockland

MAINE.

Porcelain Inlays.

45

EASTERN

a

J. H. McCollum, Local Agt.,
At John Malone's

PM

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellswortn.
F. E. BOOTH BY*, G. I'. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager

Trips

its accompanying ills—colds, bronchitis
tonsilitts, in factall throat troubles, quickly relieved and permanently cured. A great antiseptic. Can be used as a gargle or swab.

1 05
5 67

q Sundays only.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and R.13 )
m, and arriving ElBworth 1156 a ni, 9.47 p n
connect with Washington (jo By.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throu> t
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Be a
ton and St. John.

Six

and

AM

AM

1

Boston.

Waukeag,

THE CRIP

P M

10

PM

Ellsworth.

j

discovered in the barn of Warren
Graves, and the building and its contents
were entirely consumed.
In the barn were stored some fine carj
riages which were used in summer at Bar j
Harbor.
The cause of the fire is unknown. The I
loss is partially covered by insurance.
tire

because
Ampelopsis requires
its beautiful little tendrils which look
fasten
onto
hands
every surface
like baby
with a grip that cannot be shaken.
a
support and
Virginia creeper
is more wayward in its growth, so that it
no

I

FREEDMAN-At Stonlngton, May 5. Frieda
Freedman, aired 3 year'-, 7 months', 3 days.
in | KINC —At Lamntnc. May 2, Miss Emma L
HI up, a^ed 34
months.

k°ri "
of this “camp”, and all who visit it
The w ild cucumber vine is one of the charge
Mrs. Qeorge Day is with her
are loud in their praises of the manner in
daughter,
best fast grow ing annuals for covering
**'
which it is run.
^Yerett Tinker, at North Bays id e.
such places, although its flowers are not
At the service of guests are an ample
a nuisance.
becomes
it
and
of
Bar
visited
quickly
Stover,
showy,
Harbor,
and six or eight row^ M. \\ Moon
and wife last week.
It is good enough to cover a rubbish heap, naphtha launch,
boats. And whether one is in search of
\. Frazier, of Southwest Harbor, but there ure better things for a good
tishing or boating or picturesque scenery,
guest Gf
A del be rt Garland veranda.
or simple, restful camp life, Jones’ Tunk
two
best
the
that
no
is
There
question
"*ntly.
furnishes it in good measure.
vines for foliage effect pond camp
Jerry Crowley, of Bangor, with tall-grow ing hardy and
r wo
Virginia creeper,
are the ampelopsis
Fire at Lainoine.
children, is visiting her mother the former being the best for brick and
8’ Mfirk
Last Wednesday morning about 2 o’clock
MUliken.
stone

F'oo.le C Bates, of North Aldington, to
Eduard A Young, formerly of Bust LamolneLUKKIV— MANCHESTER—At Sunset (Deer
I'd'*), May 3, by Rev C W Hawks worth, Miss
Kidth H l.ulkin, of Sunset, to George A Manchester, of Northeast Harbor.

At Timk Pond.
Tunk pond, always famous for its excelis

AM
30

Club

-What is It? It
is a concentrated mi ten!
water. It is *
mineral spring brought to you. and saves yon
tiie expense or going to a mineral spring. It to
nature’s remedy. It taken as directed.it can*}
do you any harm, while scores right
possibly
herein Ellsworth are satisfied that it has be nofitted them.

MARRIED.

Wallace,

Lucie

lent

ture in
Mrs.

3

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash'gton June.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falla.
Nlcolln.
Green Lake
Lake House...
Holden.
Brewer June..
Bangor, Ex St.
BANGOR, M C.

the Market.

on

Diriffo
Hail,

|{a*e*i,ent

Vitfie=Ore

Commencing April 29. 1905.

HOIHK.s

SEEDS

SKI’AII fVTORS— best

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOF

IHH

for the FARM

M A tCHINERY

No such

as

ELLSWORTH

liest and clieapes t machine for use on the farm,
We are hear: quarters for

That he

testimonials have
to the astonishing cures
^,.11 given
this remedy.
.1. S. Xugent,
made
1 ,.rk
the
New
of
treasure
writes:
pfe Insurance Company,
“Hyomei has completely cured my
daughter of catarrh, from which she
has iieen a sufferer for years."
Tin. complete Hyomei outfit costs
but one collar, ami as the inhaler will
l,st a lifetime and there is sufficient
Hyomei for several weeks' treatment,
it is the most economical catanhal
remedy known. Kxtra bottles can he
Ask (I. A.
cents.
procured lor fifty
panther to show you the strong
which
he sells
guarantee under

by experi-

STOVES of all kinds for sale bjr

enced men.

canoe.

to carry out

the

patiently done

went out in

give a sharp cry
headlong into

in every way.

The children

faithfully,

companion

and were {Middling leisurely, there being
little or no wind.
Others of the parte were fishing near
them. Suddenly Cohoon was heard to

Thousands

M ASONIC

SOc per Pk.

before 3 o’clock in the afternoon he and

permanent cure.of

<«|{.\ \ !>

Marrowfat,

of ail kinds for sale cheap.

men
a

and

POULTRY WIRE

party of b!x Bangor and
w'ho were at a camp on

a

ill* cents per quart.

The

American:

{Pffwi

The American has subscribers al 107

c/

the

Wood,

117 post-offices in Hancock county

Young,

Geneva

committee

Lydia Sargent,
May 8.

AU tie other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Ameri-

paper; all the
erly be called
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar

County Newt

see

Do Your Banking By Mail.

employed

been

has

quite ill,

Warren Ford who has been

Since this Bank

is

lost

Abbie Allen is at home after spend-

Mrs.

Gray, of Brooksville, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary Gott.
Mr. and Mrs. Blake, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. Blake’s brother, H. M. Pease.
Mrs.

other pages

Manton

of
widow
Mrs. Caroline
Brimmer,
Charles Brimmer, died at Yinalhaven
Thursday, April 20, and the body was

The vessel

here for interment.
Funeral services were held

member of the

Baptist

O. L. Flye and Harlie Freethey attended
the grand masonic lodge at Portland last

Roy Kane,

a

influence.

within her
few hours,

passing

She

away

was

as

her son, who

clining

ill

the

lodge

District No 1

Mrs.

for

ick,
wick,
day.

w

and wife went to

visiting

Stonington Wednesday

to

in

her sis-

and John

Paris and

visited Mrs.

of West

wife, of

J. Frank Gray

on

SedgSedg-

ment, is

Sun-

for

to Bar

went

Friday.

Rowena

Tinker is driving E. A. Lawler’s

Rebekah lodge has accepted

lodge,

of

an

Ells-

jw ill ^go
good^time.

A11
a

T.

T. M. Blaisdell and wife visited T. E.

a

baby

boy.*

A game of baseball was played between
the Bluehill academy boys and the Sedgwick high school boys at Sargentville.
The Bluehill boys won. A large crow'd
witnessed the game.

Coleman Cousins^and family have moved
M. Blaisdell’s jquarry boardinghouse.

C.

spent Sunday
Mrs. Lucy Closson.
with

C. Haskell and babe,Jof West Sulli-

Mrs.

j

home in Bar Harbor.

Dr. Ed. Hooper, of Fairfield, son
of
Irving McFarland has gone to Bangor,
Curtis Hooper and wife, is to deliver the
employed on stone work.
Memorial Day address here.
School is in session, taught by Mrs. VicMiss Eva Springer, who is attending the
tory Bridges. There is a good^attendance.
M. C. I. in Pittsfield, took a short vacation
Miss Eva Ball, of Hancock, has been i
home after having the measles.
Visiting at J. H. McFarland s the past
Rev. G. F. Sibley, a former pastor here,
now of Waldoboro, and Mrs. Sibley are
Miss Flossie Tracy, of Ellsworth, is
making a few’ days’ visit here. Mr. Sibley
Visiting her uncle and aunt, A. E. Tracy
preached in the Baptist church Sunday
and wife.
morning and evening.
Miss Anna Googins, who is
at
employed
May 8._R.
W. K. Springer’s, spent Saturday and SunHANCOCK POINT.
day with her mother at Nicolin.

H. D. Ball lost

Minerva Rich and two children.
and

Mrs. E. H. Butterfield came from Somerville, Mass., this week. She will make a
permanent home here at the old Norris
place now owned by her. Mr. Butterfield
will come later.

a

valuable

Mr.

cow’

Aiken, of Dedham, is
store at the Point.

wife.
Mrs. Sarah Norris, who has been with
Mrs. A. E. Foren, is now with her daughter.
Mrs. E. H. Butterfield. She is still in poor
health.

of

Arthur Lounder

urday

on

was

in

last week.

building

a

Ellsworth Sat-

business.

Miss Helen Clark, of Bar Harbor, is vis-

iting

her

uncle,

H. A. Ball.

Lulie Clement, of Bar Harbor, made
short call on friends here last week.
Miss

a

Miss

Daisy

Sedgwick,

Mr. Closson’s mother,

bin.

James Stover

May

8.

Kae.

SOMjESVLLLE.
(or

Andrew Somes is home

a

few

days.

Mrs. Andrew Lunt is at the Maine
general hospital, Portland, (or treatment.
The Somes ville sewing circle met with
Mrs. Carrie S. Fernald

Wednesday

after-

noon.

week.

Somes, who has been poorly all
better, and his friends are glad
him out again.

winter,
to

see

is

day

to

Annie

the
M.

was a

Chester has gone to Jonesto visit her sister, Mrs. Rollins Dob-

summoned Tues-

bedside of her

Barnes,

She arrived ten

who

was

of

hours

sister,
Waltham,

before

her

Miss
Mass.

sister,

great sufferer from rheumatic

died.

Mrs. Cobb has the symSomesville friends.

her many

J.

gone to Northeast
is engaged for the

he

summer.

Mrs. Abbie Higgins returned from Bar
Harbor Friday to her home here for the
summer.

Miss Ida H. Brown

spent Sunday
and wife.

quite interesting.

and

has

where

Harbor,

at

with a party of four
with S. Harding

home

Mr. and Mrs. Frost, of Northeast Harbor, spent Sunday with her sister, Mrs.
Abbie Walls.

I

T. C. Higgins and wife, of Bar Harbor,
called on his mother, Mrs. Abbie Higgins,
on
Sunday. Her daughter, Mrs. Belle
Herlihy and son W’alker spent Saturday
night and Sunday with her.

May night a party of little folks
J attempted to hang a Maybasket for S.
j Harding and wife, and not get caught;
but the “old lady” was a little too quick
I for chubby legs. They were no sooner in
a party of older ones made their appearanee, bringing ice-cream and fruit.
These with other dainties furnished by
Mrs. Harding made a nice picnic for both

young.
H.

Monday

to

charge
yacht.
F. Torrey has gone to Boston to take
charge of the yacht Sunbeam.
Miss Grace Cole, of Deer Isle, visited her
sister, Mrs. Madison Torrey, recently.
Levi Knight and wife attended the Lufkin-Manchester wedding at Sunset May 3.
Miss Carrie Gray, who has been spending the winter in Boston and vicinity, is
take

of

a

steam

our

his

May

Mr*. P. B. Russell, of Boston, la at her
here, land ia accompanied by her
brother, Ouy Cook, of Ellsworth Fall*.

crew.

Oapt. A. B. Holt and wife came from
Oouldaboro and spent Sunday at the
“Elms”.
Oapt. Holt has returned, but

The

schooner J. M. Harlow, Capt.
Charles P. Lunt, arrived Sunday from
Boston bound to Maehias. Capts. Wilder
B. Robbins, George W. Murphy and Everard A. Lunt came on the Harlow. Capt.
Murphy came home on a short vacation

Booth

Mr*. Holt will remain the present week,
Y.
May 8.

2tt>bctt«snnmta.

waiting for his vessel to make her
trip. Capt. Everard Lunt will remain at
home on account of being lame from
rheumatism. Capt. Robbins will go in
the Harlow and Capt. Willard Rich will
join her. Donald Robbins is with Ospt.
while

EVERY-DAY ILLS,
A cold Is one of the everyday ills of Ufa
People of all ages. in summer and in winter,
are liable to catch cold, and a cold is always
dangerous, because a cold is but the beginning
of catarrh of some internal organ
bead,
lungs, stomach or pulric organs. Any remedy

Lunt.

May

Thelma.

8.

EAST BLCEHUuL.
E. C.

Long
shingled
house.
has

—

side of the

one

that will cure a add should cum the many
effects of a cold. That's why Smith's Triple
Cure is so popular, why people are so enthusiastic after experiencing its wonderful cur*,
tive power. Smith's Triple Cure promptly
cures colds and catarrh wherever locate!, because it acts directly on the depressed nerre
centres, giving atrength and vigor t-> t.red
anerves, removing tl»c congestion of the c.r
tion and imparting renewed vitality to the
uucous membranes.
Picture to yourself the horrors of br n ia!
catarrh— the terrible couch, disgusting expeo I
t oration, wheezv breath and loss of strength, or I
ei I
the torture* of female catarrh—the *
bowels, shooting pains, offeu-ive discharges,
displacements and burning distress, and the a
rrealise, if you an, how thankful tlie>e
ers are for Smith* Triple Cure which h.n deI
their
troubles.
livcr.d them out of
litany
wonder that Smith's Triple Cure is rat ! y displacing all other catarrh treatments in b ••spitals apd sanitarlmus and is prescribed by the
medical profession generally ? It meets a want
felt for centuries, yet felt nowin this >trenuouj
life of ours as never before. Smith's Triple
Cure cures catarrh sufferers of all ages, makes
the sick well and the weak strong; it build* up
healthy digestion, makes strong nen-.-s and
enriches the hi » «1. That's why ail trie workl
is praising it, why its magical curative power
is talked about in the homes and on the streets.
Smith’s Triple C ure a moists of four -c ante
preparations, throe remedies taken internally
actiug on the niucons membranes. t»t tuacb,
liver and digestive organs, purifying and enriching the blood, and a catarrh cream used
locally in allaying all inflammation and killing
all disease germs In the nasal pass&g •*. thr-at
and lungs, a full two weeks’ treatment of combined remedies, sold lor only SO cents by ail
dealers, the greatest value for the money ever
offered. If your druggist won’t supply yoa,
sod
send 25 two-cent stamps by mail
we will Send it post;«id and guarantee talk
SumW.
12o
Address
F.
Smith
Co.,
delivery.
mer Street, lkjotoa. Mass.

roof of his

Frank Pierce is still confined
with a lame leg.

to

the

house

F.

Long is putting

D.

sleepers

new

sills and

under his house.

Business

w

Wednesday,

as

resumed at

and

Stonington

last

the granite cutters from

weak.

Clifford

Mrs. Fred Anderson and

two

who have

Robert

L.

Stonington

May

home

tame

from

week ago, in very poor
health. He thinks he wnll not be able to
work at his trade (granite cutting) fora

children, long time.
up entirely,
May 8.

a

He may be obliged to
and work at something

spent the past two weeks with
her parents, Hollis Saunders and w ife, in
Surry, are home.

jJordan.

Wit ham

about

give

today,

it

else.
O.

We

SOUTH SURRY.

Are.

S.

3tmcrtisrmnus.

pneumonia.
Hollis Bonsey, who has been ill
past week, is much better.
Calvin Young, wife and daughter Hazel
made a short visit to relatives in Sedgwick
Mrs.

f Send model, sketch or photo of inv*r.t u for
For fn e book,1
P free report ou y.iViii.tbii.tv
£
P How u> Secure'
writei
J Patents and
■

_

The

teacher,

Mr.

Hamilton,

is

mmm

boarding

E. M. Cunningham’s during Mrs. Cur-

tis’ illness.

OPPOSITE U.S.niTENT

E. M. Cunningham is expected home
from the Maine general hospital in Port-

v

TRADE-MARKSW

last week.

at

promptly obtain U. 8. and Ft reign

PATENTS

Mrs. Edward M. Curtis is very ill with

for the

8.

%

NEVER NEGLECT

this

Pettengill, who was reported ill last week, is better.
Mrs. Addie Jellison, of Clifton, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Annie Remick.

D.

_

home

Abel B. Marks, whose life was despaired
village will be interested of for several months, was in the village
! last week. He is able to walk with a cane.
j to learn of the marriage at North AbingArthur B. Leach, who is in the hospital
j ton, Mass., on April 27, of Edward A., son
of Dyer Young and wife, and Miss Fannie at Bangor, writes that his health is imC. Bates, granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth T. proving. He hopes to be at home in a
Bates, of North Abington. The ceremony week or two.
was performed by Rev. George Benedict,
C. H. Wardwell came home from Hall
pastor of the Congregational church.
Quarry a week ago, writh a bad cold and
The bride was attired in white silk mus- otherw ise
indisposed. He is not yet able
lin w ith lace trimmings,and carried bride’s \ to
go to work.
She was attended by Miss Florence
roses.
The people here are burning their brush,
A. Bates, who wore white Swiss muslin,
their gardens, graveling their
and carried pink pinks. Jesse Bates was planting
walks and otherwise beautifying and
beat man.
adorning their grounds.
A reception followed the ceremony,
Mrs. C, H. Wardwell came home from
guests coming from Boston, Brockton,
Weymouth and Abington. Mr. and Mrs. Stonington yesterday. She has be n with
beautiful
Young4received many
gifts.
her sister, Mrs. Luther W. Bridges, who
Spec.
May 8.
has been dangerously ill. She is now considered out of danger, but is still very
MARLBORO.
Mrs.

8.

NORTH I.AMOINE.

BATES-YOUNG.

People of

ill he

Halcyon grange has added seventy-five
dollars’ worth of new- furniture to its halL
which adds much to the looks.

Brockton, Mass.
Capt. William Hanna has his schooner,
the A. J. Whiting, ready for sea, and
will sail for Bangor the first fair wind.
Henry Thurston, Charles Thurston and
are

w

Mrs. I. B. Oerrish, of Brockton, Mass., it
visiting her daughter, Mr*. Freeman 8.
Grindle.

and at her home in

W’illis Thurston

last week.

The friend* of Hoyt Treworgy
pleased to learn that he ia better.

pastor, Rev. I). M.

two-weeks’ absence at conference

a

out

X. Y. Z.

8.

Prospect

baby Helen Maud,

after

and

fitting

good prices

NORTH BLUE HILL.

M**a. William Norwood and her daughter, Mrs. Harry Joyce, spent last week at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Alice Lunt, at
French boro.
and wife

this spring, and

N. Bow den and wife visited friend* in

here have all gone back to their work.

EAST LAMOINE.

Mrs. S. H. Remick and little daughter
Ruth w'ent to Ml. Desert Ferry last SaturElisha Robbins and family have moved day to be
present at the fifty-eighth wedj
to Stonington.
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrtf. Lewis
A. F. Holden left for Boston

May

Mrs. Charles Sawyer and her daughter,
Mrs. Josephine Sprague and baby Helen,
have gone to Rockland for the summer.

Angell

scarce

most of the lobster boats are
for fishing. Fish are bringing
at present.

circle met at the home of Mrs.
Webster Wednesday with a goodly
number present in spite of the shower.

than

Mav 8.

70,000 pounds.
Lobsters are very

Sewing

On

old and

Oapt. Clarence Turner, of the schooner
Marion Turner, ia in Carver’* Harbor with
hia first trip of fish for the season,
about

Maud

REACH.

OFffCE

WASHINGTON. D.C

!

One disease of thinness in land next week. He is rapidly recovering, i
Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.
Charles Cunningham has been in Ellschildren is scrofula; in adults,
worth the past week learning to run the
QAIIF TIME and
E. B. Torrey went Saturday to RockOMVCi MONEY by «»o
consumption, Both have poor engine for Mr. Wilder’s new launch.
port, where he is employed on the yacht blood;
both need more fat.
Mrs. A. H. Coggins arrived from EllsWissahickon.
s
These diseases thrive on lean- worth last Tuesday. She has been
spend- Subscription Record,
Advertiser’- Record.
Charles H. Foster, who has spent the
Fat
is
the
best
means of ing a few weeks w ith her
ness.
Job Printer’-Recoru*
Advertising
Record,
daughter, Mrs.
winter with his son, 8. S. Foster, in NeCorrespondence Record.
W. C. lie Hatty, and also made a short visit
cod
liver
oil
overcoming them;
Ruled, printed and indexed for quick entr.
ponset, Mass., is home.
reference- Descriptive circular sod P”**
makes the best and healthiest to Brewer and other places while absent. and
L.
May 6.
list on application. Published by
Fred Coggins
has been doing some
fat and
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SEAWALL.
painting at the Stewart cottage (Seawii- 14 DOVER STREET,
NEW V<>BK;
home.
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Record Books

Challen

Mrs. Phebe Rodick has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Nancy Sawyer.

Guy Young, of Lewiston, has come to
spend the summer with Mrs. Julia Stanley
and granddaughter.
Miss Jennie Ball is home from SouthMay 8.
Sumac.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore has returned home
west Harbor, where she has been spendWEST GOULD6BOBO.
ing the w inter. She is accompanied by from Southwest harbor, where she has
her friend, Miss Freeman.
been for the last three weeks.
Miss Grace Willey, of
Cherryfleld, is at
E. J. Clark, of East
work for Mrs. E. K. Merritt.
W arren Haynes, of Oak Point, was here
Surry, has come to
work for C. A. Penney during the summer. to visit his
sister, Mrs. Dudley Doliver.
Mrs. J. B. Clarke and Miss Olive CushWork is progressing rapidly on the cot- He is much
improved, but still very weak.
man spent Sunday in Franklin.
tages that are being built at the Point^and
Dolly.
May 8.
Mrs. J. B. Johnson, who has been spend- at Mr. Penney’s shore.
May 8.
E.
ing the past week with her niece, Mrs. F.
MANSET.
P. Noyes, returned to her home in East
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. M. A. Stanley has returned from
Sullivan Sunday.
Mrs. Lizzie Candage is on the sick list. Tremont, and is at her home.
Friday, May 5, the T. B. Keed school
W. D. Walls, of Seal Cove, is employed
Miss Clara L. Day has gone to Surry,
elected officers, as follows: President.
Olive A. Cushman; vice-president, Harrj where she is to teach the grammar school. as engineer at the glue factory.
Hammond; secretary and treasurer, DorA cargo of 375 hogsheads of salt wae
Mrs. Ed. Simpson is ill. Miss Annie
cas L. Wood; executive committee, MilAnderson, of North Sedgwick, in work- landed at B. H. Mayo’s fish-wharf last
dred Noyes,
week.
Alpheus Kingsley, Dorii ing for her.
Leighton; financial committee, Francef
May 6.
C.
H. E. White, of Beal Harbor, suppliec
port

wife.

Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Thompson spent two
days of last week at Grindleville. Mr.
Thompson held a meeting in the schoolhouse /Tuesday evening, with a good attendance.

aunt,"Mrs. Annie’Blaisdell, troubles,
pathy of
May 8.
Misses Hattie Blaisdell and jlcaphene
Brewer spent Sunday at Miss
Brewer’s

where he is

art-

Ray Higgins and family spent Sunday
with his parents, Frank L. Higgins and

Mrs. Nellie Sargent, of Sargentville, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Clara Clapp, for
a few weeks.
Her daughter Catherine is
w ith her.

van, visited her
the past week.

WEST HANCOCK.

Mrs.

wife,

H. Closson and

there.

Mrs. Jennie Dow and family are expecting to leave here soon for Milbridge to
work in the sardine factory.

All welcome back

the

Allen mill.

Mrs. Ernest Cobb

into T.

M.

Gladys and Kenneth, of Isle au Haut,
vis it ing her parents, H. C. Milliken

while

wife have moved to

have
building formerly

Work ia not very briak at the
sardine

G. W. Davis and son Fred left last *eek
to put his factory at Mil bridge in order
for the taking of sardines.

SomeaviUe where he has employment.

in the

factory here, and Bevcral are planning to
go to Prospect Harbor next week to work

home of Austin Freethy.

of machin-

store

a

owned by Daniel Cougb.

Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Lunt spent Saturday and Sunday at Brooklin at the

the glue company.
E.

Samuel Leland and

opened

day.

Mrs. 8. A. Reed spent Saturday night
Sunday at Seal Cove visiting her
daughter Mildred.

his

Lewis
receiv-

back another year.

in

improving.
deep gash in
working in

of

every

and

INDIAN POINT.

is

a

use

8.

ill

been

Everett W. Richardson attended the
grand lodge of Masons at Portland last

EAST FRANKLIN.

better.

was

last week

who has

The Bluehills beat.

high school closed on Friday, and Hooper and G. H. Rutter May 7.
Air. Shorey, the teacher, leaves to-day for
Clarence Robbins and wife are
his home in Enfield. All hope to see him
ing congratulations on the birth of

Victor R. Smith, of Newport,
town recently on business.

number

a

Haslam,
of weeks,

May

Mrs. Annie L. Allen and little Florence

worth,^toJvisit it May 16.
who can, for they are sure of
May 8.

for treat-

8.

the farm.

hand

The

May

on

Edith

erected for the

working

ing

invitation from Nokomis

Roberts, of Brooitsviile, is
daughter, Mrs. J. Frank Gray.

no

H. H. Allen

Mrs.

is

School in district No. 1 is taught by

Robbins, of Rockland light station, came Wednesday with his little
daughter, whom he left with his mother,

Mrs. L. M.

who is in Portland

Brooksville,

Elias Ginn is very ill.

Clifford

Monday.

Gray,

of

Miss Harriet Cole, of Sedgw'ick, was the
Christian Endeavor meeting
here Thursday. It was a missionary meet-

Mrs. Eliza Robbins.

with her

Pierce,

large pieces

F. Uott ia having the naphtha
engine
placed in a different poaition.
Mr*. Etta Billing* and daughter
L.

in hia l>oat

the latest victim of the
German measles. There are several new
cases

gladly welcome

day.

is

Julia Clark

It is rumored
ery for the glue factory.
that another large building
is to be

leader of the

in Pembroke.

wife,

us.

Surplus. $50,000.

week with several

did

She

3.

will

BABB HARBOR.
Ned Murphy returned from
Bangor Fri-

returned to Castine
not have the old-fash-

Reed

ioned measles.

the church here morning and evening
the absence of the {>astor, Rev. Mr. Emery.
The steamer Minneola called here last

other page

Lurvey spent Sunday w ith his Allen went to Brooklin Wednesday to
sister, Mrs. M. C. Trundy.
meet Mrs. Allen’s mother and her brother
Fred Robbins, of Mount Desert light and his wife who returned from Boston
is
here
on
his
vacation.
station,
Wednesday, where they have spent the
W. E. Dow and wife are visiting Mrs. winter.
Dow’s parents, Henry Trundy and wife.
Mrs. Emma Hooper, of Bluehill, who
Pedrick ^Gilley and Frank Stanley, of has been stopping with her mother, Mrs.
Northeast Harbor, called on friends here R. C. Abbott, for a week, will leave to-day
for Bangor to visit her father, who is in the
Sunday.
a l>ad
Benjamin Gilley, of Steuben, formerly of Eastern Maine general hospital with
this place, is ill at the home of his grand- foot. Grave fears are entertained that he
may have to have his foot amputated.
daughter, Mrs. Viola Murphy.
A baseball game was played at SargentEdwin Hersey and John Tinker, who
are at
Isle
au
Haut doing carpenter ville Saturday afternoon between the
high school boys of Bluehill and the high
work, spent last week at home.
school boys of Sedgw ick, with two boys
Mrs. Joan Learchin, who has been
from North
Sedgwick—Malcolm Allen
spending the winter with her brother, and
Johnnj Orcutt, to make the nine.
Edwin Hersey, has returned to her home

Philbrook. of Castine.
sister, Mrs. Henry W.

and

for

Ezra D.

Mrs. Kate W. Eaton, who has been visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ada Moore,
returned to her home in Lynn, Mass., on

Mr.

went to

Everett

their

days.
Durgan

few

a

Roland

Wednesday from
they have spent the

Seth Norwood and wife

Jennie Doekham, of Prospect,

Mrs.

home

tee

M. Young, of Bangor, is employed at G.
M. and Roy Allen’s mill.

Rollo Closson cut

Harbor

short vacation.

Mrs. Lou L. Perkins is

ter,

came

Mary Leith.

Lawrence Grindal, of West Sedgwick,
Tisited his brother Roy the past week.

visiting
Sargent.

May

in

NORTH SEDGWICK.

grocery wagon.

employed

with

an account

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional County IFowa

Curtis

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Walter Nevels goes to-day to Sunset
where he has employment.
Mrs. Spooner and Mrs. Herbert Dority
went to Rockland Wednesday.

Mr. and

place

away.

instituting of an Odd Fellows
lodge there.
G. R. Allen has presented the library association with a fine large wall map.
Thirty new books were added to the
library last week.
Unb Femme.
May 8.

Boston this week.

are

was

at

attend the

Miss Alice Dock ham has returned to her
home in Prospect.

is

hiie he

w

on

Fifteen Odd Fellows from the Brooklin

SARGENTVIDLE.

w'ho

factory

Boston last week

in

Kane took his

Massachusetts where

is'taught by Nira Newman, of Otter Creek;
No. 2, by Miss;Bunker,of Otter Creek ; No.
8, by Miss Jewett, of Amherst; No. 4, by
Mias Bunker, of Sullivan.
S.
May 5.

a

was

winter.

road, peddling.
Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, with
his family, has been in town for a few
days at his farm.

Eugene Jordan,

Kane,

Mrs. Emma

H. A. Grindle and wife and Mrs. G. A.

on the

Boston, is home for

c-am

Grindle

Martin Moore is ill with the grip.
W. H. Dunham, of Amherst, is again

Capt. John Bennett

mother,

E. B.

business.

tenderly cared for her deemployed there. Two

all in session.

having surplus curren-

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Capital. $50,000.

Cousins and wife.

H. S. Kane

calmly

her—Lemuel, who lives
in Boston, and William, of California.
She has one sister—Mrs. Jeremiah Smith,
of Ellsworth, and several half sisters and
brothers.

are

by opening

i Miss Rena

the

Stephen Cousins has returned from
Camden, S. C., and is visiting his parents,

years, was
other sons survive

Schools

Springfield; Mass.,

was

last week.

and peacefully as she had lived.
Her whole life was spent here until
about a year ago she went to Yinalhaven,
as

of

of his

guest

church

neighbors and the church to which she belonged, but was fell and valued by all who C. C.
came

of

free

week.

lor many years, and her true Christian
character was not only appreciated by

only

care

can

on

village

The

this addition to it* number*.

Otis Ingalls and wife are receiving conon the birth of a daughter,

The First National Bank,

cargo of

a

coal.

Saturday at
the home of her childhood, Charles
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of EllsBlack'a.
worth, officiated. Mrs. Brimmer was a
woman loved by all who knew her.
was a

Guy,

is at the factory wharf with

brought

She

Willis

^

U. S. Mail.

by

daya.

afternoon.

gratulations
born May 8.

never

At any time you wish currency to use at
send it by Registered Mail, Insured,
to any address, without cost or risk to you.

New York,

of

established it has

was

once, we can

Martha Gray, who has spent the
past year as I^aconia, N. H., is at home.
Miss Mina Freethey, of Boston, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Freethey.

obituary.

from the

hand

on

cy

Mrs.

MARIA YILLE.

letter sent it

a

yourself

Chicago.

winter in

regular monthly meetings
afternoonn
and evening in the hall
Saturday.
Frank K. Haakina, who ia
opening ,
flsh-atand at Sorr-nto, haa
moved hi*
houaehold good* from
Kockport. Maaa
into the Morton Urann houae.
y|r,'
Haakina and daughter will arrive in a
few

Miss Kate Clark sprained her knee quite

badly Saturday

able to be out.

ingthe

their

jwj1**

Mr*. Flora Morphy ia gaining rapidly,
and is able to go out.

at

South Bluehill.

Harboi RecordM summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

For additional

Lurvey

E.

cJ/»n

WEST TREMONT.

Mrs. J. G. Reed is home from Taunton,

County

a

L.

Mass.
E.

iw

Kingsley.

Pauline

BROOKLIN.

can is

A'i'Uiional Count* Sew

>

__

not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can prop

COUNTY NEV S.

at>btrti»nnrnt«.

Kingsley;

Blanche

constitution, Edna Bunker,

on

lows),

SCOTT’S

the

arffl

Augustus Young

lawns and

is

clearing

drive-ways, getting

ready before the family

comes

up
them

for

the

summer.

Way

EMULSION

_____

Kuel

Sleam

Tramp.

EAST SULLIVAN.

Capt.

e:i_l_swo rth

Johnson and Fletcher Martin

is the easiest and most effective are in port.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunbar returned from
form of cod liver oil. Here’s a
Bangor
Friday.
of
that
natural order
things
Miss Latty is spending a few w'eeks with
shows why Scott’s Emulsion is her
sister, MrB. Pearl B. Robertson.
of so much value in all cases of
George M. Haskins and Walter HiLl, of
scrofula and consumption. More Bar Harbor, were in town over
Sunday.
fat, more weight, more nourish- Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson has returned
from Rockport, where she has
ment, fhat’s why.
spent the

sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
409-415 Pearl Street, New York
50c.

ftnd $1.00

u

u

t:

n

AUdruggUt*

I

Pearl D. Robertson is home from Newport, where he has been employed during
the winter.
G. A. R., W. R. C. and the
newlyorganized Order of Sons of Veterans held
The

PAT, NO

Bath Booms.

WA8HKB."

All kinds of laundry work done at short noticeGoods called for and delivered.

H. B.
WEST END

ESTEY A CO.,
ELLSWOBTIl,

BKIDOE,

Pauper

Notice*

of
contracted with the
>•
worth to support and cart for tnuae
B*«
FSa
need
neat
assistance
the
may
during
l
aud arc legal residents at HIUwortlL
aU persons trusting litem ou my aocouui,
there Is plenty of room ami accommodations
care for them at the City Farm house.
M. J. DBDJIH**.

Cltjr

HAVING

winter.

Send for five

Laundry and

"NO

F- O R
One

SALE

second-hand

Knox Marine Gasoline
W

Engine

A bargain for some one.
reasonable offer refused. Inquire at

h. p.. 3 cylinder.

SHERMAN'S BOAT WORKS, BROOXLIN, it

N KWh,

001 NTV
(Ml

f***

c#***

JTM

PKOtiPKtrr HARBOR.

I*

who baa been in Portland
p^y Moore,
home.
m winter, Is
home after visltHirllm Deliver ia
in Par Harbor,

Mrelatives

Petit
f
coombs,
for the past week, ia home,
island
jrnan
on the new
w„rk ia programing rapidly
I.. 8- Pay ia having built on his
who has

been

on

aMition
gore.

NORTH CA8T1NE.

waa a guest of Mias
the 'arm the laat of the

Genevieve Cole

Uj*,

Jj,

well known here,
having lived at Tibbetts’
months last year for his health.
Orin Salisbury died
yesterday afternoon,
after a long illness of
Bright's disease, at
the age of fifty years. He leaven a
widow,
who was Mrs. Emma
Mayo, whom he
married last November, two sons
by a
former wife, who was Phene
Daily-Harry,
of Otis, and
Sherman, of Hull’s Covo, besides a mother, one sister, and several
brothers. The funeral will be held Tuesday at his late home.
M»y8Oavib.

cini>liH

a‘

Capt. Charles Devereux, of Boston,

week.

Harvard Havey and son, who have
W. H. Moore’s, have reguests at

ur.

new'd home.

Charles
Mrs.
yr, Charles Blsm-e,
Mrs. Fred Heavy attended
and
jr.,
Blance.
Kebekah lodge In EUsworth on

Jokonli-

May
league had
ygr school improvement

n

and
■KMant meeting Wednesday evening
Ten members represented
'Tiveiy debate. home-made
candy found n
mngs. snd the

ready sal"

is in

to

Miss Mabel Wilson has gone to Bremen
teach.

of

Boardtnan West, of Boston, is the guest
Edward West and wife.

Mrs. Ira Weiwder has returned from an
extended stay in Bangor.
Chester Ix-ach and family have rented
Capt. Roland Mills’ house for the summer.
Misses Annie and Grace Leach have returned to Portland to resume their school
F.mma G* Ward well has returned
from a visit to her niece, Miss Lila Dunbar,
of Penobscot.
Miss

oBrri’ARY.
of
Fannie 8haw
The funeral services
afternoon at the
gav were held Tuesday
of Winter Harbor,
: home. Rev. Mr Mayo,
deeeaaed waa the only
jflciaimK. The
and Anise Hay; she was
lighter of E. F.
in Milbridge, afid
i»rn thirteen years ago
She was a bright,
!
a child.
ame here when
a hand
Btrsdive girl, ever ready to lend
,od will Is' sadly missed.
their
Many friends gathered to express
and the white eaaket
regret and sorrow,
surrounded and covered by many
beautiful flowers, white carnations pre-

dominating.
Mr. Mayo’s words

Mary W. Hutchins,

Mis?

ing at W*’st

Penobscot,

who is

visited

teachfriends

here

The school

in

Dunbar district is

the

Miss Lillian

Binder,

of South

comforting Penobscot,

thst

and in the Perkins district, by
Miss Cecil Hutchins, of Penobscot.
L.
May 8.

beautiful, esThe Herat offerings
*rptcially the white pinks tastefully
naged around the casket, from the family.
Another touching tribute was the large

“Uncle Kben” Greenlaw, the oldest man
in Oceanviile, is in very poor health.
Work on the foundations of the two
houses that are to he built here during

were so

shades, tied

County .V#

OCEAN VXLLE.

ter. tee

other pagee

Doris

Loach, of

Brockton, Mass.,

is

delicate

in

pinks

Nor

a

atcb

ways of grace;

her

May

We shall sleep, but not forever;
To those mansions God prepares
lie will take Ills faithful children,
Freed from sorrows, tolls and cares.

The body of the late Alice Condon,
native of this place, w*ho died recently
in Washington, D. C., was brought here
Wednesday for interment in the Hillside
Miss Condon was the sister
cemetery.
of Dr. A. 8. Condon, of Ogden,
Utah,
S. J. Condon, of Orland, and O. J. Condon,

We shall sleep, but not forever,
We shall enter rest sublime.
And shall dwell In endless glory
At the Lord’s appointed time.

of The

If

a

of

Berlin,

in town last week
his

8

stone

The n«.-w sardine factory of the K. T.
Russell Co., erected last fall, is being supplied w dh electric lights. The schooner
Grace E. Stevens, (.apt. James Stevens,
brought pipes for the new system of water
supply for the factory. A trench is living
dug for this from the stream which w ill
extend to the shore, thence to the south

are

NORTH DEER ISLE.
•Samuel Lowe went to Rockland SaturMerect it h Ellis arrived home from Portland Saturday.

Haut,

Mrs. Abbte Webster is living with her
siater, Mrs. Emelinc Weed, this summer.

Gapt.

Frank Haskell has sailed in the
•chooner L. T. Whitmore with a cargo of
•tone for New York.
Marshall has sailed in the
schooner Jeremiah Smith for New York
with a cargo of stone.
•Hec. Thompson received an injury to
his hand while
employed on the steamer
J- T.
Morse, and is now at home.
K. T.

Mr*-. \\ ink
Scott, who has been in Boaton with her
husband, who commands the
yacht lamonte, arrived home Saturday.
A

not idle.

expected

to-morrow.

waterworks

The

are

being pushed

on

vigorously, and are promised to be a fixed
fact the last of June or the first of July.
Charles
w

Gapt

large three-masters are here for
freights, showing that the quarries

The Timanyas cottage is being made
ready for occupancy, and the family is

end.

au

mother.

Several

C.

Hill has gone to Isle
where h»* has employment.

his house.

Stevens, of Millinoekrt, was
and spent Sunday with

Fred

Dr.

on

ith

Allen

family.

his

spent Sunday at home
Mrs. Allen will enter-

been

a

and for many years had
in Washington. She won

nurse

Lay
Sunday

services

were

held

in

the church

on “The
Frederick Gill,
Trust”, by
was read
by Miss Helen Hill, t>f Eut
Sullivan. Mr. Gill organized the UnitarHe is pastor of the
ian society here.

afternoon.

A

A8HV1ULE.

\

e

are

8Uei,ts of

Mrs. O.

P.

quite ill.

Havey

and

daughters
Bragdon and wife

O. P.

day.

two

William Goodwin, Mrs. Goodwin and
Miss Bernice Webb, of West Sullivan,
in town Sunday.
Harry Banker, son
quite an expert with
were

ball

team

tuition

Arlington, Mass., church, and
regarded both here and there.
ciety which he founded here
than doubled

is

highly
The

has

so-

more

itself.
R-

May 8.
SOUTH GOULDSB( >Rt >.
Mrs.

were

Sun-

of
a

Hebron

at

academy

at the

on

is

Bunker,

Pearl

bat, and the basehas

offered

him

and expenses

paid

diamond.

the

Waldoboro, are in town for a few
days, culling on former parishioners. Mr.
Sibley conducted communion services at
the Baptist church Sunday.
On their return they will take their horse and carson, of

riage, which have been in the
Lowrie since they moved.

of Mr.

care

Mrs. Philena Scaminon, who has been
confined to her home for years, is not so
well since

suffering from a cold contracted
during the winter, and which at her advanced age, is hard for her to rally from.
Mrs. Scammon, a sister of the late Boardman Spring* r, of Hancock, is an intelligent conversationalist, and until physical
weakness interfered, was an enterprising
townswoman.

May

8.

B.

BKECHLAXD.

A

son was

born to

Mr. and Mrs. W. W.

Woodworth May 8.
Mrs. S. G. Butler and
t

Bar Harbor for

J

M ina
to

the

Leo have g«ne

son

summer.

Butler has gone to George’s pond

spend the

summer

Augusta

with Mrs.

Jellison.

Henry Butler, of East brook, has
spending a few days with friends

Mrs.
been
and

relatives here.

Arthur Tracy, Lon Wilbur, Frank and
Bragdon have gone on the river to
drive for Henry French.
Oliver

May

8.

Mae.
BIRCH

from

Messrs.| Merchant and Williams, ^of
Sullivan, were here Wednesday to
place « monument for the late G. F.
West

Hooper.
H. E. Hooper and wife,
Hooper, Mrs. Etta Grover,

Mrs.

Abbie

Mrs.

Carrie

AJden Robertson and wife visited their Hammond and Frank Donovan, of Winter
Mrs. Sarah Tracy, at Goulds- Harbor, attended the food sale and con^ughter,
*)oro
Sunday,
cert given here by the church society last
^3 lie Hammond, who is employed at Saturday evening, tM*. *
*r
Harbor, came home Saturday night,
The Bunker memorial church society
^turning this morning.
announce a dinner Fourth of July, and
-Master James Havey, of North Sullivan, will soon have their bills in circulation.
lbe guest ,of his
the
grandparents, O. P. They extend a cordial invitation to
JIas
fagaon and wife, a few
days lust week. neighboring villages to attend and help to
*Irs M. B.
funds for the building of a
Havey, of North Sullivan, enlarge the
u Uiifj
called here last week by the ill- place of worship.
“ess of ber
H.
May 8.
mother, Mrs. O. P. Bragdon,
burned to her home
Sunday night.
S

was

calling

on

friends here

Mrs. C. H. Preble, who has spent the
past week among relatives here, returned
Sunday to her home in Sullivan Harbor.
Miss Mellie Robertson, of Detroit, who
is teaching in Gouldsboro, spent the last
of the week here with her cousin, Grace

Shoppee.
A. J. Lindsey

has taken

down

woodshed, and is building

place

Gouldaboro Sunday.

HARBOR.

C. 11. Preble, of Sullivan,
Sunday.

that

will add much to

ience of his

May

an

his old

ell

the

in

SEDGWICK.

May 8.

B>
The Bass

OTIS.
d

(Johoon,

of

itVen veftrs of
*,,Ki (a

President, Frank McMullin, of Mcwhich upset, and as Mr. Kinley; treasurer, Aivah D. Rich, of
swim he sank. He was McKinley. Certificate approved April 21.

an<i

“nS'» a canoe
-ohoon could not

tion Co. has been organized here for the
of doing a general construction
business, with $10,000 capital stock of
The officers
which nothing is paid in.

Bangor, about twenty- purpose

age, was drowned in Burnt
pond above Flood’s) yesterday

teruoon.

Harbor Building & Construc-

is very low.
a

BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE

legal ITotices.

HANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.

TIMBER

van

tell

how

this great change

be brought about will prove comfort-

ing words to

hundreds

of

Ellswortt

John H. Nevell, of Ellsworth Kalis, Me.,
“Doan’s

mer.

John Thurston has added a boiler and
to his mill to furnish power during
the low run of water.
Mrs. Mary E. Byard has returned from
Massachusetts, and will soon open her
home to summer visitors.

engine

8._C.

Kidney

Pills

remedy

are a

which I have every confidence.
to

my

own

results.

Among them

who has

had

kidneys

for several years.

ing from

an

knowing
from

with the best

was

mother,

my

She

was

last

acute attack

about

ad-

Doan’s

suffer-

fall,

Kidney
she asked

and
Pills

me

E. G. Moore’s drug store and get
I

got

them with

a

P»n» Farrington

were

are:

SWAN’S ISLAND.

supply for

her and she

the

beneficial

same

Philip Johnson, of Vinalhaven,
on

which] have followed their

to
a

used

results

case

%

every

I know of.”

For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s

weeks.

Grace

in

w«s

business.

Miss Bacon, of Stonington, spent Sunday here with Miss Mae Stinson.
Mrs. M. A. Barbour returned from Portland Saturday after an absence of two
Steamer

use

Morgan, Capt. Charles

no

other.

AND

GRASS

ON

RESERVED LANDS.

No. 3, North Division,
No. 4, North Division,
No. 7. South Division,
No. 10,
No. 16, Middle Division,
No 22, Middle Division,
No. 28, Middle Division,
No. 32, Middle Division.
No. 31, Middle Division,
No. 85. Middle Division,
No. 39, Middle Division,
No. 40, Middle Division,
No. 41. Middie Division,

2 40
2 40
22
1 44

72
96
2

40
1 44
2 88
96
96
2 16
3 12

Smith,
State Treasurer.

Oramandal

know

less trouble with her

previous experience

call at

box.

more or

In
I

experience,

others who have used them

trator

tTPON

fHcBtcal.

grateful. To

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of Inez H. Davis, late of
Eden, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHarry L. Davis.
mediately.
April 4, 1905.

rpHE
X he

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer's Office.
J
Augusta. April 12, 1905. i
the following townships or tracts of
J land not liable to be taxed in any town,
the following assessments for the State tax of
1905 were made by the Legislature on the 24th
day of March, 1905.

!

of

G. Hall has moved his family from
North Brighton, Mass., here for the sumR.

here last week

gives nonce that
duly appointed adminisof the estate of Margaret E. Perkins,
late of Brooksville, in tbe county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOmaii W. Tapley.
mediately.
April 4, 1905.
trator

r.EO. S. HARRIS & CO.
Distributors
Boston, Mass.

_

M’KIN LEY.

subscriber hereby
rpHE
he has been
A.

I

dition

son.

May

|

No. 3, North Division,
$165.30
No. 4, North Division.
165 30
58 83
Strip North of No, 3, North Division,
We shall sleep, but not forever,
58 83
Strip North of No. 4. North Division,
No.
South
North
65 40
7,
Div.,
part,
Saviour, lead us by the hand
No. 7, South Div.. South part,
35 71
Safe acroa* the silent river,
No. 8, Sou* h Division,
48 00
No. 9. South Division,
21 60
W'elcome us t Canaan’s land.
No. 10,
114 68
No. 16, Middle Division,
We shall sleep, but not forever,
68 88
No. 21, Middle Division Moose Hill,
68 88
In that sweeter bye-and-bye.
No. 22, Middle Division,
82 65
Dearest Lord, we’ll sing thy praises
No. 28, Middle Division,
165 30
No. 32, Middle Division,
110 20
lu our home beyond the sky.
No. 33, Middle Division Great Pond,
110 20
No. 34, Middle Division,
192 85
She Is sleeping, sweetly sleeping,
No. 35. Middle Division,
82 65
In that rest earth cannot know.
No. 39, Middle Division part of.
82 27
We shall meet on Easter’s more in
No. 39, Middle Division “Black Tract,
SSbOO
Tannery Lot,"
Beyond the scenes of mortal woe
No. 40, Middle Division,
1ST 52
In memory of Ahble Douglass Tapley, born No. 41. Middle Division,
206 62
Butter Island,
7 00
Sept. 11,1H5I; died Oct. 21, 1904.
12 50
Eagle Island,
O. L. T.
2 50
Spruce Head Jk Bear Island,
Beach Island,
1 50
4 00
Hog Island.
DEER ISLE.
3 00
Bradbury’s Island,
ue'ar
Little
Pond,
Dee:
50
Isle,
LUFKIN- M A NC’H KSTER.
Western Island,
50
A pretty home wedding took place -t
Little Spruce Island,
63
! the home of Johnson H. Lufkin and wife Marshall’s Island.
12 50
8 25
May 3, at 8 a. in., when their daughter Pickering’s Island,
l.flith was mar ied to George A. ManTIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
No. 3, North Division,
theater, of Northeast Harbor.
$6 00
As strains of the Lohengrin wedding No 4. North Division,
6 00
55
inarch, rendered by Miss Mary Green**, No. 7. South Division.
No. 10.
3 60
were hear-*, Rev. Charles
Hawksworth, No. 16, Middle
1 80
Division,
who performed the ceremony, followed by
No. 22, Middle Division,
2 40
j the bridal attendants, first the bridesNo. 28, Middle Division,
6 00
maid4*, Misses Dorothy Lufkin and Clara No. 32, Middle Division,
3 60
Burton Hamlin, nieces of the bride, then No. 34. Middle Division,
7 20
Middle
No.
3r>,
2 40
the
maid
of
Division,
honor.
Miss
Nora
an
|
Grindle,
No
Middle Division,
2 40
; intimate friend of the
bride, then the No. 39,
5 40
40, Middle Division,
1 ride-elect on the arm of her father, and
No. 41, Middle Division,
7 80
i t he groom-elect and best man entered the
Oramandal Smith,
! prettily-decorated parlor. The impresState Treasurer.
sive Episcopal ring service was used.
ride was attractive in a
The
pretty
STATE OF MAINE.
travelling suit, while the maid of nonor
Treasurer’s Office. )
was attired in pearl silk, wearing a
Augusta, May 3, 1905:
\
hat of pink. The little bridesmaids were
¥ ¥ PON the foregoing townships or tracts
\ < harming in white.
L..: of land not liable to be taxed in any
After the ceremony the happy couple re- town, the following assessments for county
ceived the congratulations and best wishes tax of 1905 were made by the County Commissioners of Hancock county on the 29th day of
of all.
March. 1905:
The many gifts testified to the popularNo.
North Division,
$66 12
! itv of the couple, who left on the Frank No 3,
66 12
4, North Division,
Jones for their future home.
23 53
Strip N. of No. 3, North Division,
23 53
Kirip N. of No. 4. North Division,
No. 7, South Division, North part,
26 16
Coughs anil colds, down to the very border
No. 7, Sout'i Division, South part,
19 29
8, South Division,
19 20
| land of consumption yield to the soothing, No.
No. 9, South Division,
8 64
Influences of Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
healing
No. 10,
45 87
j
No. 16, Middle Division,
27 55
No. 21, Middle Division.
27 55
No. 22, Middle Division.
33 06
No. 28, Middle Divibion,
66 12
No. 32. Middle Division,
44 08
No 33, Middle Division,
44 08
No. S4, Middle Division,
77 14
No. 35. Middle Division,
33 u6
No. 3y, Middle Division.
32 91
No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
10 00
No. 40, Middle Division,
60 61
an Ellsworth
Household Will No. 41, Middle Division.
82 65
Butter Islaud,
2 80
5 00
Eagle Island,
Find Them So.
1 oo
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
60
To have the pains and aches of a bad
1 60
Hog Island.
1 20
Bradbury’s Island.
back removed; to tie entirely free from
Pond near Little Deer Isle,
20
Western Island,
20
25
annoying, dangerous urinary disorders is Little Sp uce Island,
Marshall’s Island,
5 00
3 30
enough to make any kidney sufferei Pickering’s Island,

says:

C.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. E. Hall, May 5,

the market 12 years. Big Seller
sales constantly increasing.

on

j
|

WHY?Theyhav. MERIT

jts

dwelling.

Cooper

—

We shall sleep, but not forever,
Give us. Lord, such faith and trust,
That when we have fought life’s battles
We may dwell among the just.

in
Charles

Has been

We shall bleep, but not forever,
When the ages all have Mown,
Jesus comes again to call us,
Comes again to claim His own.

conven-

8.

Best lOc. CIGAR

|
|

Many

John Greenlaw arrived Saturday

Hastport to visit her son Charles.
Mrs. Cora Kolfe and two children recently visited her aunt, Mrs. Hattie Sar-

Christian Endeavor Local Union
will be held at South Bluehill May 17.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
(SALK OF
KEA&
ESTATE.
T~>URSUANT lo a license from the probata
court for the county of Hancock, State
JL
of Maine, issued
April fourth, a. d. 1905, I
shall sell at public auction at my office in
Bucksport, on Thursday, May *5 a. d. >905, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, the
following described real estate situate in Bucksport, Hancock Ciunty, Maine, and belonging to the estate of John N, Swazey, late of said Bucksport, deceased, to wit:
First lot. Beginning on the southerly side
of Main street at the northwest corner of a
y>t of land owned by John J. Lee and others;
thence southerly on suid Lee’s land eighty
feet to an iron bolt; thence westerly at right
angles with said Lee’s line to the side of the
driveway which runs between what is known
as
the oostoifice building and Pinson Ac
Brown’s store to an iron bolt on the aide of
the driveway; thence northerly following the
side of said driveway to an iron bolt ou the
southern side of said Main street; thence
easterly ou salu Ma n street to the place of
hegiuuing. being the store now occupied by
Pinson & Brow n.
riecond lot.
Loginning on the southerly
side of said Main street at the western side
of the driveway running between the postoffice and the store now occupied by Pinson At
Brown; theuce sout herly on the. western side
of said driveway eighty feet to an iron bolt;
| thence westerly at right angles to an iron bolt
and a lot vf land occupied by Rebecca B.
Trott and owned i>\ the estate of the late
jotiu W. Swazey; ihence northerly between
the nostofllce building (so called; and the
building occupied by Rebecca B. Trott to an
iron bolt on the south side of Main street to
the point (list begun at. Haid south side of
Main street being ten feet northerly from the
I buildings standing on these lots
Third lot.
Situate in said Bucksport betwee tbe Range road ami lower Long Pond
road
(so called), nud kuown as the Jerry
|1 bweet place,
Fourth lot. Being what is known as the
Pinertou lot or Martin place, situate on the
easterly side of the Range road and opposite
I William C. Btubb’s homestead in said Buckssport. containing about forty acres.
Fifth lot, Beiug the Warren Moore or Davis
place, and bounded on the nortu by land of
Lewis Blood and easterly by the upper old
Long Pond road, southerly by laud of A. C.
Swazey, and westerly by the Moose Horn
Ai.bkrt C. Swazey,
Stream (so called).
Administrator ae bonis non with the will annexed of the estate of John N. Swazey,
late of Bucksport, in said county, deceased.
B cksport. April 18, 190!.

picture

NORTH FRANKLIN.

sermon

Rev.

Child’s

to West

«*gdon
J* B.

street.

its

Jf*

and

Miss
Annie Pherson is ! having the
foundation laid for her store on Main

jects

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Gharles Jennings, of Newton, Mass., April gent.
Miss Anne Gott, of McKinley, was the
Jennings was formerly Miss
•race
guest of her sister, Mrs. Rose Bunker,
Holden, of this place.
Miilliaw Morey, who has been work- last week.
W. R. Hanna, wife and two childreiq^of
,nB on roads at Isle au Haut, suffered a
*Gght shock, and was brought home this hast sumvan, spent naiuroay ana numuiv
*e*k. Mr.
Morey is gaining some, and is with relatives! he re.
* 1© to
walk about the house.
Mias Lutie Keating, who has been tl •
May 8.
£.
guest ot Mrs. J. C. Hanunond, returned
Miss Mary Goodwin

Robert Phillips and
ife have rallied
their recent indisposition.

from

tain the club next Wednesday at 12.30 p. m.
All cordially invited. This club grows in
interest all the time. A variety of subis being considered, which adds to
attractions. A branch of biblical subjects is before the club at present.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
The

We shall sleep with those before us.
Present kindred, those unborn,
But they all will hear the summons
On the resurrection morn.

H.,

N.

Rev. G. F. Sibley, Mrs. Sibley and young

Capt. H. V. 1tennis is having improvements made

County New$,»ee other page*

RIVAL

American
experience with incubators, he w’ill confer a public benefit
by putting it in print.

SULLIVAN.

Let uft i*e thankful through our tesr*
That *he wan ours »o long.
And try
hurh our lone* of grief.
And lUten for ber song-**

Georg

A.

Additional

Key West

for his services

Still we can keep her memory bright,
Asd walk the way she tro I,
And tru*t rhe waits until we come
L'p to the borne of tioti.

May

6.

‘O'

Percy Mills and Melvin Iadd
shipped on the yacht Princess.
The county commissioners were in town vessel.
Hay is a little scarce with many, and last week looking after the State road.
Capt. Will Conarv and son, from Sunthose who have any to spare are asking fl5
Mrr. Lydia Emery, who came down Sat- shine, spent Saturday with relatives in
per ton.
urday evening, returned to her home in this place.
R. E. Grindle, assistant postmaster and Bangor this morning.
The lobster fishermen are quite encourThe schooner Clinton, Capt. Ed. Lord, is aged; as the w: ter
trader, recently purchased a horse of Paris
becomes warmer they
out of winter quarters, and making trips are findings few fish.
Snow, North Bluehill.
II. W. Lowell has sold his residence in to Rockland and Rock port.
Elder Thompson held sevices at South
The ladies’ sewing circle was held at the Bluehill Sunday and Elder Woods at this
Orland, and it is reported that he contemplates building a nice residence on the lot chapel last Thursday afternoon. The day place. Quite a number attended and much
where he now' lives, one of the most beau- was fine, and there was a large attendance. interest was manifested. All are glad to
tiful sites in this part of the county.
Newton Ix>rd, of Belfast, was in town hear Elder Woods’ little daughter is so
James Snow', of South Penobscot, who last Friday measuring the
spars of the rapidly improving.
has been confined to the home of his Joanna Durgain for which he is to make a
Crumbs.
May 8.
daughter, Mrs. Orren Dunbar, with the suit of sails.
To Cur** u Cold in One I>»y
grip, is out again much improved, and
Capt. Irving Tarbox leaves here this Take LAX vllVK RROMO
made a call on his daughter, Mrs. J. M.
yUlMNK Tablets.
morning for northern New York, where All ilruKjri *t» refurd tiic money If li falls to cure.
Hutchins, Sunday.
i-L*mtlure Is ui> each box. IV.
he will have command of a large yacht V. W.
The new pastor, Rev. Mr. Bryant, and that sails on one of the lakes.
wife are settled in the parsonage and have
Mrs. Lillian Gray, the primary school
jSibtrtistmnit*
extended a cordial public invitation to all teacher, and son
Maynard, who have
boarded
at
Dr.
Farrow’s
the
to call on them as often as convenient.
past winter,
have returned to their own home.
They come highly recommended, and have
8.
Tomson.
May
thus far made an excellent impression.
The women are exhausting their wits
SLEEPING
We shall sleep, but not forever,
and patience on setting hens, but woman
Oh what hope that promise gives,
never gives up, you know, when intent on
Thai when life anil death are over
accomplishing her purpose, and the reWe again with Christ may live.
fractory hens will probably have to sit or
Lou and Malcolm Leach have returned
from Brewer after a brief period of work
there.

the

wreath from members of Winter Harbor runs between Rockland and Portland.
Mrs. Lucy Clarke, one of Oceanville’s
grange, a fern sickle from Mrs. L. M.
and most respected citizens, died at her home
Banker, bouquets from Gertrude
Blanche Bickford, Mrs. 4- M. Williams, May 1, after an illness of three months.
Mrs. Nelson Morse, Mrs. Moses Stanley Mrs. Clarke leaves a husband and one sisand others.
ter .Mrs. Martha Stock bridge, of Swan’s
The schools closed for the afternoon, ; Island. She was tenderly cared for by
services
in
a
the
and the children attended
both during her illness. She was a member of the Baptist church here, and a
body.
faithful Christian worker. Funeral serMAad though we cannot clasp her band.
vices were held at the house, Rev. H. W.
Nor look upon her face,
Nor listen to her voice again.
Conley, of Stonington, officiating.

Hi£z: yctirc*.

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Leslie Flye, of Brooklin, spent Saturday and Sunday with her parents here.
l.ave
Capt. ptis Candage is so mucn improved
be hopes soon to take command of his

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

here.

many friends by her social accomplishcoming summer, is progressing.
ments, and moral'and kindly qualities.
with white ribbon, with the card: “In
Miss Susan Jordan, who has been at
H.
May 8.
memory of Fannie from her schoolmates.”
Thaddeus
the
Grom*
Capt.
during
winter,
Other offerings were thirteen white
went to her home at Deer Isle Friday.
FRANKLIN.
pinki* from Helen Cole, thirteen white
E. K. Crockett left here May 4 to act as
Mrs. C. E. Petersen was in Bangor on
pinks tied with white ribbon from Halh
purser on the steamer Minneola, which business last week.
cyon assembly of Pythian sisterhood,
cluster of

The Red Men’s ball was well attended,
spite of the rain, Wednesday evening.
About f3T) was netted for the benefit of
the order.
Spec.
May 8.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

visiting relatives

of

some

in

Miss Sperry, teacher, has been quite ill
for a few days.

any reader
has had an extended

taught by

much of the bitterness of separation
The choir sang two
ww taken away.
selections—’’Abide With Me” and "Asleep

°or additional

Saturday and Sunday.
Capt. John Avery, his sister, Mrs. Mary
Weaoott, and daughter Josie, are home
after spending the winter in Portland.
Rev. A. E. Luce, recently of Clinton,
the new pastor of the Methodist church,
preached at Bet hany chapel Sunday after- die.
noon.

Sprague, was here last week with
her machinery broken.

COUNTY NEWS.

some

and

take

NOllC’K OF KHtECLOSIKK,
HE REAS Betsey H. Small, of Deer Isle,
Hancock county, Maine, by her mort
gage deed dated April 10, 1901. and recorded in
the registry of deeds lor said Hancock county, book 363, page 66. conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land, situate in said Deer Isle, described and bounded
as follows, to wit;
Beginning at the southwesterly corner of
land of Geo. W. Blastow; thence southeasterly by same to the county road; thence
northeasteriy by same thirty-eight rods to
land of Chas E. Haskell; thence northwesterly by same to the salt water; thence southwesterly by the salt water thirty-eight rode,
more or less, to the bound begun at, containing thirty acres, more or less. It being the
homestead iot on which the said Betsey H.
Small then lived.
Excepting and reserving one and one-half
acres, nore or less, conveyed by said Betsey
H. Small to Emma P. Small, by deed dated
November 25, a. d. 1699, and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 345,
page 20, to which deed and the record thereof
reference is hereby made for a description of
said premises.
The same being the homestead of the said Emma P.
Small.
And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
notice for that purpose. Cecil E. Wasoatt,
By his attorney, E. P. Spofford.
April 24, 1905.

\\r
y\

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
AITHEREAS Serenus H. Rodick, of Eden,
W Hancock county, Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the eleventh day of June, a.
u. 1003, and recorded in the registry of deeds
for Hancock county aforesaid ill book 392,
page 317, conveyed to the undersigned, J.
of
Frank
Whittaker,
Bangor, Penobscot
county, and John A. Peters, of Ellsworth,
Hancock county, Maine, certain real estate
described in said mortgage as follows, viz.:
All my real estate and all my interest in real
estate, whether owned by me in common or in
severalty and whether in possession, reversion or remainder and all my interest, ownership and title, both legal and equitable, in
and to any and all real estate in the county of
Hancock and State of Maine, which I now
own. or have, or to which I may be entitled at
this date.
Express reference is heieby made to the
records in the registry of deeds for the county
of Hancock aforesaid for particular descriptions of so much of the aforesaid real estate
included in this conveyance the legal title to
which stand* in my name.
This mortgage is made expressly subject to
the
the prior mortgage from
mortgagor
herein to the mortgagees herein dated March
20th, a d. 1899, and recorded March 23. 1899, in
hook 334, page I5€, of the registry of deeds for
Hancock county, and to all sums due there-

j

|

AIso subject to o*her existing valid recorded
liens, if any, agaiust my said real estate.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has oeeu and is now broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the condition
thereof,
we claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
give this notice for that purpose.
J. Frank Whittaker,
John A. Petr its.
Ellsworth, Maine. May 2, 1905.
FORECLOSURE.
H. Rodick, of Eden,
county, Maine, by his morthe twentieth day of March,
a.
d. 1899. aud recorded in the registry of
deeds for said Hancock county in book 334,
page 15K, conveyed to the undersigned, J.
Bangor, Penobscot
Frank Whittaker, of
NOTICE

OF

Serenus

Hancock
WHEREAS
gage deed dated

county,

ana

jonu

a,

reieru.

ui

tnswunu,

Hancock county, Maine, certain real estate
describ* d in said mortgage, as follows, viz.:
All rtal estate aDd all interest in real estate,
whether owned by me in common or in severalty, and whether in possession, remainder
or reversion, and all right, title and interest,
both legal and equitable, in and to any and all
real estate in the county of Hancock, State of
Maine, which I now own or ha. e or to which
I mav be entitled at this date, express reference being had to the records in the registry
or deeds for Raid county of Hancocx, for particular descriptions.
This mortgage was made expressly subject
to existing, valid, recorded liens, all ot which
are excepted from the operation of the covenants herein.
Expressly excepting however and not hereby conveying a ceriain parcel of land with
buildings thereon, in Bar Harbor, in said
Eden, called the S. H. Kodick cottage lot or
homestead lot, and being the same particularly described as convewd in the deed from
Mary A. Jordan and husband to Screnus H.
Rodick dated August 3lst, 1885, and recorded
in said registry of dteds Sept. 11th, 1885 in
book 201, page 239.
And whereas the condition < f said mortnow theregage has been »nd is now bioken
fore by reason of the breach of the couditiou
thereof we claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
J. Frank Whittakkk,
John A. Peters.
Ellsworth. Maine, May 2, 1905.
(Vrlilirrttc Re-ex temli ng

Chart*!.
Treasury Department,
pthe
Ofpice op Comptroller
Currency,
Washington, D. C., April 8,1905.
fHEREAS by satisfactory evidence presented to the undersigned, it has been
made to appear that "The Bucksport National
Bank” located In the town of Bucksport, in
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
has complied with all the provisions of
the Actof
Congress “to enable National
Banking Associations to extend their corand
for
ex iatence,
other
purposes", approved July 12, 1882. asamended
by the Act, approved April 12. 1902.
Now. therefore. 1, William B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that
"The Bucksport National Bank” located in
the town of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, and Stale of Maine, is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in its
amended articles ot association:
Namely,
until close of business on April 8. 1925.
In testimony whereof,
f Currency Bureau )
of the
witness
hand
and
|
my
!
seal of office this eighth
Comptroller
of the Currency ( day of April, 1905.
Depart- j
j Treasury
Wm. B. Ridgely,
merit.
J
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. 1079.
Extension No. 659.

JSeal

FORECLOSE UK OF MORTGAGE.
State op Maine, Hancock ss.
AITbEREAS W. H. Nagle, of Eden, Hancock county, State of Maine, on the
eighteenth day of March, a. d. 1904, mortgaged to Fred Watson of said Eden, one gray
norse called Crawford H, one single harness,
one sleigh, two chamber sets, one parlor suit,
all kitcheu furniture, together with all the
household furniture now contained in the
house Number 12 Hancock street, in the village of Bar Harbor, in said Eden, to secure
the payment of seventy-one dollars and sixty-six cents, which mortgage is recorded in
»he towu records of the town of Eden, book
18, page 172; and whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been broken, now therefore, notice is hereby given of my intention
to foreclose said mortgage for breach of its
Fred Watson,
conditions.
By E. N. Benson, his atty.
Datsd at Bar Harbor this 26th day of April,
a. d. 1905.

County' AVtcs

For Additional

other paye%

see

Sudden

CASTINE.

There is satisfaction in money-spending when the article
bought bears the stamp of honesty. To have our customers
feel that this is a thoroughlyjreliable store, to have them feel
are reliable and the prices just, has been our
that the

goods
ambition. Many

have tried and tested

business

our

Overture—

Vienna

as a

result

was

officiating.
Ralph Reed

the

beef

Noon and Night in
..Suppe

1

will

$7.50 to #20

Suits from

Walking

a

5 to

lO

5 to

i5

Rain Coats,

5 to

15

Petticoats,

1 to

5

silk Petticoats,

5 to

10

^
^

#.'}

Silk Waists,
Wash Waists,

Jason Springer has gone West for

Golden, of Bangor, has
the gnost of Mrs. G. W. McAlister
and Miss Florence Stover this week.
Miss Bernice

new cottage of J. B. Patterson
A
Alamoosook is nearly completed.
hotair engine is being installed to pump
water to supply the cottage.

to

#7.50

l to

.*.50

The tine

at

George A. Ward well, engineer at the
Dix shipyard while the Peary
steamer Roosevelt was being built, and
who is now with the craft in Portland, is

McKay &

contemplating going
North as engineer.

School here is in

V

Coggins

\

an in-

Mary

Miles has gone to
to visit her son Frank and wife.

t

Mrs.
were

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.

Matilda

Martin

and

son

uncle,

CARPET SEASON OPENS.

Springer,

of

to

Gardiner

an

as called in the
catcher, the game
score standing 7 to 6 in favor
of the visitors.
Maddocks was quite

8.

seventh the

Charles

for

several

James

Stubbs,

ton
a

I

of the

one

District,

Detroit, visited his

Fred Grave

as

war with
sergeant of Co. E, Sixth
a prominent member of

He was
Jas. E. Hall post*, G. A. R. and much interested in the N. PL O. P. He leaves a son
a

daughter—James

Howard

Stubbs,

of

Everett, Mass., and Mrs. Grace Douglass,

Malden,
Wednesday

of

with her sister, Mrs. Ix*na Stewart, for

few weeks.

port.

Mrs. Effie Macomber and son Thomas,
Franklin, spent Sunday with her uncle,
Fred Graves.
G.
May 8.

Mass.
in the

The

at

*/ have used several bottles of Peruna and I feel greatly benefited
/ feel encouraged to believe that if
my catarrh of the head.
/ use it a short time longer I will he fully able to eradicate the disease of
David Meektson.
thirty years’ standing.

was

on

cmr ty,
ANOTHER SENSATIONAL CLRE : Mr. Jacob I,. Davis, Galena, Stone
•*
1 have been in bad health for thirty-sev«n years, and after taking
Mo., writo:
twelve bottle* of your Peruna I am 011™!.'*—Jacob I.. Davis.
If you do not tl-rive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Perur.a,
he will b«
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statement of your ease, and
pleased to giva yon his valuable advice gratis.
Addre** Dr. liartmau. President of The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, O.
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FORESTRY.

II, “Practical

Forestry,**

additional

County AVwi

Has

Been Published.

tee

source

of

is

requirement, fit, shape,

Every

looks, wear, and

moderate prices.
Newest Fashions in Men’s and
Ladies’ Shoes—Styles you can’t get elseme uump last is the latest.
where.
All are Dip toe. Military heel. It s
dead swell; you ought to see it. Oficjurse we have other lasts perhaps a little

I

prophet, you
“Really!”
“Oh, yes,

{lasses through
c

hapter

is

some

distant mill.

intensely practical,

The

and indi-

present
lumbering
n)elhods which will make for the advantage of the forest.
Chapter III is entitled “The Weather
and tne Stream”. It discussed the influcates

know.”

changes

in

May

eternal

society.
She

leaves

a

father

and

mother,

twro

brothers—Dr. T. J. King and Clarence
W. King, and one sister—Mrs. William
Chamberlain, who have the sincere symof all in this bereavement, which
pathy
nas caused the
first break in the family
circle.

of

enjoyment

H-s

H.

9.

BLUEHIUL
visiting rela- |

Marine

“Father thinks the Russians haven’t the
ghost of a chance,'’ he heard.
“Really!" said the second voice.
M-m; that’s what he things, and father
knows a lot. He’s a splendid
w eathenr

and

children.

LAMOINE.

Lydia Hodgkins

Mrs.

information

Our Shoe Store.

the Children’s needs than others do.

present

o<H«rr payet

As
positive
tives in Waltham.
lodge, F. and A. M., worked the about what forestry really is, and to
The Riverview local union of Christian
of
a
book
its
a
methods,
M. M. degree Tuesday evening.
spread knowledge
Endeavor will meet here May 17. Miss
We devote a wliole room to Carpetings and Draperies.
We
has been prepared by Gifford Pinohot, forL.
P.
Cole
and
Charles
Ann
is
left
Capt.
Margaret Koch, of the -tate C. E. convencarry (be largest stock in the city.
ester of the United States department of
Monday for Bar Harbor to work for Capt.
tion, will address the meeting.
agriculture and chief of the bureau of
Conners.
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.
Dr. T. J. King, Clarence King, and Mrs.
forestry, entitlel “A Primer of Forestry”,
Wallace E. Stinson left town Thursday
hainberlain, of Boston, were
The merit, the honesty and the price fairness prevailing in the Hosiery
which is published in two parts. Part I William
for Winter Harbor, where he has employcalled home Tours day by the death of
was issued in 1899, and has passed through
and Underwear end of our business have won for it an enviable reputation.
ment with Dr. Small.
several editions, reaching a circulation of their sister, Miss Emma King.
Spring showing is now most complete, and the choosing-time is here. We
T.
M.
Eben Whitaker and wife, and John
Coombs, superintendent of about 225,000 copies. It deals with the life
make a specialty of Children's Hose, and think we tiave the best and most
schools, is in town on business connected of a single tree, with trees as they exist in Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, were in town
satisfactory hosiery for children sold anywhere.
! with the various schools.
of
a
a forest, with the life
forest, and with Sunday. Mr. Whitaker’s father, George
See our line of 12 1 -2c hose for Men, Ladies, Misses and Children ;
Mrs. Edith Staples, of Atlantic, who has the enemies of the forest.
Whitaker, is in very poor health.
also our 2.“»c line.
Part II of the primer has just been
been spending a few weeks with relati.es
Last Tuesday while Dyer Hodgkins was
If you buy hosiery from ns once you will never buy anywhere else
in
left for Bridgeport, Conn., published. It deals with ‘‘Practical For- in his barn, having just weighed a load of
town,
afterwards.
of
which is defined as
estry”, the purpose
Thursday.
ha>, a piece of joist fell a distance of ten
forest render its best service
Dr. A. E. Small, who has been spending “to make the
feet, striking him on the side of the head,
GLOVES, CORSETS AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
in such a wav as to increase rather
Mr.
several weeks with his brother, Dr. Small, to man
cutting a gash two inches long.
If you want goods which give satisfaction, don't pass these departments.
diminish its usefulness in the Hodgkins felt the effects of the blow for
of this place, w ill return to his home at than to
The assortment is enormous, and prices as moderate as inferior goods are sold
it means “both several
Winter Harbor Thursday, able to resume future”. In other words,
days, but is now fully recovered.
use and the preservation of the forest”.
for.
his practice.
Dr. Small Has been ill since the
DEATH OF KMMA L. KING.
Chapter I of part II tell9 of the varied
LACES AND TRIMMING.
has return from New York, where he took
of the forest; specifies the four
uses
Emma L., daughter of William R. and
Our store is known for taste and up-to-date goods in that line. If you a post-graduate course the past winter.
if the forest is to yield good CassieKing, died at her home May 2 after
His many friends and acquaintances are requisites
want the style, look these over
returns under management—protection, a lingering illness of consumption.
pleased to hear of his recovery.
Never robust in health, for more than
strong and abundant reproduction, reguS.
May 9.
lar supply of ripe
trees, and growing two years she had been gradually failing.
ORLAND.
space sufficient for each tree; discusses Medical aid and temporary removal to the
The engagement is announced of Miss the yield of a forest, describing how it is interior of the State have at times given
We devote a separate store to Moots and
Elizabeth Thurston to Royal Sumner determined and showing that it must relief, and kindled a short-lived hope.
Shoes. We carry the largest stock and asMiss keep even pace witc the growth; and But all that love could do bad no power to
Wentworth, of Chelsea. Mass.
sortment in the city. All widths, styles and
different stay the dreaded disease.
Thurston is one of Orland's most popular concludes by describing the
sizes for Men, Women and Children. If you
of cutting trees in such a way as
During the past winter she had been at
young ladies; she is a graduate of Bangor systems
want shoes that fit, up-to-date in style and
high school, and deservedly }>opular in to get the best returns from the forest, times a great sufferer. Very early in life
in any quality, we have them.
while at the same time improving its the deceased manifested an
interest in
musical circles.
We are great believers in children, and
usefulness.
religion, and after a few years she united
in making them comfortable.
The »eeond chapter discusses “Work in w ith the church. Her Christian life was
For that
The Cast Straw.
Woods”. Conservative and ordinary marked by a fidelity and
reason we carry more of an assortment in
devotedness
Mr. Harriman would have liked to em- the
Children's Shoes than all the other dealers
! ploy the half-hour spent in the last train lumbering are contrasted, and the great w hich it is good to remember. Bo far as
of conservative work is shown. her health would permit, she
gave of her
combined.
j to Paradise Corner in reading the evening superiority
Information and suggestions are given best efforts to the furtherance of every
The reason we sell so many shoes for
news, but behind him sat a pair of gigfrom the time the tree is good work, and especially to the
on the work,
support
ling girls.
Children is simply because we better supply
found standing in the forest until it of the church and Christian Endeavor

Covering.

a

j

thereby from

North IJucks-

_________

Just

DEER ISLE.

funeral

chapel

PRIMER OF
Part

writes:

veteran of the Civil

Maine.

and

David Meektson, Napoleon, Ohio, ex-member of Congress, Fifty-fifth

best-known

residents of the town, died almost in-

i of

j

CONGRESSMAN MEEKISON PRAISES PE-Rll-NA.
Hon.

stantly on Saturday afternoon just as he
stepped from the train at Hinck's landing
Mr.
near his home at North Bncksport.

*, and family last week.
was a
Tracy and daughter Flossie, Stubbs
Ellsworth, visited relatives here last a tine record

of

LINOLEUMS, RUGS, ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES IN

A CURTAIN SALE.

and will be out of the game
weeks.

badly injured,

Carpet buying has begun in earnest. This store stands ready to
figure on any sort of floor-covering for any amount of space. The best service
Several from here contemplate attending
is at your disposal, and the fullest and most complete line to choose from. We
the county grange at East Sullivan next
offer specially good trades in
Friday.
Miss Kffie McFarland is here from BosMATTINGS, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS,

This sale emlwdies Lace Curtains, Ruflied Muslin Curtains. Swiss, Irish
Point, Portieres, Couch Covers and a full line of Draperies and Furniture

played ball on the seminary
on Saturday afternoon.
Owing
accident to Maddocks, the E. M. C.

grounds

Mrs. Laura

The

WOOL CARPETING.

E. M. C. 8. and lr. of M. second

The

in Franklin last week.

Thomas

to the far

teams

Frank Butterfield and wife, of Somerville, Mass., have moved here and will occupy her father’s homestead, the Norris

I An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. Particular attention is
called to the new wvave—the Panama Cloth—at 75e and $ 1, and Mohairs
from 50c to $1.50 per yard.

trip

road.

session, Miss Gertrude

teacher.

Miss Blanch McFarland, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday here.
Mrs.

the

on

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. is receiving
bridge material, and employs ten men at
i s unloading yard on the site of the old
marine railway. The schooner Louis K.
French has been chartered to take bridge
material to various points where it will be
required for the Northern Seaport rail-

here

definite time.

\

season.

been

ton to

XI

V

was

street tannery is shut
days to repair the stack

Capt. E. P. Emerson has nearly completed repairs on the dam at Alamoosook,
which was dynamited last Sunday.

Miss Rebecca Butler has gone to Houlteach.

it

few

a

The salmon catch has been very poor
far, not m«»re than a doren having

this week.

Ladies' and Misses’

Coats,

Lake,

Recovery.

thus

few

lOff' /

skirts 2.50 to

Dress Skirts,

for

been taken this

of Green

a

and reset the boilers.

Spec.

days.
Key Killman,

Franklin

The

John Cook, of Bar Harbor, is in town for

you.
We have Ladies' and Misses’

for

visiting

down

FRANKLIN ROAD.

particularly please

Pe-ru-na For His

Rockland

to

bookkeeper

Miss Charlotte Swarey has gone to
Worcester, Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs.
Wendall P. Parker.

Andante SoMcnuto
Andante expiCssIvc—Allegro non trcpi*>
Orchestra
The >wa!low*..Cost n
'lr* Carpenter and orchestra
Night Song..Uutt ive lUu h
S’rln* orchestra
Prison Scene from 11 Trovatore.
Verdi
.Mr* CariKnttr, Mr tiougla**, chorus
an«i orchc«<ra
Sahit t>*Amour..Elgar
Orchestra
Song of the Viking*. Fanlng
Chorus and orenestra

May 5.

gone
as

Delano, this week.

llegnt non troppo
Allegretto

The active sale of Tailormade Suits will be increased
when you know of the stylish
lot of fresh arrivals. Trices

has

position

Meekison Gives Praise to

Congressman

Sullivan, of Meriden, Conn., has
his mother, Mrs. C. M

Daniel

........

s/

HAD CATARRH THIRTY YEARS.

concern.

been

A

Our Cloak Department.

a

Morning,

trom Kau-t
.Gounod
Chorus and orchestra
Selection from Tann auwr.Wanner
Orchestra
Daughter of Error.Bl-hop
Mrs car|»ciucr, chorus and orchestra
(Quartet from l.urtadt l<amuter moor... Don /.etll
till
Mr* Carp m ter, Mrs 1'htlbruok, l»r
brook, Mr Walker
Ballet Kgxp'.icn.Lulglnl

our method right. j
any store in Hancock county, which proves
AVe call your attention to a few of our leading departments j
which are remarkably strong.

take

to

Soldier's Thorn*

are

—

this

Orcbes* rn

methods,

firm friends of this store. Many more
these we invite.
may not as yet have tested these methods;
a
this
find
You'll
good, liberal, broad-gauge shop to trade in,
No
a store that works for the interest of its customers.
matter at what prices competitors are offering their goods,
as cheap, and in many inyou will find them at our store
We are not given to sensational methods of
stances cheaper.
doing business, but depend on the conservative method for
AVe sell more l)rv Goods out of our store than
our success.
and

Following

Sargent, accompanist.
programme:

Railroad Material
Death
ArrlvInji-liHlc Locals.

The schooner John Douglass is bound to
port with coal for the Devereux Coal
Co.
The funeral of Mine Addie Hancock was
held on Wednesday, Rev. William Forsyth

evening of May 2 the Castine glee
club, which is now in its fourth season,
gave its seventh concert. It was assisted
by Pullen’s orchestra, of Bangor. The
affair was very successful. Dr. Edward E.
Phil brook is conductor; Mrs. William G.
On the

IS READY FOR THE SPRING TRADE.

AODrTttftfmrnti.

BUCKSPORT

COUNTY NEWS.

aDbttttftmtnM.

Mrs. A.

N. Osgood is quite ill.

Misa E. A.

Macomher

will

open

ae

laundry May 15.
Miss Margaret Hinckley spent 8atur Uy
and Sunday at Sedgwick.
F. H. Butler, who has been confined to
j the house two months by illness, is much
\ improved.
Bluehill

Horace

Mrs.

a few
last week.

|1 spent

The Mildred

j

Perkins, of

days

n

t

May, Capt. J. W. Kane.

arrived from Portland
ber and other freight.
State

Water

with relatives in

with

a

load

<

I.as

f

Hr*nator Sumner P. Mills, of

i-

v

ington,
j
I

has been engaged to deli
Memorial Day address.

The strike of
the quarrymen a:
White Granite Oo. works has been

J factorily adjusted,
[ sumed.

and work

has bet

!

There was a ten-cent supper at th*
i tist chapel last Thursday evening.

j

;

>-

.V:'*.

M. P.

Hinckl ey and Mrs. E. P. Ba
th? ladies who entertained.

were

n

*
Saturday, May 6, the B. (». S. A
team weni to Sedgwick to play th* S
n
wick high school team. The result w<
favor of the academy team, the
being 24 to 6. This is the second ga:*ie,
n
the first having been played at Moun
park, when the score stood 9 to 8 in fa r
of the academy boys.
>

May

A

9.

M.

Family Friend for
Thirty Years

Dear Sirs:—
We have used “L. F.” Mcdic:n<* for
the last thirty years and alway
’P
;lt
it in the house. Could not do tv.1
it. It’s the best spring median' 1 ran

find.

H. H. FARNHAV
812 Water St., Gardiner, Me.
Feb. 23, 1904.
The True “L. F.” Atwood's Bit:ors
cure dyspepsia and headaches; prevent
colds. A family friend you can depend
upon.

always can tell the ence forests have on climate, explains in
The funeral services were held May 4 in
of forest cover on tempercoming out, for detail the effect
the church at 2 p. m., the pastor, Rev.
rainfall,
ature, moisture, evaporation,
and
and
the school board,
Thomas McDonald, officiating.
president
mayor
so large that we know we can please you.
and fallen rain. One of the most vitally
A wealth of floral offerings in the form
and everything.”
important functions of the forest is to re- of a beautiful
Our price on Children’s Shoes isjfrom
iir>c to >(01.00
pillow, a wreath and seve ral
erosion
fallen
to
the
rain,
strain
prevent
“Really!”
from the family and other relabouquets
iuiaoca
wj
oiiuco,
the soil, and to store away the water
“Yes, and he’s pretty generous to me, of
tives, seemed to speak of the kindness of a
in
use
the
future.
for
1.00 to
gradual
3.00 too. He
Boys’ Shoes,
who richly provides for the
gave me the money for one of
Chapter IV, the last, is a short sketch of loving Father,
1.00 to
Youths' Shoes,
2.00 those new long coats
the history of forestry abroad and at
to-day.”
home. Important events in forestry in
Men’s Shoes,
1.25 to
5.50
“Really!”
this country are recorded down to the
Ladies’ Boots,
1.50 to 4.00
And oh, did you know every“Yes.
first of this year. The showing of the
1.00 to
Ladies’ Oxfords,
4.00 thing is to be brown this season? That’s United States in this field is behind that
of
cousin
what my
every other civilized nation. Still
says.”
initial steps of high promise have recently
Particular attention is called to our enor“Reai/y.”
been taken, and there can be no question
The liangor Daily Nowh will be sent to any new subscriber for tlu*
mous assortment of Ladies’ and Misses’ Ox“Yes.
Oh, did you know* Helen’s but that the development of a truly Amer
fords. We are showing several styles at cousin is awfully ill—that handsome one— ican system of forest management, ad- next three months for Si.00.
Cutout this advertisement, fill in the name
justed to our own conditions, is now
each price, which makes an assortment une and hardly expected to live?”
of the subscriber who desires the
under way.
fairly
paper and mail to us at once.
“Really!”
Part II of the primer supplements part
qualed by anyone.
“My dear,” said Mr. Harriman, as he I, and the two together give the fundaof forestry in terse and compact
We have the largest store in space, occupying two wearily submitted to his wife’s evening mentals
Part II is illustrated bx eighteen
salutation and fell into the nearest chair, form.
and
forty-seven text figures. In
whole buildings, with the largest assortment, the best goods “I am worn out. There was a girl behind plates,
ap| typographical execution and general
Modern
in
the
car
me
w'ho
is
an exact counterpart of part
lowest
it
the
aranoe
and
‘really!’ someDry Goods, Fancy Goods, where near a thousandsaid,
prices.
times.”
The primer as a whole will be read
-Ladies’ ready-to-wear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.
Mrs. Harriman laid a cool and soothing with profit by every one who takes a
|
hand on his brow.
I practical interest in the forests and whe
“Oh. not really/” she
said, as she I wishes to see them protected and properl3
smoothed the wrinkle between his eye- developed as one of the greatest resources
sensible.
Our Assortment is

more

way

the

and

he

elections

are

A Trial

Subscription

to Your Home

Daily Paper, $1.00 for First

M.

GALLERT, Ellsworth, Me.

I

brows.

I

of

the nation.

3 Months.

